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SUMMARY > -

Scope:

NRC examiners and facility training personnel conducted an announced, pilot.
operator licensing initial examination during the period of January 22-26,
1996. The Facility administered the written examination on January 19, 1996, |
and the NRC examiners administered the operating examinations on !January 22-26, 1996. All of the examinations were administered under the

|guidelines of the " Examiner Standards (ES)", NUREG 1021, Revision 7, and the '

requirements of 10 CFR 55, to six Senior Reactor Operator (SRO) and six
Reactor Operator (RO) candidates.
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Results:

Candidate Pass / Fail.:

SR0 R0 Total Percent

Pass 6- 6 12 '100%

Fail 0 0 0 0%

No violations or deviations were ideritified. ' '
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REPORT DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted

*A. Beaver, Shift Operations Manager !*D. Baxter, Operations Support Manager
|*S. Copp, Nuclear Regulatory Affairs Manager
i*R. Cross, Regulatory Compliance J

*B. Dolan, Safety Asst.rance Manager i
*S. Helms, Operations Training
*A. Lindsay, Operations Training Manager
*T. McMeekin, McGuire Nuclear Station Vice President
*R. White, Training Manager

Other licensee employees contacted included instructors, engineers,
technicians, operators, and office personnel.

NRC Personnel

*G. Maxwell, Senior Resident Inspector

* Attended exit interview

2. Discussion

a. Scope

Facility training personnel and NRC examiners conducted an
announced, pilot operator licensing initial examination during the
period of January 22-26, 1996. The Facility administered the

,

written examination on January 19, 1996, and the NRC examiners i

administered the operating examinations on January 22-26, 1996.
All of the examinations were administered under the guidelines of
the " Examiner Standards (ES)," NUREG-1021, Revision 7, and the
requirements of 10 CFR 55, to six Senior Reactor Operator (SRO)
and six Reactor Operator (RO) candidates.

b. Candidate Performance

The examiners evaluated the candidates' performance during
simulator scenarios and JPMs using the guidelines of NUREG-1021,
" Examiner Standards," Revision 7, Supplement 1, and the
requirements of 10 CFR 55. All candidates passed the operating
tests. One of the SR0 candidates and two of the R0 candidates
were considered to be marginal passes.

During the performance of the simulator examinations, the
examination team noted two areas where improvement was needed.
The first concerned crew communications. Communication between
crew ;nembers was inconsistent. In some instances the lack of
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preciseness required operators to provide clarification. Operator
candidates did not consistently use three part communications as
taught by the training staff and desired by management.

The second area for improvement was the use of annunciator
response procedures (ARP). One simulator scenario included a
steam generator tube leak as one of the malfunctions. The steam
generator tube leak caused the condenser air ejector exhaust
radiation monitor to alarm. The ARP directs the operators to

I isolate the air ejector drains to the turbine sump. This action
to isolate a potential release path was not performed by two of
the three crews that were examined using this scenario.

| Additionally, other opportunities to use the ARPs for guidance
| existed but were not exercised by the crew.

During the simulator scenarios, the operator candidates displayed
good awareness of safety systems and their alignment after
initiation. This had been noted as lacking in the performance of
operators during a previous operator requalification examination,

c. Examination Development

(1) Written Examination Development

The facility training department contracted the development
of the written examination to an experienced contractor.
The examination was a good product and required few changes
to meet acceptable standards. As most of the written
examination development was not accomplished by the McGuire
Training Department, the learning experience was not
retained.

(2) Operating Test Development

The simulator scenarios and job performance measures used in
administering the operating test were developed by personnel
at the facility. Personnel in the training department and
other personnel holding an NRC license, generated and
reviewed the material. Due to the large amount of material
and examination security restrictions, the facility
representative responsible for coordinating the effort
required the help of NRC licensed personnel not a. signed to
the training department.

|

The examination material was generally of high quality. The
NRC examiners made changes to the simulator scenarios to

! ensure that operators would receive an adequate evaluation
I in all of the required competencies. Material submitted for

use in the administrative topics portion of the walkthrough
examination required the most changes.
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d. Examination Administration

All portions of the examination were administered as planned. The
simulator and the personnel operating the simulator performed well i

during the administration of both the JPMs and the simulator !
scenarios. i

i

During the administration of the written examination, minor
clarifications were made to four questions. After administration ,

and grading of the written examination, three typographical errors
1in the answer key were corrected.

3. Exit Iraerview

At the conclusion of the site visit, the examiners met with .

representatives of the plant staff listed in paragraph 1 to discuss the
results of the examinations. The licensee did not identify as
proprietary any material provided to, or reviewed by the examiners. No
dissenting comments were received. ,
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SIMULATOR FACILITY REPORT

Facility Licensee: Duke Power Company - McGuire Nuclear Station

Facility Docket No.: 50-369, 50-370

Operating Tests Administered On: January 22-26, 1996

This form is to be used only to report observations. These observations do
not constitute, in and of themselves, audit or inspection findings and are
not, without further verification and review, indicative of noncompliance with
10 CFR 55.45(b). These observations do not affect NRC certif; cation or
approval of the simulation facility other than to provide information that may
be used in future evaluations. No licensee action is required solely in
response to these observations.

No deficiencies were noted.
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ES-401 Site-specific Written Examination Fonn ES-401-1
'

Cover Sheet
1

U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
SITE-SPECIFIC

WRITTEN EXAMINATION

APPLICANTINFORMATION

Name: Region: 11

Date: January 19,1996 Facility / Unit: McGuire

License Level: SRO Reactor Type: Westinghouse

-.

INSTRUCTIONS

Use the answer sheets provided to doc 1 ment your answers. Staple this cover sheet on top of the answer sheets.

Points for each question are indicated in parentheses after the question. The passing grade requires a final grade of
at least 80 percent. Examination papers will be picked up 4 hours after the examination starts.

All work done on this examination is my own. I have neither given nor received aid.
I

i

Applicant's Signature
;

l

RESULTS
|

Examination Value Points |

Applicant's Score Points

Applicant's Grade Percent
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Test Quesdon #1. Bank Quesdon: 1 Answer: C

1 Pt(s) Which one (1) of the folicwing is the reason why the Chemical and Volume
Control System (NV) auxiliary spray should NOT be used if letdown is
isolated?

A. NV auxiliary spray is incapable of equalizing pressurizer and
NCS boron concentrations. '

B. The spray line cannot provide enough flow to control
pressurizer pressure.

I
C. The spray nozzle may be thermally shocked.

D. Excessive vibration in the spray line will occur.

MISCINFO: RO&SRO SOURCE: RO92

REFERENCES: OP-MC-PS-NV

LESSON: OP-MC-PS-NV, p. 53 TASK:

OBJECTIVE: LPRO/LPSO TIME: l

KA004000K509 (3.7/4.2) DATE: ROEXAM1992

l
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Test Quendon #2. Bank Quesdon: 3 Answer: B

1 pt(s) Which one (1) of the following conditions must be met to open ND-2A (NC >

loop "C" to ND isolation)?

A. ND-1B (Train B suction from C NC loop) open.

B. NI-185A (Contain' ment pump suction) closed.

C. NI-136B (NI suction from ND) closed.

D. FW27A (ND suction from Refueling Storage Tank) open.

MISCINFO: RO&SRO SOURCE: RO92

REFERENCES: OP-MC-PS-ND, p. 22

LESSON: OP-MC-PS-ND TASK:

OBJECTIVE: 7 TIME:

KA005000K407 (3.2/3.5) DATE: ROEXAM1992

i
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Test Quesdon #3. Bank Quesdon: 6 Answer:B

1 Pt(s) Given the following conditions:

Unit 1 is in Mode 6, refueling is in progress.-

Scaler Timer drawer is in Manual mode.
-

Which one (1) of the following will occur if the nuclear instrumentation
Audio Count Rate and Scaler timer Drawer Reset Push-button is pushed?

A. The display is reset and the gate is armed so the next pulse starts
the count.

B. The display, (decades counter or clock time base) is reset.

C. The instimment is reset and operation is stopped until the start
push-button is depressed in any mode.

D. The audible count rate pulses are reset to a discernible rate.

MISCINFO: RO&SRO SOURCE: RO92

REFERENCES: OP-MC-IC-ENB page 18

LESSON: OP-MC-IC-ENB, TASK:

OBJECTIVE: LPRO/LPSO 8 TIME:

KA015000A301 (3.8/3.8) DATE: ROEXMd1992

1
!
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Test Quesdon N. Bank Quesdon: 7 Answer: A

1 Pt(s) Which one (1) of the following Contamment Ventilation systems will restart
following a LOCA?

A. Lower Containment Ventilation (VL) System.

B. Upper Containment Ventilation (VU) System.
.

C. Containment Purge (VP) System.

ID. Pipe Tunnel Booster Fan (PT) System.
|

MISCINFO: RO&SRO SOURCE: RO92
i

REFERENCES: OP-MC-CNT-VUL page.16

LESSON: OP-MC-CNT-VUL, TASK:

OBJECTIVE: 6 TIME:

KA022000A301 (4.1/4.3) DATE: ROEXAM1992

.

.



Test Question #5. Bank Question:8 Answer: C

1 Pt(s) Given the following conditions:

The reactor tripped from 100% power.-

"B" Reactor trip breakeris open.-

"A" Reactor trip breakeris closed.-

Steam Dumps are in the Tave Mode.-

Which one (1) of the following demonstrates the status of the Steam Dumps
as a result of this transient?

A. Steam dump banks 1 & 2 are armed by C-7B interlock but do
not modulate.

B. Steam dump banks 3 & 4 are armed by C-7A interlock but do
not modulate

C. Steam dump banks 1 & 2 will modulate to bring Tave to Tm.

D. Steam dump banks 3 & 4 will modulate to bring Tave to Tm .

MISCINFO: RO&SRO SOURCE: RO92

REFERENCES: OP-MC-STM-IDE pp. 27,29,31

LESSON: OP-MC-STM-IDE, TASK:

OBJECTIVE: 5 TIME:

KA041020K417 (3.7/3.9) DATE: ROEXAM1992

.
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Test Ques 6on H. Bank Quesdon: 9 Answer:D

1 Pt(s) Given the following conditions:

Unit 1 is in Mode 3 with all plant systems in their normal-

lineup.

Auxiliary transformers IATA and 1ATB are not in-

synchronization when a fault in the protective zone of I ATA
occurs.

Which one (1) of the following describes the transfer of power for the 7 KV
buses?

A. An automatic fast transfer from 1 ATA to 1ATB will occur; and,
when the fault on 1ATA clean, an automatic rapid transfer
back to IATA will occur.

B. An automatic fast transfer from 1ATA to 1ATB will occur; but,
when the fault clean, no automatic transfer back to IATA will
occur.

C. An automatic slow transfer from 1ATA to 1ATB will occur; but,
when the fault clears, an automatic transfer back to IATA will
occur.

D. An automatic slow transfer from 1ATA to 1ATB will occur; but,
when the fault clears, no automatic transfer back to IATA will
occur.

MISCINFO: RO&SRO SOURCE: RO92
.

REFERENCES: OP-MC-EL-EP pp. 24,25

LESSON: OP-MC-EL-EP TASK:

OBJECTIVES: LPRO/LPSO21 & 22 TIME:

KA062000A401 (3.3/3.1) DATE: ROEXAM1992

.
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Test Ques 6an #7. Bank Quesdon: 12 Answer: D

1 Pt(s) Which one (1) of the following is the reason that cooldown is limited while
performing a cooldown and depressurization per EP/1/A/5000/ECA-0.0,
" Loss of All AC Power"?

A. To prevent the injection of nitrogen from the cold leg
accumulators.

B. To minimize the thermal shock to the NCP pump seals when
cooling is restored.

*

C. To minimize the amount of seal leakage in the event of a seal
failure.

D. To prevent the possibility of recriticallity from occurring.

MISCINFO: RO&SRO SOURCE: RO92

REFERENCES: ECA-0.0 step 23 page 21
OP-MC-EP-ECA0 p. 49

LESSON: OP-MC-EP-ECA0 TASK:

OBJECTIVE: 9 TIME:

KA000055EK302 (4.3/4.6) DATE: ROEXAM1992
i

I

i
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Test Ques 6on #8. Bank Quesdon:10 Answer:D
'

1 Pt(s) Which one (1) of the following conditions will automatically close the
Waste Gas Discharge Flow Controller (1 WG160) when actuated?

A. VCT Unit 1 Purge Flow high alarm.
;

B. Waste Gas Moisture Separator high pressure alarm.

C. 1 EMF 36 (HH)- Unit Vent Activity. '

D. 1 EMF 36 (L)- Unit Vent Gas.

MISCINFO: RO&SRO SOURCE: RO92

REFERENCES: OP-MC-WE-EMF pages 23,24

LESSON: OP-MC-WE-EMF, TASK:

OBJECTIVE: 3 TIME:

KA073000K401 (4.0/4.3) DATE: ROEXAM1992



Test QuesNon #9. Bank Question: 14 Answer: D

1 Pt(s) Given the following conditions:

Unit 1 is at 100% power.-

1ETB experiences a loss of offsite power.-

B Train components arein service.-

Which one (1) of the following is the reason that Unit 2 is notified to start
the 2A RN (Nuclear Service Water) Pump?

A. The blackout signal load sheds the 2A pump while the Unit 1
D/G comes up to speed.

B. The blackout signal causes train separation and flow may be lost
to the essential headers.

C. The blackout signal load sheds the 2A pump while its suction
switches to the assured source.

D. The blackout signal causes train separation and flow may be lost
to the nonessentini headers.

MISCINFO: RO&SRO SOURCE: RO92

REFERENCES: AP/1/A/5500/07,
" Loss of Electrical Power",
Case II, p. 32.

LESSON: OP-MC-PSS-RN TASK:
OP-MC-EL-EP, p. 46

OBJECTIVE: 9 TIME:

KA000056K302 (4.4/4.7) DATE: ROEXAM1992
KA000056A107 (3.2/3.2)

!
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Test Question #10. Bank Quesdon: 16 Answer: B

1 Pt(s) During a plant shutdown on Unit 1, the operators have blocked the CA auto-start
signal by depressing the auto-start defeat switch. A subsequent loss of both main
feedwaterpumps occurred at 0200.

Given the following plant conditions at the times listed: 1

Time
Condition 0200 0205 0210 0215

1) NCS temperature ( F) 557 558 558 559
2) NCS pressure (psig) 1903 1956 1976 1991
3) NR SG A(%) 40 25 15 10

4) NR SG B (%) 40 20 14 9
5) NR SG C(%) 41 26 13 8

6) NR SG D (%) 39 19 11, 9

What time would the motor driven CA pumps restart automatically?

A. 0200

B. 0205

C. 0210

D. 0215

MISCINFO: RO&SRO

SOURCE: LM

REFERENCES: OP-MC-CF-CA page 10, MC-CF-CA-2 & 6
OP-MC-CF-IFE page 21

LESSON: OP-MC-CF-CA TASK:
OP-MC-CF-IFE

OBJECTIVE: LPRO/LPSO 6 TIME:
LPRO/LPSO 9

K/A: 061000K4%(4.0*/4.2*) DATE: 1/10/%

1
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Test Quesdon #11. Bank Ques 6on: 17 Answer: B

1 Pt(s) Given the following plant conditions:

Unit 1 is at 100% power.-

Control rods are in Auto and not moving.-

Tar /f.v, ABNORMAL annunciator is lit.-

Which one of the following immediate actions should be taken?

A. Adjust T,,, within 1 degree of TREF by dilution or boration.

B. Place rod control in manual and adjust turbine load to match
T.,, to Tur-

C. Trip the reactor and enter EP/1/A/5000/E-0, " Reactor Trip or
Safety Injection."

D. Place rod control in manual and verify control rod operability
by moving rods in 5 steps, then out 5 steps.

MISCINFO: RO&SRO SOURCE: RO95

REFERENCES: AP/1/A/5500/14,
" Rod Control Malfunctions,"
Case 1.

LESSON: OP-MC-IC-IRE, TASK:
pp. 35,36

OBJECTIVE: 16C TIME:,

KA: 000005EA101 (3.6/3.4) DATE: ROEXAM1995

i

!

,
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Test Quesdon #12. Bank Quesdon: 18 Answer: B,

i

!.
1 Pt(s) Which one of the following is the reason for ensuring that NCS pressure is

less than 2335 psig in Step 4 of EP/1/A/5000/FR-S.1, " Response to Nuclear
: Power Generation /ATWS?"
4

A. Minimize the potential for reactor vessel pressurized thermal
shock.

:

B. Verifies or ensures a suf5cient boron flow rate into the NCS.<

2
C. Minimize the potential of the PRT rupture disc bursting.

D. Verifies that the pressurizer PORVs are closed.

MISCINFO: RO&SRO SOURCE: RO95
1

REFERENCES: OP-MC-EP-FRS
'

i

: LESSON: OP-MC-EP-FRS, TASK:
'

p.25
l

|OBJECTIVE: 6 TIME:

KA: 00002E4A201 (3.8/4.1) DATE: ROEXAM1995

.

:
4

i

i
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Test Quesdon #13. Bank Ques 6on:19 Answer:B
_

1 Pt(s) Unit I has been shutdown for refueling. The Unit Supervisor directs the operator to
purge the main generator in preparation to repair a connection on the stator cooling
coil inside the generator in accordance with OP/1/B/6300/03.

Which sequence of operations is consistent with site requirements for Hydrogen
,

safety?

L
!A. 1) Add air to the generator to purge the H2

2) Add CO to the generator to purge the air2

B. 1) Add CO to the generator to purge the H2 2

2) Add air to the generator to purge the CO2

C. 1) Add N to the generator to purge the H2 2

2) Add air to the generator to puqe the N2

D. 1) Add air to the generator to purge the H2

2) Add N to the generator to purge the air2 j

MISCINFO: RO & SRO

SOURCE: Tracy Rhodes

REFERENCES: OP/1/B/6300/03

LESSON: OP-MC-GEN-GH TASK:

OBJECTIVE: ISS 13 TIME:

K/A: 19400lK115 (3.8) DATE: 12/14/95'
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Test Queadon #14. Bank Ques 6on: 23 Answer: C

1 Pt(s) In addition to closing the Feedwater Control Valves, which one (1) of the
following signals will also trip the Main Turbine, trip the Main Feedwater
Pumps and close the Feedwater Control Bypass Valves?

A. High steamline pressure rate.,

B. Manual FeedwaterIsolation.

C. High-high steam generatorlevel

D. Reactor trip signal coincident with low T,,,

MISCINFO: RO&SRO SOURCE: RO95

REFERENCES: OP-MC-ECC-ISE Page 5

LESSON: OP-MC-ECC-ISE, TASK:

OBJECTIVE: 1.N.4 TIME:

K/A: 059000A412 (3.4/3.5) DATE: ROEXAM1995

b
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! Test Quendon #15. Bank Quesdon: 25 Answer: A |

1P'(s) Which one (1) of the following is the parameter that would initially allow
the operator to distinguish between a large steam line break inside the |
containment, and a double-ended feed line break inside the containment? '

A. S/G pressure.
|

B. S/G level

C. Feedwater flow to affected S/G.

D. Containment humidity and pressure.

MISCINFO: RO&SRO SOURCE: RO95

REFERENCES: OP-MC-EP-E2 page 11

LESSON: OP-MC-EP-E2 TASK:
,

!
OBJECTIVE: 5 TIME: |

|

K/A: 000040A201 (4.2/4.7) DATE: ROEXAM1995 l

;

i
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Test Quendon #16. Bank Quesdon: 26 Answer: B

1 Pt(s) Which one (1) of the following parameters would require declaring a cold
leg accumulatorinoperable?

A. INI-54A isolation valve cannot be closed from the control room.

B. Borsted water volume is 6500 gallons.

C. Boron concentration is 2050 ppm.

D. Nitrogen cover pressure is 630 psig.

MISCINFO: SRO Only SOURCE: SRO92

REFERENCES: Technical Specification 3.5.1

LESSON: OP-MC-ECC-CLA TASK:

OBJECTIVE: 7 TIME:

K/A: 006000G005 (3.5/4.2) DATE: SROEXAM1992

4

4
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Test Ques 6on 617. Bank Quesdon: 27 Answer: D

1 Pt(s) Given the following conditions:

Unit 1 is in Mode 4.-

It has been detennined that both SI trains automatic actuation logic.

and actuation relays did not meet the surveillance acceptance criteria
for the test previously conducted in Mode 5, but the manual
initiations passed the surveillances.

Which one (1) of the following actions (if any) are required by Tech Specs?

A. Stay in mode 4 and do not allow transition to mode 3 until SI
actuation is restored to operable status

B. Continue with the plant startup into mode 3, no restraints apply
until mode 2.

C. Enter and comply with Technical Specification 3.0.3 by placing
the unit in mode 5 within I hour.

D. Enter and comply with Technical Specification 3.0.3 by placing
the unit in mode 5 within 24 hours.

MISCINFO: SRO Only SOURCE: SRO92

REFERENCES: Technical Specification, 3.0.4

12SSON: OP-MC-ADM-TS, TASK:
pp.16,17

OBJECTIVE: 3.C, 3A TIME:

K/A: 013000G005 (3.6/4.2) DATE: SROEXAM1992

!

!

|



Test Quesdon #18. Bank Quesdon: 28 Answer: A

1 Pt(s) Given the following conditions:

A refueling outage has been completed.-

The reactor missile shield has not been set in place.-

Which one (1) of the following is the reason for ensuring that the " Normal-
Refuel Selector Switch" is retumed to the Normal position when aligning
the purge system, according to OP/lA/6450/15, " Containment Purge
System," Limits and Precautions?

A. To prevent over-pressurization of the upper containment.

B. To ensure that any purge is routed through the cleanup filters.

C. To prevent isolation of the containment purge supply fans.

D. To ensure the system actuates on high containment pressure.

MISCINFO: SRO Only SOURCE: SRO92

REFERENCES: OP/1/A/6450/15

LESSON: OP-MC-Cr T-VP TASK:

OBJECTIVE: 2 TIME:

K/A: 029000A103 (3.0/3.3) DATE: SROEXAM1992
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Test Quendon #19. Bank Quesdon:29 Answer: C -

: 1 Pt(s) Giveri me following conditions:

A reactor startup is in progress.-

"

Reactor power is at the point of adding heat.-

Control bank B continues to withdraw when the control-

! switch is returned to the neu' tral position.
!
!

Which one (1) of the following automatic reactor trips will mitigate the
consequences of this event?

A. Source Range High Flux trip.

B. Power Range Nuclear Instrument High Positive Rate trip.

C. Intermediate Range Nuclear Instrument High Flux trip.

D. Power Range Nuclear Instrument High Flux High Setpoint tdp.

MISCINFO: SRO Only SOURCE: SRO92

REFERENCES: OP-MC-IC-IPE p.16

LESSON: OP-MC-IC-IPE, TASK: !

OBJECTIVE: IF TIME:

K/A: 000001EK302 (3.2/4.3) DATE: SROEXAM1992
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Test Quendon #20. Bank Ouesdon: 30 Answer: A

1 Pt(s) Given the following conditions:

'

Unit 1 is operating at 100% power when a transient occurs.-

Nuclear Instrumentation power range indication is:-

Channel 1 - 102% Channel 3 - 105%
Channel 2 - 101% Channel 4 - 102%

~

Which one (1) of the following is the actuation that will occur as a result of !

the above conditions?

A. NI overpower rod stop - no reactor trip.

B. NI overpower reactor trip.

C. OP Delta T runback - no reactor trip.
4

D. OP Delta T reactor trip.

MISCINFO: SRO Only SOURCE: SRO92

REFERENCES: OP-MC-IC-IPE p 24
OP-MC-IC-ENB p. 41 '

LESSON: OP-MC-IC-IPE, TASK:
OP-MC-IC-ENB,

OBJECTIVE: 1 G & H,12 TIME:

K/A: 001000K407 (3.7/3.8) DATE: SROEXAM1992
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| Test Question #21. Bank Question: 31 Answer: B

1 Pt(s) Given the following conditions:
|

Unit 1 is in Mode 6, refueling is in progress.-

The audio count rate signal in containment has stopped.-

! N-31 Source Range indication is erratic.-

Which one (1) of the following describes the action to be taken per
Technical Specification 3.9.2, " Instrumentation?"

A. The audio count circuit must be verified operable and the -

shutdown margin verified.

B. Refueling operations and positive reactivity changes must be
suspended.

C. Containment building closure must be maintained until the
inoperable source range channelis returned to service.

D. Refueling may continue provided that N-32 Source Range
indication remains operable.

MISCINFO: SRO Only SOURCE: SRO92

REFERENCES: Technical Specification 3.9.2,

LESSON: OP-MC-FH-FC TASK:

OBJECTIVE: 14B TIME:

K/A: 000032G003 (2.7/3.3) DATE: SROEXAM1992.

|

.
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Test Quesdon #22. Bank Quesdon: 32 Answer: A

1 Pt(s) Given the following conditions:

Unit 2 is in Mode 2.-

Reactor power is 10 E-08 amps, taking critical data.-

N-35 intermediate range instrument power fuses blow due to-

an internal fault.

Which one (1) of the following is the appropriate action?

A. Enter E-0.0, " Reactor Trip or Safety Injection," at Step 1.

B. Hold power at 10 E-6 3 amps until repairs are made.

C. Insert rods to lower neutron flux level to a value within the
source range.

!

D. Place the N-35 Level Trip switch in the Bypass position.

MISCINFO: SRO Only SOURCE: SRO92

REFERENCES: OP-MC-IC-ENB p. 24,25

LESSON: OP-MC-IC-ENB, TASK:

OBJECTIVE: 11 TIME:

K/A: 000033EA207 (3.9/4.2) DATE: SROEXAM1992
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Test Question #23. Bank Question: 33 Answer: C

1 Pt(s) Given the following conditions:

Unit 1 is in a refueling outage.-

Fuel movement is in progress.-

A leak has developed which has caused level to drop in the-

spent fuel pool.

The Spent Fuel Pool Level Low computer alarm has-

actuated.

Pool was initially at normal level and area radiation at 7-

mrem /hr.

After 20 minutes the pool level has decreased further and-

area radiation is 18 mrem /hr.

Which one (1) of the following describes the operator response to the current
conditions?

A. Begin makeup to the pool from the Boric Acid Tank. to restore
level

B. Move the fuel transfer cart to the reactor side and close 1KF-122
(Fuel transfer tube block valve).

C. Move the fuel transfer cart to the spent fuel (pit) side and close

1KF-122 (fuel transfer tube block valve).

D. Place the weir gate in position and inflate the seals.

MISCINFO: SRO Only >URCE: SRO92

REFERENCES: AP/1/A/5500/40, p. 2,3

LESSON: OP-MC-FH-FCB TASK:
p.59,60

OBJECTIVE: 15C TIME:

K/A: 000036G010 (3.7/3.8) DATE: SROEXAM1992



_
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Test Ques 6on #24. Bank Quesdon: 34 Answer: D
.

1 Pt(s) Which one (1) of the following conditions would violate contamment
integrity if the plant transitioned from Mode 5 into Mode 47

A. IVQ-1 A (Cont Air Release Inside Isol) has its air supply
removed and has failed closed.

B. IKF-122 (Feel Transfer Tube) is fully opened, but can be
manually closed.

C. 1KC-429B (Rx Bldg Drain Hdr Inside Isol) has lost its pot er
s'. apply, but is closed.

{

D. IRN-253A (RB Non ESS Sup Inside Isol) failed its stroke timing
test, but can be closed from the control room.

MISCINFO: SRO Only SOURCE: SRO92

REFERENCES: Technical Specification 3.6.1.1,
p. 3/4 6-1.

{Technical Specification Definition 1.7.

LESSON: OP-MC-ADM-TS, TASK:;

p.10

OBJECTIVE: 2B,3A TIME:

K/A: 000069EA201 (3.7/4.3) DATE: SROEXAM1992

,

h

4



Test Quesdon #25. Bank Question: 35 Answer: A,

1 Pt(s) Which one (1) of the following events meet the I hour reporting criteria for the
NRC in accordance with 50.72(b)(1)?

A. Commencing a plant shutdown that is required to comply with Tech
Spec 3.0.3.

B. Auto-actuation of the CA system due to loss of SG level

C. ECCS discharge into the reactor vessel caused by an instrument failure.

D. MSI signal caused by operator error in performing a surveillance
procedure.

MISCINFO: SRO Only

SOURCE: BCH/LM

REFERENCES: OMP-6-1

LESSON: OP-MC-ADM-OMP TASK:

OBJECTIVE: LPSO 9.M TIME:

K/A: 000007G002 (3.1 */3.9*) DATE: 1/10/96

1

|
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Test Quesdon #26. Bank Quesdon: 37 Answer: C

1 Pt(s) Given the following conditions during a reactor startup following a refueling
outage:

1) NI SR "A" indicates 1x10* cps
2) NI SR"B" indicates lx10' cps W-i.
3) NIIR"A" indicates 1x10 amps ChAny b I * #D (,f /-# 14

#

4) NI IR "B" indicates 1.5x10* amps 5) Rods are in manual with no rod motion %c f. l . 5 X /0AM #<

6) All NIs are slowly increasing
7) Tm is holding steady

Which one of the following best explains the indications?

A. The reactor is critical and SR "A" gamma discrimination is set
too high

B. The reactor is subcritical and SR "A" gsama discrimination is
set too low

C. The reactor is critical and SR "B" gamma discrimination is set
too high

D. The reactor is suberitical and SR "B" gamma discrimination is
set too low

MISCINFO: RO&SRO SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: OP-MC-IC-ENB pages 20-222

LESSON: OP-MC-IC-ENB TASK:

OBJECTIVE: LPRO 7 / LPSO 7 TIME:

K/A: 15000K505 (4.1/4.4) DATE: 11/28/95

2



Test Quesdon #27. Bank Question: 38 Answer: B

1 Pt(s) A small break LOCA has occurred. Attempts to mitigate the event have been
unsuccessful. Approximately one hour after the break first occurred, the operators
notice that the Subcooling Margin Monitor alarms.

Given the following conditions on the Inadequate Core Cooling Monitor plasma
display:

1) Subcooling Margin indicates -35 degrees, trend is not changing
2) T/C indicates 740 degrees, trend is increasing slowly
3) Highest T temperature indicates 535 degrees, trend is not changing3

4) Wide range loop pressure indicates 2420 psig, trend is not changing

And given the following plant conditions:

1) Contamment pressure steady at 2.5 psig
2) All NC pumps have been stopped for one hour

|

Which one (1) of the following statements best describes the thermal-hydraulic state ;

of the core?

|

A. Superheated steam at +35 degrees F

1
B. Superheated steam over +60 degrees F

C. Saturated steam

D. Subcooled steam at -35 degrees F

MISCINFO: RO & SRO Provide students with a copy of steam tables

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: OP-MC-IC-ICM 1.4.E page 26-27; Steam Tables
.

LESSON: OP-MC-IC-ICM TASK:

OBJECTIVE: LPRO10/LPSO10 TIME:
K/A: 017020K503 (3.7/4.1) DATE: 11/29/95

1
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Test Quendon #28. Bank Quesdon: 39 Answer:B

1 Pt(s) Given the following conditions:

1) Containment pressure is 3.8 psig |
2) Phase B containment isolation has occurred

Which one (1) of the following sequences will allow the FASTEST restoration of
component cooling water to containment?

A. Restore KC to operation immediately
,

4 B. Reset Phase B, restore KC to operation

C. Reset SI, reset Phase B, restore KC to operation

D. Reduce containment pressure below 3.5 psig, reset Phase B, restore KC
to operation

iMISCINFO: RO&SRO
|

|SOURCE: BCH t

I
REFERENCES: OP-MC-ECC-ISE 1.4.D.7 page 18

'

LESSON: OP-MC-ECC-ISE TASK: I

OBJECTIVE: 1.N.2 TIME:

K/A: 022000K403 (3.6*/4.0') DATE: 11/29/95

1
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Test Quendon #29. Bank Question: 40 Answer: D

1 Pt(s) Unit 1 is in mode 4.

Given the following conditions:

(1) Surveillance testing has been recently completed on the ice condenser
(2) The surveillance test was not satisfactory as described below

Which one (1) of the following situations meets the requirements for a one hour tech
i

~ spec LCO?

A. The ice condenser door position monitoring system was declared
inoperable when one door did not indicate in the open position during a
surveillance test. The door was left in the open position.

B. The ice bed was declared inoperable when it was determined that it
failed a surveillance test bared on total ice weight less than 2,099,790
pounds at a 95% level of confidence.

C. The Ice Bed Temperature Monitoring System was declared inoperable I

when it failed a Tech Spec surveillance test - channel check failure.

D. The ice condenser inlet doors were declared inoperable when they failed |
a Tech Spec surveillance test - one inlet door was discovered to be !

obstructed by ice and debris.

MISCINFO: RO & SRO

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: Tech Spec 3.6.5.3

LESSON: OP-MC-CNT-NF TASK:

OBJECTIVE: LPRO 5.A LPSO 3.A TIME:

K/A: 025000G005 (3.8/4.3*) DATE: 11/29/95

1
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Test Quesdon #30. Bank Quesdon: 41 Answer: A

1 Pt(s) Which one (1) of the following sequences correctly describes the ice condenser
operation during a design basis LOCA?

A. Lower containment pressure > upper containment pressure
2Lower doors open at > 1 lb/ft

Air / steam flow directed by turning vanes up through ice condenser
Flow opens intermediate and top deck doors

B. Upper containment pressure > lower containment pressure
2Upper deck doors open at > 1 lb/ft

Air / steam flow directed by turning vanes down through ice condenser
Weight of water from melting ice opens intermediate and bottom doon

C. Lower containment pressure > upper containment pressure
2Lower doors open at > 1 lb/ft

Air / steam flow directed by impingement plates up through ice
condenser
Intermediate and top deck doors open from interlock with lower doon

D. Upper containment pressure > lower containment pressure
Lower doors open at > l ib/ft*
Air / steam flow directed by turning vanes down through ice condenser
Intermediate and top deck doon open from interlock with lower doors

MISCINFO: RO & SRO

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: OP-MC-CNT-NF 1.4.B.2 page 29

LESSJN: OP-MC-CNT-N" TASK:

OBJECTIVE: LPRO/LSRO 1.B & F TIME:,

K/A: 025000K601(3.4*/3.6*) DATE: 11/29/95

1
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Test Quendon #31. Bank Quesdon: 42 Answer: D

1 Pt(s) Which one (1) of the following instrument failums would cause a large flow
mismatch between the "A" and "B" feedwater pumps with controllers in auto?

A. Steam flow

B. Feedwater header pressure

C. Steam pressure

D. Feedwater pump suction flow

MISCINFO: RO & SRO

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: OP-MC-CF-IWE 1.3.D pages 8,9
MC-CF-IWE-02

LESSON: OP-MC-CF-IWE TASK:

OBJECTIVE: LPRO11/LSRO11 TIME:

K/A: 059000A410 (3.9*/3.8*) DATE: 12/1/95

.

I
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Test Quendon #32. Bank Quesdon: 43 Answer: A |

1 Pt(s) Unit I was operating at 100% power when a station blackout occurred at 2:00 PM.
|

Given the following conditions: I

1) A safety injection occurred at 2:15 PM
2) Lo Lo S/G levels alarms were actuated on S/G IB at 2:35 PM
3) Lo Lo S/G level alarms were actuated on S/G 1 A at 2:40 PM

With no operator action to mamally start or secure the pump, what was the status of
the turbine driven CA pump throughout the event?

A. 2:00 - 2:45 CA pump running '

B. 2:00 - 2:15 CA pump running
2:15 - 2:35 CA pump secured
2:35 - 2:45 CA pump running

C. 2:00 - 2:15 CA pump running
2:15 - 2:40 CA pump secured
2:40 - 2:45 CA pump running

D. 2:00 - 2:15 CA pump running
2:15 - 2:45 CA pump secured

MISCINFO: RO & SRO

SOURCE: BCH

REFEDENCES: OP-MC-CF-CA page 11

LESSON: OP-MC-CA TASK:

OBJECTIVE: LPRO 5 / LPSO 5 TIME:

K/A: 061000A207 (3.4/3.5) DATE: 12/5/95

1
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. Test Quesdon #33. Bank Quesdon: 44 Answer: C

1 Pt(s) A ventilation unit condensate drain tank (VUCDT) release to the RC discharge is in
progress when 1 EMF-44(L) trip Il alarm is received. What is the correct automatic
response to this condition?

A. All Unit i VUCDT pumps trip.

B. l'WL-322B (cont. vent unit dra otsd isol) closes.
1

C. 1WL-320 (VUCT rad monitor outlet) and 1WP-35 (WMT/VUCDT to
RC CNTRL) closes

!
D. 1WL-320 (VUCT rad monitor outlet) and IWL-322B (cont. vent unit i

dra otsd isol) closes. I

l

MISCINFO: RO&SRO |

SOURCE: DB
,

REFERENCES: OP-MC-WE-RLR page 29

!.
LESSON: OP-MC-WE-RLR TASK:

OP-MC-WE-EMF

OBJECTIVE: LPRO 4 / LSRO 4 TIME:

K/A: 068000K401 (3.4/4.1) DATE: 12/4/95

>

1
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Test Quendon #34. Bank Quesdon: 45 Answer; D

1 Pt(s) The plant is in Mode 4 during a reactor shutdown. Given the following conditions:

1) A waste gas discharge is in progress from Waste Gas Tank B,

|

) 2) A normal purge of the VCT in progress
3) A hydrogen recombiner is in service to strip out hydrogen
4) Waste gas tank E is in service

!
!

Which one (1) of the following conditions would cause the Waste Gas Discharge
Flow Controller (1 WG160) to trip closed?

A. Low suction pressure on the waste gas compressor

B. Low pressure signal from the VCT pressure controller

C. High temperature at the moisture separator inlet

D. High airborne activity in waste gas tank B

MISCINFO: RO&SRO

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: OP-MC-WE-WG page 25,26
MC-WE-WG-4

LESSON: OP-MC-WE-WG TASK:

OBJECTIVE: LPRO 4&7 / LSRO 4&7 TIME:

K/A: 071000A302 (3.6/3.8) DATE: 12/4/95

|

1
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1 Test Quendon #35. Bank Quesdon: 46 Answer: C

1 Pt(s) Given the following conditions:

1
1) Unit 1 is shutdown in Mode 4 |

| 2) A purge of the containment atmosphere is in progress
i

3) Personnel are preparing for refueling operations
|

Which one (1) of the following is a complete list of the automatic action (s) that will
occur if 1 EMF 38 (L) (low range containment particulate process monitor) is in a
trip 2 alann state?

A. VQ secured

B. VQ secured, VP secured

iC. VQ secured, VP secured, containment sump pumps I A1, I A2, IB1, IB2 I
and incore sump pump secured.

ID. VQ secured, VP secured, containment sump pumps I A1, IA2, IB1, IB2 i

and incere sump pump secured, containment evacuation alarm i

sounded

MISCINFO: RO & SRO

SOURCE: CH

REFERENCES: OP-MC-WE-EMF page 16

LESSON: P-MC-WE-EMF TASK:

OBJECTIVE: LPRO 3 / LSRO 3 TIME:

K/A: 072000K401 (3.3*/3.6*) DATE: 12/4/95

1

1

_ _ _
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Test Questfon #36. Bank Questfon: 47 Answer: B

1 Pt(s) After a loss of all AC power (station blackout), ES 0.2 (Natural Circulation
Cooldown) is implemented after AC power has been restored.

Given the following conditions:

1) NC pumps cannot be restarted.

2) Power has been restored to all station AC busses.
3)- A natural circulation cooldown is in progress.

Step 18 of ES 0.2 requires that the operators maintain subcooling greater than 50
degrees if all CRD fans are running and greater than 100 degrees ifless than all

i
CRD fans are running using core exit thermocouples.

|
!

What is the EOP basis for these limits?

1A. To prevent degradation of reactor coolant pump seals due to steam.
]

B. To prevent possible void formation in the upper head.

C. To collapse any voids that are already present in the core.

D. To ensure adequate subcooling due to possible degradation of core exit
T/Cs accuarcy.

MISCINFO: RO&SRO

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: EP/1/A/5000/ES0.2 step 18,

OP-MC-EP-EO 6.4.18 pages 138& 139
OP-MC-IC-ENA 1.4.B.1 page 10

LESSON: OP-MC-IC-ENA TASK:
OP-MC-EP-EO

OBJECTIVE: ES-0.2 #24 TIME:

K/A: 002000K517 (3.8/4.1) DATE: 12/1/95

1
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Test Question #37. Bank Question: 48 Answer: A

1 Pt(s) Which one (1) of the following selections correctly matches the reactor trip signals
to theirlimiting accident?

Reactor Trin Sienal Linnitime Acciatent/ Protection

A. OPAT (S ) Excessive fuel centerline temperaturep
,

OTAT DNB (fuel clad damage)
Pzr High Level NC system integrity ;

Pzr Low Pressure DNB (fuel clad damage)

B. OPAT (S,) DNB (fuel clad damage)
OTAT Excessive fuel centerline temperature
Pzr High Level NC system integrity '

Pzr Low Pressure DNB (fuel clad damage)

C. OPAT (S,) Excessive fuel centerline temperature
OTAT DNB (fuel clad damage) ;

Pzr High Level DNB (fuel clad damage)
Pzr Low Pressure NC system integrity

D. OPAT (S,) DNB (fuel clad damage)
OTAT Excessive fuel centerline temperature
Pzr High Level DNB (fuel clad damage)
Pzr Low Pressure NC system integrity

MISCINFO: RO&SRO

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: OP-MC-IPE 1.4.A page 17,18

LESSON: OP-MC-IPE TASK:

OBJECTIVE: LPRO 1.F /LSRO 1.F TIME:

K/A: 012000K402 (3.9/4.3) DATE: 12/4/95

1
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Test Quesdon #38. Bank Questfon: 49 Answer: C
1

l~Pt(s) Which one (1) of the following abnormal transients will cause a C-5 rod stop signal
to actuate during the plant transient from 100% power? '

i
A. High failure of channel I turbine impulse pressure !

|
B. High failure of channel II turbine impulse pressure

|
|

C. Low failure of channel I turbine impulse pressure !

!
D. Low failure of channel II turbine impulse pressure

'

MISCINFO: RO&SRO

SOURCE: BCH |

REFERENCES: OP-MC-IC-IPE page 25.

"

OP-MC-TA-AT page 23
;

LESSON: 1) OP-MC-IC-IPE TASK:
'

2) OP-MC-TA-AT

OBJECTIVE: 1) LPRO 1.G / LSRO 1.0 TIME:
; 2) LPRO 7 / LPSO 7 i
.

K/A: 014000K405 (3.1/3.3) DATE: 12/1/95 i

016000K403 (2.8*/2.9*)
:

i

4

i

i

,

4
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Test Quesdon #39. Bank Quesdon: 51 Answer: C

1 Pt(s) A large break LOCA is in progress and the operators are responding using E-1.
Given the following conditions:

1) ND pump 1 A is tagged out of service for maintenance.
2) Containment pressure is 14 psig.
3) FWST level is below the swapover setpoint.

When shifting to cold leg recire using ES-1.3 (Transfer to Cold Leg Recirc), valve
IN1-184B (RB Sump to Train 1B ND & NS) fails to open in step 6. The operators
correctly follow the RNO and implement ECA 1.1 (Loss of Emergency Coolant
Recirculation).

FR-Z.1 (Response to High Contamment Pressure) step 4.f requires both NS pumps
to be in operation during a loss of heat sink. ECA 1.1 limits the operators to only i
one NS pump in step 11. Which of these two procedures takes priority under these '

conditions and what is the basis for this requirement?

A. FR-Z.1 takes priority because a total loss of ND causes the NS system to
become relatively more important to reduce containment pressure.

B. FR-Z.1 takes priority because it was implemented in response to a red
path and FRPs ALWAYS have priority over ECA procedures.

C. ECA-1.1 takes priority because it conserves FWST water level as long
as possible for injection while providing sufficient NS flow to mitigate
containment pressure.

D. ECA-1.1 takes priority because ECA procedures ALWAYS have
priority over FRPs.

1MISCINFO: RO&SRO '

SOURCE: BCH
!

REFERENCES: OP-MC-EP-FRZ 3.4.4 page 23, |
FR-Z.1 step 4 pages 4-6,

)ECA-1.1 step 6 page 9
LESSON: OP-MC-EP-FRZ TASK:
OBJECTIVE: 6 TIME.
K/A: 026000A202 (4.2*/4.4*) DATE: 12/5/95

006030K401 (2.7/3.1)

1
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!Test Question N0. Bank Question:52 Answer: A i

1 Pt(s) While conducting a purge of containment with the plant in Mode 5, a false alarm on

the EMF-38 instrument due to a surveillance test causes a containment ventilaticn |

isolation (SJ actuation. |
|
| Given the following conditions:

1) The trip 2 alarm on EMF 38 has reset but the trip 1 alarm remains locked in
2) The Shift Manager desires to rapidly restore the purge ofcontainment

Which one (1) of the following sequences of events will allow the operator to
correctly restore the purge system to operation as ranidly as nossible?

|A. Reset Sn, reopen containment isolation valves and restart purge system
fans.

B. Deenergize EMF 38, reopen containment isolation valves and restart
purge system fans.

C. Deenergize EMF 38, reset Sn, reopen containment isolation valves and
restart purge system fans.

D. Reopen containment isolation valves and restart purge system fans.

MISCINFO: RO&SRO

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: OP-MC-CNT-VP pages 9-13

LESSON: OP-MC-CNT-VP TASK:

OBJECTIVE: LPRO 4 / LSRO 4 TIME:

K/A: 029000A301 (3.8/4.0) DATE: 12/5/95

1
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Test Question N1. Bank Question: 53 Answer: C

1 Pt(s) An earthquake has caused a leak in the spent fuel pool below the water line. If
make up water is no longer available from the RMWST and the FWST, what 3

'

alternative source of water is required by proc.dures?

A. ND system.

B. KC system.

C. RN system.

D. CA system. I

i

MISCINFO: RO&SRO
|

SOURCE: BCH I

!
iREFERENCES: OP-MC-FH-KF page 12
!

LESSON: OP-MC-FH-KF TASK:

OBJECTIVE: LPRO 5,7 / LPSO 9 TIME:
!

K/A: 033000K401 (3.1/3.3) DATE: 12/14/95

.

I
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Test Question #42. Bank Question: 54 Answer: D

1 Pt(s) What is the operational concern for limiting the differeritial pressure across an
MSIV prior to opening the valve.

A. To prevent damaging the seating surfaces of the MSIV.

B. To prevent water hammer in the main steam lines.

C. To prevent inadvertent SG PORV actuation.

D. To prevent a main steam line isolation actuation.

MISCINFO: RO&SRO

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: OP-MC-STM-SM 2.6.2 page 23

LESSON: OP-MC-STM-SM TASK:

OBJECTIVE: LPRO11/LSRO11 TIME:

K/A: 035010K601 (3.2/3.6) DATE: 12/5/95

1

__ .
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Test Quesdon N3. Bank Quesdon: 55 Answer: B

1 Pt(s) Unit 1 is operating at 100% power with all controls in automatic.

Given the following indications in the control room:

A Loop B Loop C Loop D Loop
Steam pressure 1050 psig 1053 psig 1055 psig 1043 psig

T 603 *F 604 *F 603 *F 602 Fh

T, 572 F 573 *F 573 *F 571 F

Which one (1) of the following operational limits is appropriate and what action is
required (if any).

A. No action is required because the pressure differential between average
S/G pressure and any single S/G is not less than 10 psig.

B. Immediately reduce power until pressure differential between any two
S/Gs is less than 10 psig.

C. No action is required until the pressure differential between any two
S/Gs is 30 psig for a period exceeding one minute.

D. Immediately reduce power below 50% until the steam flow oscillations
are nsolved.

MISCINFO: RO&SRO

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: OP-MC-STM-SM 33

LESSON: OP-MC-STM-SM page 33 TASK:

OBJECTIVE: LPRO / LPSO 8 TIME:

K/A: 0390000013 (3.0/3.1) DATE: 12/20/95

1
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Test Quendon N4. Bank Quesdon: 57 Answer: D

1 Pt(s) Given the following conditions on Unit 1:

1) A loss of all AC power has occurred
2) Th: 1B DG started up in automatic mode and tripped
3) The local emergency stop reset push button was depressed

Which one (1) of the following sets ofinitial trip signals will prevent a standby
diesel generator from initiating a restart sequence in the automatic (emergency)
mode?>

~

A. High lube oil temperature
Low lube oil pressure

| B. Fire shutdown
Overspeed

C. High jacket water temperature
Low lube oil pressure

D. Low crankcase vacuum
86D lockout relay

MISCINFO: RO&SRO

| SOURCE: BCH

| REFERENCES: OP-MC-DG-DG pages 26-28

LESSON: OP-MC-DG DG . TASK:1

OBJECTIVE: LPRO 11/ LPSO 11 TIME:

K/A: 064000K402 (3.9/4.2) DATE: 12/5/95

:

! 1

1
. _ . .
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Test Quendon #45. Bank Question: 58 Answer: A

1 Pt(s) The standby diesel generator is being run for a surveillance test.

Given the following conditions:

1) The dieselis running at 100 KWload
2) Crankcase vacuum suddenly drops to 1.2" H O2

3) Engine speed suddenly drops from 510 rpm to 475 rpm
4) Unusual knocking sounds are heard coming from the engine by the operator

What is the correct response to these conditions?
.

A. Immediately stop the engine using the normal stop switch
Allow circulation of LD and.Md for 20 minutes T y no

Do not allow crankcase cover"s30 be opened for 20 minutes. 49Jcc_ t. k D

B. Immediately stop the engine using the emergency stop switch I "
<

Allow circulation of LD and Ed for 20 minutes / -/1 '74 I
Immediately open crankcase E8 vers to allow crankcase ventilation '

! C. Cooldown the engine by running at idle for 20 minutes
Stop the engine using the normal stop switch

; Immediately open crankcase covers to allow crankcase ventilation l

i

D. Cooldown the engine by running at idle for 20 minutes
-

Stop the engine using the normal stop switch
!d

Do not allow crankcase covers to be opened for 20 minutes
,

f

MISCINFO: RO&SRO,

| SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: OP-MC-DG-DG pages 36,
OP/0/B/6350/04 page 1

LESSON: OP-MC-DG-DG TASK:

OBJECTIVE: LPRO 10 / LPSO 10 TIME:

K/A: 064000G015 (3.8/4.0) DATE: 12/5/95

1

:
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! Test Quandon N6. Bank Quesdon: 59 Answer: A;
,

1 Pt(s) Unit 1 is at 100% power with RC pumps A, C and D running. |
i
'

RC pump C trips due to a loss of bearing cooling water with a subsequent over-
!

current relay actuation causing Unit 1 to begin losing vacuum. !

|

l

| What is the correct operator response?

A. Immediately reduce load, start RC pump IB, recover vacuum
|

) B. Immediately reduce load, open the IB RC pump discharge valve, start
.

the IB RC pump
i

; C. Immediately open Unit #2 crossover valves to Unit #1 and reduce load
if vacuum continues to decrease.4

1

D. Immediately shift RC pump suction to the Low Level Cooling Water,

|

{ system and reduce load if vacuum continues to decrease. l

.

4

MISCINFO: RO&SRO
:

SOURCE: LM
:

1 REFERENCES: OP-MC-MT-RC page 23
Incident Report 2-84-47 page 6

:

LESSON: QP-MC-MT-RC TASK:i

2 OBJECTIVE: LPRO 6 / LPSO 6 TIME:
,

K/A: 075000A202 (2.50/2.7) DATE: 12/14/95

:

!
i

I
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Test Quendon NT. Bank Quesdon: 60 Answer: B

1 Pt(s) If a major fire starts in the Unit I cable spreading room, what is the correct fire
response action?

,

A. Verify automatic actuation of the Mulsifyre deluge system and
manually actuate if necessary.

;

j B. Manually actuate the Mu' lfyre deluge system.a

.

C. Manually actuate the Halon system

. D. Verify automatic actuation of the Cardox system and manually actuate
af necessary.i

:

MISCINFO: RO&SRO
|

1 SOURCE: BCH '

i

1; REFERENCES: OP-MC-SS-RFY page 17

] OP-1/A/6400/02A 2. 9 page 2

{ LESSON: OP-MC-SS-RFY TASK:
4

| OBJECTIVE: LPRO 4,9,10 / LPSO 4,9,10 TIME:
}

; K/A: 086000K503 (3.1/3.4) DATE: 12/1/95
1
.

$
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Test Question #48. Bank Quesdon: 61 Answer: A4

1 Pt(s) Which one (1) of the following sequences of events does NOT result in a turbine
; nmhack from 100% power?

A. Complete loss ofload

B. Loss of one MFP

C. Transmission line overload (loss of busline)

D. Low Stator Water Cooling Flow

MISCINFO: RO&SRO

SOURCE: BCH
j

REFERENCES: OP-MC-GEN-EHC page 43

LESSON: OP-MC-GEN-EHC TASK:

OBJECTIVE: LPRO 1.H&S / LSRO 1.H&S TIME:

K/A: 045000K412 (3.3/3.6) DATE: 12/5/95

j

4

1
,
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Test Quendon #49. Bank Ques 6on: 63 Answer: A

1 Pt(s) Unit 1 is at 8% power with 4 NCPs running during a plant startup when a
momentary electrical transient eccurs.

Given the followi:.g transient conditions:

Electrical Bus
Parameter TA TB TC TD
Frequency (Hz) 55 60 58 60

' Voltage (Volts AC) 5000 6900 6500 6900

Which one (1) of the following sequences describes the plant response to'this
transient?

A. No NCP pumps trip and the reactor does not trip

B. The IA NCP trips but the reactor does not trip

C. The IA and IB NCPs trip and the reactor trips l
1

D. All NCPs trip and the reactor trips
i

l
i

MISCINFO: RO&SRO

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: OP-MC-PS-NCP page 18

LESSON: OP-MC-PS-NCP TASK:
1

OBJECTIVE: LPRO 9 / LSRO 9 TIME:
,

K/A: 003000K304 (3.9/4.2) DATE: 12/14/95

1

_
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Test Queedon #50. Bank Quesdon: 64 Answer: B
I

1 Pt(s) Unit 1 is operating at 100% power.

Given the following conditions: )
i

1) A 10.141 loss of instrument air (VI) occurs at 2:00 AM
2) A reactor trip occurs on lo lo S/O level at 2:05 AM

|
Assuming no operator actions, what will be the sequence ofevents for the CA ;
system?

|

A. Motor driven and turbine driven CA pumps will start at 2:00 AM

B. The turbine drive CA pump will start at 2:00 AM
Motor driven CA pumps will start at 2:05 AM

!

C. Motor driven and turbine drive CA pumps will start at 2:05 AM !

D. Turbine driven CA pump will NOT start.
Motor driven CA pumps will start at 2:05 AM

MISCINFO: RO&SRO
:

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: OP-MC-CF-CA page 11
|

LESSON: 1) OP-MC-CF-CA TASK:
2) OP-MC-SS-VI

OBJECTIVE: 1) LPRO / LPSO 3 TIME: 1

2) LPRO / LPSO 9

K/A: 061000A207 (3.4/3.5) DATE: 12/5/95 '

!
|

1
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Test Queenon 051. Bank Question: 67 Answer: A
.

1 Pt(s) What are the potential adverse consequences of filling the FWST to a level that
| exceeds 490"with normal makeup?
.

A. The FWST could overSow into the spent fuel pool and cause the spent
I

fuel pool to overSow. This would resulting radioactive water spilling
; into the Fuel Handling Building.

l B. The FWST could rupture when overpressurized and the water would
j then spill over the protected area. This could result in flooding and the
. introduction of potentially radioactive water into the environment.
!

C. The FWST water level would reach the high level alarm and trip the
| ND pump causing a loss of ND cooling.
!

I D. The FWST would overSow into the refueling water trench which drains
| directly into Lake Norman. This would introduce potentiauy

radioactive water into the environment.
.

.

MISCINFO: RO&SRO

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: OP-MC FH-FW page 28

LESSON: OP-MC-FH-FW TASK:

OBJECTIVE: LPRO 7 TIME:

K/A: 034000A102 (2.9/3.7) DATE: 12/5/95.

.

4

1
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Test Queedon H2. Bank Ques 6on: 72 Answer: C

1 Pt(s) If two or more control rods are stuck out of the core following a reactor trip, the
operator is directed to emergency borate 1700 gallons of 7000 ppm boron solution
per stuck rod. What is the Tech Spec bases limiting accident for this requirement?

A. Continuous control rod withdrawal

B. Inadvertent boron dilution

C. Steam line break

D. Control rod ejection

MISCINFO: RO&SRO

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: Tech Spec Bases 3/4.1.1

LESSON: 1) OP-MC-PS-NV TASK:
2 OP-MC-IC-IRE

OBJECTIVE: 2)LPRO/ LPSO 9 TIME:
2) LPRP / LPSO 15

K/A: 000005EK301 (4.0/4.3) DATE: 12/7/95

1
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Test QueeNon 063. Bank Queadon: 73 Answer: C

1 Pt(s) The reactor has been shutdown to mode 3 due to a control rod in bank D that was
sticking at 200 steps. The control rod was declared inoperable.

Given the following conditions that occur dunng rod testing:

1) While withdrawing the contml rod, it continues to withdraw despite operator
taking the "In-Hold-Out" switch from out to the neutral position

2) The rod inserts when the "In-Hold-Out" switch is placed in the "In" position
3) The rod is finally tripped by the operator and scrams properly. i

What is the effect of this rod withdrawal on core shutdown margm at the following |
times:

,

1) Prior to stamng rod testing
2) During rod testing
2) After the rod has been tripped.

A. 1) The rod CAN be counted for core shutdown margia determination
2) The red CANNOT be counted for core shutdown saargia

deterasination
3) The red CAN be counted for core shutdown amargia deternisation

B. 1) The red CANNOT be counted for core shutdown margia
determination

2) The rod CAN be counted for core shutdown margia determination
3) The rod CAN be counted for core shutdown margia determination

C. 1) The rod CANNOT be counted for core shutdown margia
determination

2) The red CANNOT be counted for core shutdown margia
determination

3) The red CAN be counted for core shutdown margia determination
,

D./ 1) The rod CANNOT be counted for core shutdown margia
!p_ determination

2) The red CANNOT be counted for core shutdown margia
determination

3) The rod CANNOT be counted for core shutdown mangia
determination

MISCINFO: SRO Only

1
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~ og
|

| t,i
|

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: Tech Spec 3/4.1.3
Tech Spec 3/4.1.1.1

LESSON: 1) OP-MC-TA-AM TASK:
2) OP-MC-ADM-TS

l
1

OBJECTIVE: 1) LPSO 5.A TIME:
2)LPSO 2.K

;

| K/A: 000001EK104 (3.7/3.9) DATE: 12/14/95
1
|

|
!

j

J

| \
'

|

i
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Test Question #54. Bank Question: 74 Answer: D

1 Pt(s) Unit 1 is operating at 100% when the following indications are received on NCP
1A:

1) Lower bearing temperature = 230 *F
2) Seal temperature = 230 *F
3) Seal D/P = 50 psid

4) Seal leakoff = >6 gpm

Which of the following sequence of actions are required by AP/1/A/5500/087

A. close seal return isolation valve
continue operation monitoring NCP 1 A for further degradation

B. close seal return isolation valve
reduce power below P-8 within 30 minutes
stop NCP 1A

C. trip the reactor
stop NCP 1A

close the seal return isolation valve

D. close ane seal return isolation valve
trip the reactor
stop NCP 1A

MISCINFO: RO&SRO

SOURCE: bCH

REFERENCES: OP-MC-PS-NCP
AP/1/A/5500/08

LESSON: OP-MC-PS-NCP TASK:

OBJECTIVE: LPRO/LPRO 14,16 TIME:

K/A: 00001SEK303 (3.7/4.0) DATE: 12/7/95

1
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Test Quendon #55. Bank Question: 75 Answer: C
4

'

1 Pt(s) Given the attached copy of Tech Spec 3.4.1.3, what is the basis for the restriction

on starting a NCP with one or more cold leg temperatures less than 300 F (denoted
by the single asterix "*")? I

A. To prevent thermal shock caused by excessive cool down rate from the
|

addition of cold waterinto the core.

B. To prevent the brittle fracture of the NCS system caused by the
hydraulic transient of starting a NCP.

C. To prevent pressure transients caused by energy additions from the
|secondary coolant system.
,

D. To prevent damaging the NCP caused by a rapid change in
temperature across the NCP seals.

MISCINFO: SRO Only

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: Tech Spec 3/4.4.1 Bases

LESSON: OP-MC-PS-NCP TASK:

OBJECTIVE: LPSO 10,12.C TIME:

K/A: 000015G004 DATE: 12/7/95

1
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Test Quesdon #56. Bank Quesdon: 76 Answer: A
'

,

1 Pt(s) Given Tech Spec 3.1.2.3, Charoino Pumn,- ShutAnwn , what is the Tech Spec
.

basis for surveillance 4.1.2.3.2, requiring all but 1 of the centrifugal charging pumps:

to be verified inoperable in modes 5 and 67
!
.

; A. To ensure that a mass addition pressure transient can be relieved by
] the operation of a single PORV.
.

B. To prevent damage to the NCP by ensuring that a NCP is not started
<

i without sumcient back pressure to prevent pump runout.

j C To prevent a reactivity addition accident caused by injecting cold water
| into the core.

D. To praent damage to NCP seals due to high seat injection Gow rates.
;

; MISCINFO: SRO Only
4

| SOURCE: BCH
:

REFERENCES: Tech Spec Bases 3/4.1.2
Tech Spec 3.1.2.3

LESSON: OP-MC-PS-NCP TASK:
;

OBJECTIVE: LPSO 12.C TIME:

K/A: 000024G004 (2.9/3.8) DATE: 12/7/95
-

;

1

*
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1

.
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; Test Ques 6on #57. BankQuesdon: 77 Answer: D

1 Pt(s) Unit 1 is operating at 100% power when a station blackout occurs. 'After the
automatic system alignments have been completed, what are the suction sources for
the RN (nuclear service water) system and what train supplies the containment
ventilation units?,

'

A. IA RN pump aligned to low levelintake
) IB RN pump aligned to low levelintake

A train supplies the containment ventilation unit
'

B. I A RN pump aligned to SNSWP
IB RN pump aligned to SNSWP
B train supplies the containment ventilation units

>

| C. IA RN pump aligned to SNSWP
IB RN pump aligned to low levelintake
B train supplies the containment ventilation units

{ D. IA RN pump aligned to low levelintake
IB RN pump sligned to SNSWP<

A train supplies the containment ventilation units

:

MISCINFO: RO&SRO

SOURCE: BCH
'

"

i REFERENCES: OP-MC-PSS-RN page 11,17,21
MC-PSS-RN-14

-

LESSON: OP-MC-PSS-RN TASK:
,

i OBJECTIVE: LPRO/LPSO 5 TIME:
:

K/A: 000026EK302 (3.6/3.9) DATE: 12/7/95

i

4

,

1

1
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Test Question #58. Bank Question: 78 Answer: C

1 Pt(s) Unit 1 is operating at 100% power with the pressure control selector switch in the
I/II position.

Given the following conditions:
1) PORV NC 34 is tagged out ofservice
2) Channel Il pressurizer pressure fails high

Assuming no operator action, what is the expected plant automatic response?

iA. Pressure will gradually decrease until a reactor trip occurs at 1945 psig i

and safety injection occurs at 1845 psig. |

B. Pressure will gradually increase up to 2335 psig then will cycle between
2335 psig and 2315 psig.

C. Pressure will rapidly decrease until 2185 psig and then will cycle
around 2185 psig. 4

D. Pressure will not change. |

I

MISCINFO: RO&SRO

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: OP-MC-TA-AT page 25- 27
OP-MC-PS-IPE page 1
AP/1/A/5500/11 pages 2-5

LESSON: 1) OP-MC-TA-AT TASK:,

2) OP-MC-PS-IPE

OBJECTIVE: 1) LPRO/LPSO 7 TIME:
2) LPRO/LPSO 5

K/A: 000027EK303 (3.7/4.1) DATE: 12/7/95

1
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Test Quesdon #59. Benk Quesdon: 79 Answer: B

1 Pt(s) Unit 1 is conducting a heat up in mode 3 following a refueling period in preparation
i for the scheduled inservice leak test of the NC system at 8:00 AM.

Given the following plant conditions at 2:00 AM:
'

1) NCS pressure is 2000 psig
2) NCS temperature is 310 *F

3) Heat rate is 20 'F/hr
:
1

Using Tech Spec Figures 3.4-2 and 3.4-3 (provided), what actions, if any, are
required to be taken to comply with Tech Specs?,

A. No action is required.
4

B. Depressurize to less than 1750 psig within 30 minutes.

C. Reduce temperature to less than 265 'F within 30 minutes. '

D. Depressurize to less than 1750 psig within 2 houn.
'

,

:
MISCINFO: SRO Only,

SOURCE: BCH
i
~

REFERENCES: Tech Spec 3.4. 9.1
Tech Spec Figure 3.4-2

'
LESSON: OP-MC-PS-NC TASK:

OBJECTIVE: LPSO 12 TIME:

K/A: 000027EA204 (3.7/4.3) DATE: 12/7/95

|

|

|

1
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Test Quesdon #60. Bank Question: 80 Answer: A

1 Pt(s) Which one of the following accidents has the highest severity for pressurized
thermal shock (PTS)in the NCS?

!

A. Large steam line break, NCPs NOT running

|
B. Large steam line break,NCPs running |

C. Large break LOCA,NCPs running

D. Large break LOCA, NCPs NOT running

MISCINFO: RO&SRO I

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: OP-MC-TA-PTS pages 28-31

LESSON: OP-MC-TA-PTS TASK:
'

OBJECTIVE: LPRO/LPSO 12 TIME:

K/A: 000040EK101 (4.1/4.4) DATE: 12/7/95

4



Test Quendon N1. Bank Quesdon: 81 Answer: A

1 Pt(s) Unit 1 is operating at 100% power when an electrical fault on the 1 ATA transformer
causes a loss of ITA and ITC 6.9KV busses.

Given the following plant conditions:
1) RC pumps I A,1B and 1D are operating
2) RC inlet temperature is 60*F
3) Condenser vacuum is stable at 28 inches

Which one of the following sequences describes the automatic response of the steam
dumps and safety valves to a plant trip?

A. 2 banks of condenser dump valves open in the plant trip mode

B. 4 banks of condenser dump valves open in the load rejection mode

C. 2 banks of condenser dump valves open in the plant trip mode and
atmospheric dump valves open

'

D. Atmospheric dump valves open and code safety valves open

MISCINFO: RO&SRO

SOURCE: BCH
'

REFERENCES: OP-MC-STM-IDE page 25-37
OP-MC-MT-RC page 19

'

OP-MC-El-EP pages 30,43
MC-EL-EP-1

LESSON: 1) OP-MC-STM-IDE TASK:
2) OP-MC-EL-EP

OBJECTIVE: 1) LPRO/LPSO 6,11 TIME:
2) LPRO/LPSO 24..A

K/A: 000051EK301 (2.8*/3.l*) DATE: 12/7/95

1



Test Quendon N2. Bank Ques 6on: 82 Answer: D

1 Pt(s) Unit 1 is recovering from a loss of 120 VAC instrument bus 1EKVA due to the loss
of the IEVIA static inverter.1EKVA has been reenergized from the alternate
supply. After repairs to invener 1EVIA are completed, the operator is directed to
restore the IEKVA bus to the normal line up.

Which one (1) of the following actions are necessary to restore the electrical line up
to a normal operating configuration per OP/0/A/6350/01 A after tags are cleared.

i

A. Manually transfer bus power from static inverter IEVIB back to static |

:
inverter IEVIA. . !

i

lB. Enable the automatic transfer of power from static inverter IEVIB
i

back to 1EVIA. |

C. Enable the automatic transfer of power from regulated power center
IKRP back to static inverter IEVIA.

D. Manually transfer power from regulated load center IKRP back to
static inverter 1EVIA.

MISCINFO: RO&SRO

l
SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: OP-MC-EL-EPL pages 12-14
i

LESSON: OP-MC-EL-EPL TASK:

OBJECTIVE: LPRO/LPSO 12,16 TIME:

K/A: 000057EK301 (4.1/4/4) DATE: 12/8/95
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Test Quesdon #63. Bank Quesdon: 83 Answer: A

1 Pt(s) The station is in the process of recovering from a station blackout. Although
pressunzer level in Unit I has remained at 40%, the operators are directed to initiate !

safety injection in step 7 of ECA-0.0. What is the reason for this action?

A. To generate another DG start signal

B. To provide a positive source of borated water to the prevent
rechiticallity.

C. To provide sufficient injection flow to maintain pressurizer level
j
|

D. To actuate the blackout sequencer.

MISCINFO: SRO Only

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: OP-MC-EP-ECA0 3.4.6 page 29
EP/1/A/5000ECA-0.0 page 5 |

LESSON: OP-MC-EP-ECA0 TASK:

OBJECTIVE: ECA-0.0 - 7 TIME:

K/A: 000055EA203 (3.9/4.7) DATE: 12/8/95

.

I
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Test Quesdon #64. Bank Ques 6on: 84 Answer: D

!
1 (Pt(s) Unit 1 is operating at 52% power with one of the 120 VAC vital instrument buses,

|
EKVC, deenergized for maintenance. Control switches are in the 1/II position.

Given the following conditions:
!

1) Bistables on instruments powered off EKVC have not been tripped by TAE
2) The reactor trip breakers have failed in the closed position due to improper l

maintenance and retesting (unknown to the ooerators) ggg
3) NCP Loop A Channel I flow instmment fails low gpgggg

& d"Which one (1) of the following sequences accurately describes the plant response? /g9
A. The reactor protection system will NOT generate a trip signal with the

|
loss of CH Iloop flow instrument

1

B. The reactor protection system will NOT generate a trip signal because
the plant is below P-8

l

C. The reactor protection system will generate a trip signal under these
conditions and an ATWS would occur.

D. The reactor protection system will generate a trip signal under these
conditions and a failure of RPS would occur.

1

MISCINFO: RO&SRO I

I
SOURCE: DB j

I

REFERENCES: OP-MC-PS-IPE pages 13 - 17 - 1

LESSON: 1) OP-MC-PS-IPE TASK: !
2) OP-MC-EL-EPL

OBJECTIVE: 1) LPRO/LPSO 1.F,3,4 TIME:
2) LPRO/LPSO 15

K/A: 000057EA212 (3.5/3.7) DATE: 12/8/95

i

1
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Test Quendon #65. Bank Question: 85 Answer: D

1 Pt(s) A fire is reported in the switchyard. What is the correct response by the control
room operators.

A. Immediately dispatch the Fire Brigade to the scene.

B. Call the Gilead Fire Department and request offsite assistance.

C. Call the Power Delivery Department and request offsite assistance.

D. Dispatch the Fire Brigade Leader to the scene and request assistance
from the Gilead Volunteer Fire Department.

MISCINFO: RO&SRO

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: MSD- %5.5 page 11

LESSON: OP-MC-ADM-SD TASK:

OBJECTIVE: LPRO/LPSO 10.F TIME:

K/A: 000067EK304 (3.3/4.1) DATE: 12/14/95

i

1
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Test Quesdon #66. Bank Quesdon: 86 Answer: B

) 1 Pt(s) What is the principle purpose and Tech Spec basis for requiring containment
'

integrity while in mode !?

'

A. To ensure that an acceptable limit ofleakage (within McGuire Tech
Specs and 10 CFR Part 50) of radioactive material is not exceeded;

during normal operations.;

I

; B. To ensure that an acceptable limit ofleakage (within McGuire accident
. analysis limits and 10 CFR Part 100) of radioactive material is not
! exceeded under design basis accident conditions.
;

! C. To ensure that an acceptable limit ofleakage (with NUREG 0654
'

PAGs) of radioactive material is not exceeded beyond design basis'
accident conditions.

'

l
i

; D. To ensure that the containment vessel can withstand the maximum
j pressure of 15 psig in the event of a LOCA, to provide biological

1'

shielding and to provide protection against external missile hazards. '

i

i

; MISCINFO: SRO Only

, SOURCE: BCH
!

i REFERENCES: Tech Spec Bases 3/4.6.1.7 l
'

j OP-MC-CNT-CNT 1.1 page 5
|4

W

j LESSON: OP-MC-CNT-CNT TASK: |

i

3 OBJECTIVE: ISS 1,2 TIME:
i
i K/A: 000069G004 (2.5/3.8) DATE: 12/8/95
1

i
?

4

,

4

k

4

_
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| Test Ques 6on NT. Bank Question: 87 Answer:B.

h

1 Pt(s) Unit I was operating at 100% power at EOL when a total loss of feedwater / loss of,

heat sink accident. The operators are implementing step 23 of FR-H.1, feed and,

bleed of the NC system.

Given the following conditions:

1) No sources of feedwater or condensate are available.,

2) Both NV pumps started.

3) All PORV block valves opened.
4) Two PORVs opened.

5) One PORV (NC-34) failed to open.

What is the correct operator mitigation strategy to respond to this problem?

A. Wait for the feed and bleed steps to reduce NC pressure because the
remaining two PORVs provide adequate heat removal capacity for a
loss of heat sink.

|B. Open the reactor head vent to reduce NC pressure because two PORVs '

may not provide sufficient heat removal capacity and the operator
must.

1C. Stop one ND pump to reduce loss ofinventory through PORVs ;

D. Immediately depressurize one intact steam generator to cooldown the
primary system and reduce pressure within the capability of two
PORVs.

i

MISCINFO: SRO Only '

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: OP-MC-EP-FRH 3.4.19,3.4.20 pages 61 & 63
EP/1/A/5000/FR-H.1 steps 23 & 24

LESSON: OP-MC-EP-FRH TASK:

OBJECTIVE: FR-H Generic 3 TlME:

K/A: 000074EA105 (3.9/4.1) DATE: 12/8/95

1
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Test Question #68. Bank Question: 88 Answer: D
_

1 Pt(s) Unit 1 is responding to a LOCA following an earthquake which has caused
substantial damage throughout the station.

Given the following conditions: !

1) All sources of feedwater have been lost
4

2) NCPs are secured

3) The operators have implemented FR-C.1, " Inadequate Core Cooling"
4) Attempts to initiate SI have been unsuccessful

5) S/G depressurization has not been successful in restoring adequate core
cooling.

!
6) Core exit T/Cs exceed 1200 *F
7) NCP support requirements are NOT met

What is the major action required by FR-C.1 under these conditions?
!

A. Do NOT restart NCPs, open all vent paths to containment and
I

depressurize NCS to inject cold leg accumulators.

!
B. Restart NCPs and restore secondary best sink in FR-H.1 before

proceeding in FR-C.I.

C. Do NOT restart NCPs and initiste feed and bleed of the NCS to restore I

core cooling.

D. Restart NCPs and open all vent paths to containment.

MISCINFO: RO&SRO

SOURCE: BCH,

REFERENCES: OP-MC-EP-FRC pages 43 and 44
FR-C.1 step 21 page 15

LESSON: OP-MC-EP-FRC TASK:

OBJECTIVE: FR-C. obj 3 and FR-C.1 obj 15 TIME:

I
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Test Question #69. Bank Question: 89 Answer: C
1

l1 Pt(s) Unit 1 is operating at 100% power.
{

IGiven the following indications:
)

1) 1 EMF-48 (Reactor Coolant Hi Rad) is in alarm
2) Chemistry reports that sample results indicate demineralizer DF

(decontamination factor) has dropped to 10.
3) Isotopic analysis of the reactor coolant indicates high fission product

activity.

What is the appropriate corrective action strategy in AP/1/A/5500/18.

A. Increase letdown to maximize flow through NV system

B. Isolate letdown to minimize the spread of contaminated coolant.

C. Verify mixed bed demineralizerin service and place cation bed
demineralizer in service.

D. No action is required, existing demineralizer lineup will reduce activity
over time.

MISCINFO: RO&SRO

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: AP/1/A/5500/18
OP-MC-CH-PC page 15 and 25

LESSON: OP-MC-CH-PC TASK:

OBJECTIVE: LPRO/LPSO 26,34 TIME:

K/A: 000076EA202 (2.8/3.4) DATE: 12/8/95

1
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Test Quesdon #70. Bank Quesdon: 90 Answer: D

1 Pt(s) Units 1 is in mode 3 preparing for a plant startup.

Given the following conditions:

1) Steam pressure = 450 psig

2) T = 445 "Fm

Which one (1) of the following failures would require that Standby Shutdown
Facility (SSF) be declared inoperable?

A. Turbine driven CA pump is inoperable

B. Both motor driven CA pumps are inoperable

C. Total primary system leakage (identified, unidentified and RCP seal
leskoff)is 20 gym

D. The SSF diesel underground fuel oil tank has less than 48 hours of fuel
capacity (tank level < 4 feet)

MISCINFO: SRO Only

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: OP-MC-CP-AD page 25,27,29

LESSON: OP-MC-CP-AD TASK:

OBJECTIVE:' LPSO 9 TIME:

K/A: 000068EA131 (3.9/4.0) DATE: 1/10/96

1



Test Quesdon #71. Bank Quesdon: 91 Answer: B

1 Pt(s) Which one (1) of the following state the Tech Spec bases for requiring the limiting
conditions of operation for the remote shutdown monitoring instrumentation?

A. Ensure sufficient capability to permit shutdown to HOT STANDBY
from locations outside the control room.

B. Ensure sumcient capability to permit shutdown to and maintenance of
HOT STANDBY from locations outside the control room.

C. Ensure sufficient capability to permit shutdown to and maintenance of
HOT SHUTDOWN from locations outside the control room.

D. Ensure sufficient capability to permit shutdown to and maintenance of
COLD SHUTDOWN from locations outside the control room.

MISCINFO: SRO Only

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: Tech Specs Bases 3. 3.3.5 Remote Shutdown Instrumentation

OP-MC-CP-ASP 4.1 page 21,23

LESSON: OP-MC-CP-ASP TASK:

OBJECTIVE: LPSO 7 TIME:

K/A: 000068EK311 (3.2/3.6) DATE: 12/8/95

:

,

L

I

,

1

1
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Test Ques 6on 672. Bank Ques 6on: 92 Answer: D

1 Pt(s) During the accident at Three Mile Island, the operators mistakenly interpreted the
indication that the PORV was open. What is the expected temperature downstream
of a leaking pressurizer PORV (very small leak rate) relative to NC system
temperatures following a reactor trip.

A. Pressurizer steam space temperature (above 600 *F).

B. Midway between Pressurizer steam space temperature and NCS
temperature (between 570 'F and 600 'F).

C. NCS temperature (between 540 'F and 570).

D. Below NCS temperature (below 540 'F)

MISCINFO: RO&SRO

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: OP-MC-TA-II pages 7,9,12
Steam Tables /Mollier Diagram

LESSON: 1) OP-MC-TA-II TASK:
2) OP-MC-THF-STM

OBJECTIVE: 1) LPRO/LPSO I A,2,3,4 TIME:
2) LPRO/LPSO 6,7

K/A: 000038EK302 (3.7/4.4) DATE: 12/8/95

1

..
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Test Quesdon #73. Bank Question: 93 Answer: D

i 1 Pt(s) Unit I operators are responding to a small break LOCA in E-1. Given the following
! parameters at the indicated times:

Time Interval
P.arameter 22Q 291 2dfi

1) Core exit T/C temp (*F) 576 582 590
2) Pressurizerpressure(psig) 1305 1350 1395
3) S/G levels (%NR) 23 26 29
4) Total CA flow (gpm) 460 405 375
5) Pressurizer level (%) 19 25 30
6) Containment pressure (psig) 3.1 2.8 2.6

All parameter trends are consistent between time intervals.

Given step 6 of E-1, what is the earliest time that the operators have the necessary
conditions to terminate SI?

A. SI flow may be terminated at 2:00

B. SI flow may be terminated at 2:03

C. SI flow may be terminated at 2:06

D. SI flow may be not terminated

MISCINFO: RO&SRO

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: Steam Tables

OP-MC-EP-INTRO page 52 & 53
EP/1/A/5000/E-1 step 6 page 6

LESSON: OP-MC-EP-El TASK:

OBJECTIVE: I. PRO /LPSO 4,7.b TIME:

K/A: 000009EK324 (4.1/4.6) DATE: 12/9/95

.

I
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Test Quesdon #74. Bank Quesdon: 94 Answer: B
>

1 Pt(s) Unit 1 is recovering from a LOCA and the ;perators have reached step 14 of E-1.0.
at 2:00 AM. NC pumps have been tripped. Given the following indications at the
following times:

Parameter M 2;01 M M

1) FWSTlevel (inches) 159 149 139 129
2) NC pressure (psig) 280 285 290 295
3) ND Flow 1000 1025 1075 1085
4) Core exit T/Cs('F) 690 702 695 685
'

RVLIS (% LR Ivi) 55 39 42 67
6) Containment Pressure (psig) 2.5 2.3 2.2 2.1

What is the earliest time (if any) that the operators can transition to ES-1.3, transfer,

to cold leg recirculation.

A. 2:00 AM

B. 2:05 AM

C. 2:10 AM

! D. 2:15 AM

MISCINFO: RO&SRO
.

SOURCE: BCH
<

REFERENCES: EP/1/A/5000/E-1.0 page 13
EP/1/A/5000/F-0 page 44

OP-MC-EP-El 3.4.12 page 53 & 6.4.3 page 167

LESSON: OP-MC-EP-El TASK: I

'

OBJECTIVE: 7.f TIME:-

; K/A: 000011EK315 (4.3/4.4) DATE: 12/9/95

i
.

1

|
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Test Quesdon #75. Bank Quesdon: 95 Answer: B!

|
!

1 Pt(s) Unit 1 is operating at 100% power when 1NV-94 (seal water return isolation valve)
fails closed. Which one (1) of the following sequences describes the NV system'

response to this event?

; A. Seal water flow is lost to NC pump seals
|

1

B. Seal water flow is maintained through INV-93 (NV system relief to
.

'

PRT) to the PRT

C. Seal water flow is maintained through INV-155 (NV system relief to
VCT) to the VCT

4

4

'. D. Seal water flow is maintained through the excess letdown heater
exchanger

|-

MISCINFO: RO&SRO

SOURCE: BCH I
4

REFERENCES: OP-MC-PS-NV page 25,34
,

LESSON: OP-MC-PS-NV TASK:i

OBJECTIVE: LPRO/LPSO 4 TIME:
'

,

K/A: 000022EA109 (3.2/3.3) DATE: 12/20/95

1

- -
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Test Quendon #76 Bank Quesdon: 96 Answer: D
i

| 1 Pt(s) Unit 1 is operating in mode 3. The operators are preparing to conduct a normal plant
cooldown to prepare for a refueling shutdown period. Maintenance requests OSM j
approval to tag shut ND-15 (ND to hot leg cross tie) for valve stroke testing.

What are the operating implications or restrictions, if any, of tagging shut ND-157

A. There are no restrictions. Maintenance may proceed.

B. Tech Specs permit ND-15 to be tagged shut for 72 houn provided that
the steam generators in the running NC loop are operable.

|
| C. Tech Specs permit ND-15 to be tagged shut provided that ND-15 is

restored to operation prior to transitioning to mode 4.
1

D. ND-15 may not be tagged shut because this would make both trains of
ND inoperable and place the Unit in an unanalyzed condition.

MISCINFO: SRO Only

| SOURCE: BCH
|

REFERENCES: OP-MC-PS-ND 5.0 pages 24, 27
Tech Specs 3.4.1.2; 3.4.1.3; 3.4.1.4.1; 3.5.2
MC-PS-ND-2

LESSON: OP-MC-PS-ND TASK:
|

| OBJECTIVE: LPSO 8,9 TIME:
1
'

K/A: 000025EK303 (3.9/4.1) DATE:' 12/9/95l

1
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Test Ques 6on #77 Bank Quesdon: 98 Answer: C

1 Pt(s) EP/1/A/5000/FR-S.I. Recnonse to Nuclear Generation /ATWS, dilects the operator
to manually insert control rods in response to a criticality RED PATH. Under what
conditions is this action required and what is the bases for this action?

A. Manually inserting control rods is an immediate action step and is
completed after tripping the reactor and prior to tripping the turbine
for all events. This action ensures any rods that do not scram are

I driven into the core.

B. Manually inserting control rods is a supplementary action RNO step
and is performed only if the emergency boration path is not successful

| This action is required to bring the reactor suberiticalif the emergency
{boration flow path is blocked.
j

C. Manually inserting control rods is an immediate action RNO step and is
|only performed if the reactor trip is not successful This action will
|

bring the reactor to a subcritical state if the reactor trip fails.
:

D. Manually inserting rods is a supplementary action step and is
performed after tripping the turbine for all events. This action assures
that the reactor is brought into a subcritical state as quickly as possible.

|

MISCINFO: RO&SRO

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: EP/1/A/50^0/FR-S.I. Resnonse to Nuclear Generation /ATWS
OP-MC-EP-FRS 3.3 page 17

LESSON: OP-MC-EP-FRS TASK:

OBJECTIVE: 3,4 TIME:

K/A: 000029EK310 (4.1/4.1) DATE: 12/9/95

1

|
|
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Test Quesdon #78 Bank Quesdon: 99 Answer: D

1 Pt(s) Unit I has experienced a feedwater line break inside containment and a total loss of

feedwater at 2:00 AM. FR-H.1 has been entered and feed and bleed of the NC
system was initiated at 2:30 AM. Shortly af er opening the PORVs, the Turbine
Driven CA pump is retumed to service and a source of feedwater is available. The

operators are directed to restore a steam generator for a heat sink per FR-H.l.

Given the following conditions at 2:45 AM:

| Indication A Loon B Loon C Loon D Loon' DD
S/GRIIL level (%) 0 l2 1 52

~

|

~

3

C h o. 9 w t.+
W R- S/Gyr$hsure(psig) 0 650 675 645!

'

NC hot leg loop temn (*F) 545 551 552 548

f m.$& Containment pressure = 3.5 psig
NC pressure = 1010 psig

Core exit T/Cs are stable at an average value = 560 'F

Which steam generator (s) meet (s) the criteria for restoration of CA flow?
What limitations are required on CA flow rates?

What is the reason / basis for this selection?

A. S/G A
No limitation on CA flow rate.
Because it is at the lowest temperature and back pressure to maximize

| CA flow effectivenas.

B. Both S/Gs B and C
;

No limitation on CA flow rate. i

Because these S/Gs have sufficient water inventory to ensure that they
are not hot and dry.

C. S/G D
No limitation on CA flow rate.
Because the tubesheet temperature is less than 550 'F and the thermal
shock of admitting feedwater will not damage the tubesheet. |

D. Either S/G B, C or D (only one)
; Flow rates limited by enclosure 7 to FR-H.1 to under 100 GPM

|) Because they meet the FR-H.? r eteria for hot, dry S/Gs and admitting
cold feedwater may damage the S/G tubesheet.

.

I
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MISCINFO: RO&SRO |
i

-

SOURCE: BCH

;

REFERENCES: EP/1/A/5000/FR-H.1 step 34 and enclosure 7 pages 1-4
OP-MC-EP-FRH 3.4.29-32 pages 70,71 and 73

LESSON: OP-MC-EP-FRH TASK: |

|
OBJECTIVE: 10 TIME: i

i

K/A: 000054EK102 (3.6/4.2) DATE: 12/9/95 )

9

d

I
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Test Quesdon #79 Bank Quesdon: 100 Answer: A

1 Pt(s) Which of the following combinations are the committed time and expected time that
the 125 VDC vital batteries are sized to carry its respective nonnal loads upon loss
of AC or batte:y charger?

Committed Expected

A. 1bour 3 hours

B. 2 hours 3 hours

C. I hour 2 hours

D. 3 hours 3 hours

MISCINFO: RO&SRO
|

SOURCE: DB
1

l
,

REFERENCES: OP-MC-EL-EPL page 12
EL-EPL-1

LESSON: OP-MC-EL-EPL TASK:

OBJECTIVE: LPRO/LPSO 5 TIME:

K/A: 000058EA203 (3.5/3.9) DATE: 12/14/95
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Test Ques 6cn #80 Bank Quesdon: 101 Answer: C

1 Pt(s) Unit I has a liquid radioactive waste release in progress from the Waste Monitoring
Tank (WMT) through the RC system. All lineups and authorizations have been
properly made in accordance with OP/0/B/6200/35 using the normal path.

Given the following initial conditions:

1) 2 RC pumps running (minimum required under LWR document)
2) 1 EMF-49 correctly set for trip 1 and trip 2 activity limits
3) MRIRR = 75 GPM based on boron concentration

if one RC pump trips during the release, what automatic actions will occur to I

terminate the release?
i

A. WM-46 will close automatically (interlocked with pumps).

B. WM-46 will close automatically when EMF-44 reaches the trip 2
setpoint.

I

C. WP-37 and WP-35 will close automatically (interlocked with pumps).

D. WP-37 and WP-35 will close automatically when EMF-49 reaches the
trip 1 setpoint.

MISCINFO: RO&SRO

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: OP-MC-WE-RLR page 10,11,12
MC-WE-RLR-2

LESSON: OP-MC-WE-RLR TASK:

OBJECTIVE: LPRO/LPSO 6,7 TIME:

K/A: 000059EIG01 (3.5/3.9) DATE: 12/9/95
000061EA203(3.0/3.3)

1
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Test Quesdon #81 Bank Quesdon: 102 Answer: A

1 Pt(s) What automatic protective signals will shut down both the Auxiliary Building
unfiltered exhnnet fann and supply fans?

A. Blackout signal, SI signal, EMF-35 or EMF-37 (trip 2)

B. EMF-41 (trip 2)
,

C. EMF-53 (trip 2)

D. Aux Bid exhaust hi temperature alarm, or freeze protection thermostat

MISCINFO: RO&SRO

SOURCE: BCH
l
!

REFERENCES: OP-MC-PSS-VA page 10,15-17

LESSON: OP-MC-PSS-VA TASK:

OBJECTIVE: LPRO/LPSO 3,4,8 TIME:
'

K/A: 000060EK302 (3.3*/3.5*) DATE: 12/9/95

.

4

i

1
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Test Quesdon #82 Bank Quesdon: 103 Answer: C

1 Pt(s) What are ALL the automatic actuations GF ANY) that will occur if EMF-39(L)
[ containment gas low range] reaches the trip 2 alarm setpoint when the unit is in
mode 57

A. Secures VQ and VP

B. Initiates containment ventilation isolation signal (SJ to SSPS

C. Initiates Sn signal and sounds containment evacuation alarm I
i

D. No automatic actions are associated with the low r==ge gaseous EMF !
channel, only high range gaseous channel

MISCINFO: RO&SRO
;

SOURCE:~ BCH

REFERENCES: OP-MC-WE-EMF page 15, i6

LESSON: OP-MC-WE-EMF TASK: ;

OBJECTIVE: 3 TIME:

K/A: 000061EA101 (3.6/3.6) DATE: 12/9/95
|

1

_ - - _



Test Question #83 Bank Question: 104 Answer: A

1 Pt(s) Unit 1 is operating at 100% power in a normal (1/11) line'up.

Given the following indications:

1) Charging flow decreases as NV-238 closes

2) Backup heaters energize

3) Pressurizerlevel decreases

What is the cause of these indications?

A. Pressurizer level channel I fails high

B. Pressurizer level channel I fails low

C. Pressurizer level channel II fails high

D. Pressurizer level channel II fails low

MISCINFO: RO&SRO

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: OP-MC-TA-AT page 28,29,30 I

LESSON: OP-MC-TA-AT TASK:

OBJECTIVE: LPR01PSO 7 TIME:

K/A: 000028EA101 (3.8*/3.9*) DATE: 12/9/95

1
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Test Quendon #84 Bank Ques 6on: 105 Answer: A

1 Pt(s) Thereis a CAUTION in AP/1/A/5500/22 Loss of VI stating

" Starting D, E or F compressor with control air less than 80psig
may damage the compressor. Control air is normally supplied
from the VIheader. "

Which one (1) of the following would NOT be an appropriate response IF VI header {
pressure dropped to less than 80 psig?

A. Ensure IVI-820 is open to allow VS to supply VI

B. Ensure IVI-820 is closed to isolate VI from VS.

|
C. Align VB to supply control air to D, E and F VI compressors and start

'

the compressors.

D. Dispatch an operator to start A, B, or C VI compressors.

MISCINFO: RO&SRO
,
,

SOURCE: Tracy Rhodes

I
REFERENCES: AP/1/A/5500/22

LESSON: OP-MC-SS-VI TASK:

OBJECTIVE: 7 TIME:

K/A: 000065EK304 (3.0/3.2) DATE: 12/14/95
078000K402 (3.2/3.5)

1
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Test Quesdon #85 Bank Ques 6on: 109 Answer: D
|
i
'

1 Pt(s) A large break LOCA has occurred on Unit I at 2:00 AM. A containment air :elease

was in progress and was immediately terminated. The control room operators are
responding to the events in E-1. The OSM has assumed the role of the Emergency
Coordinator.

Given the following conditions at 2:45 AM:

1) Contamment pressure indicates 12 psig
2) Containment Hydrogen concentration is 1.5%

3) Contamment valve VQ-2B failed to isolate on phase A signal.
4) Core exit T/Cs indicate temperatures of 1300 'F
5) RVLIS lower range level indicates 90%
5) EMF 51a and b indicate 85 R/hr

Using the attached copy of enclosure 4.1 to RP/0/A/5700/00, classify the 2

emergency.

A. Notification of an Unusual Event '

B. Alert

C. Site Area Emergency

D. General Emergency
.

MISCINFO: SRO Only

SOURCE: BCH I

REFERENCES: RP/0/A/5700/00 pages 4,5

LESSON: OP-MC-EP-EMP TASK:

OBJECTIVE: LPSO 10 TIME:

K/A: 194001 A116 (4.4*) DATE: 12/11/95

1
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Test Quendon 686 Bank Quesdon: 110 Answer: B

1 Pt(s) At 2:00 AM, a NCP seal failure causes seal leakoffflow to reach 45 GPM. The
|

operators are responding in AP/1/A/5500/10. and have advised station management
|of the problem. Management has requested that they prepare for a shutdown in

accordance with Tech Specs but to delay startmg the load reduction until after

engineering has completed taking data on the seal failure (at approximately 2:30
|AM). '

At 2:15 AM, the OSM reviews RP/0/A/5700/00 enclosure 4.1 (provided).

What is the correct classification decision under the conditions given above at 2:20'

AM7
:

'

A. No classification necessary unless the seal leakage increases.

'

B. Wait until the load reduction commences and then classify the events as
a Notification of an Unusual Event.

.

C. Immediately classify the events as a Notification of Unusual Event
*

iD. Immediately classify as an Alert
!

MISCINFO: SRO Only

SOURCE: BCH
,

REFERENCES: RP/0/A/5700/00 Enclosure 4.1 page 3 Event 4.1.1
Enclosure 4.2

LESSON: OP-MC-EP-EMP TASK:
:
'

OBJECTIVE: LPSO 10 TIME:

K/A: 194001 A116 (3.1/4.4*) DATE: 12/11/95 '

1

i
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Test Question #87 Bank Question: 112 Answer: D

1 Pt(s) Unit 1 is operating at 100% power. While conducting a system lineup verification,
the operators note that FW-27 was in the OPEN position. The valve check list

called for FW-27 to be in the CLOSED position. There are no outstanding R&Rs
or Configuration Control Cards on FW-27.

What action should the operators take?

A. CLOSE FW-27 as required by the valve check list and note the change
on the valve check list.

B. CLOSE FW-27, report the valve status change to the control room and
prepare a Problem Investigation Process (PIP) report

|

C. Leave the valve OPEN and prepare a Configuration Control Card to
document the deviation

D. Leave the valve in the OPEN position because the valve is currently
positioned in the correct position for the plant lineup.

MISCINFO: RO&SRO

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: OMP 4-1 page 19

LESSON: OP-MC-ADM-OMP TASK:

OBJECTIVE: LPRO/LPSO 9B TIME:

K/A: 194001K101 (3.6/3.7) DATE: 12/13/95

.

I
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Test Quesnon #88 Bank Question: 113 Answer:/ [. y

1 Pt(s) Unit 1 operators are responding to a LOCA in E-0.
4

Given the following conditions:

1) The OATC is performing supplementary action steps in E-0.
2) The 2nd RO is busy manually controlling feedwater flow to the SGs.
3) An alarm annunciates on the electrical relay back panel behind the main

control boards (l ADI l-E8, Transfer Trip System B Trouble).

What is the correct response by the RO who is the OATC in accordance with
OMP 2-2?

A. The OATC must remain within the surveillance area. The alarm
should not be investigated until another operator is available.

B. The OATC can investigate the alarm because the electrical relay panel
!

is within the OATC defined surveillance area.
4

C. The OATC is allowed to momentarily leave the surveillance area to
investigate the alarm in the event of an emergency effecting the safety of

-

operations.

D. There is no OATC when EOPs have been implemented. Any free RO is,

available to investigate the alarm.

MISCINFO: RO&SRO

3 SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: OMP 2-2 section 10.17 page 10 and Attachment 1

LESSON: OP-MC-ADM-OMP TASK:

OBJECTIVE: LPRO/LPSO 9.H TIME:

K/A: 194001 A109 (2.7/3.9*) DATE: 12/20/95

1



Test Quendon #89 Bank Quesdon: 114 Answer: D
l

1 Pt(s) Unit 1 is' responding to a LOCA at step 15 in E-0. The STA reports the following
critical safety functions are indicated on the SPDS display on the OAC.

1) RED PATH Containment
2) ORANGE PATH Core Cooling !
3) ORANGE PATH Integrity

What is the correct procedural transition?

A. Immediately Implement FR-P.1

B. Immediately implement FR-C.1

C. Immediately implement FR-Z.1

!
D. Remain in E-0, do not transition to FRPs.

l

MISCINFO: SRO Only
,

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: OP-MC-EP-FO pages 7,9
OMP-4-3 7.16.1 page 14

LESSON: 1) OP-MC-EP-F0 TASK:
2) OP-MC-ADM-OMP

OBJECTIVE: 1) F-01,2 TIME:
2) LPSO 9A

K/A: 194001 A102 (4.l*/3.9) DATE: 12/14/95

1
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Test Question #90 Bank Question: 115 Answer: A

1 Pt(s) Which of the following operator actions are authorized to be perfonned prior to
reachina the anpropriate step in the EOP?

A. Reset and control CA to a S/G when that S/G reaches its normal level
setpoint

B. Isolate feedwater flow to a faulted steam generator

- C. Start depressurization of a S/G while still cooling down the S/G

D. Terminate containment spray

MISCINFO: SRO Only

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: OP-MC-EP-INTRO pages 41,43,45
OMP 4-3 7.4 page 5

LESSON: 1) OP-MC-EP-INTRO TASK:
2) OP-MC-ADM-MP

OBJECTIVE: 1) 6,7 TIME:
2) LPRO/LPSO 9A

K/A: 194001 A102 (4.1 */3.9) DATE: 12/13/95

1
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Test Quendon #91 Bank Quesdon: 116 Answer: B

1 Pt(s) Dunng a valve lineup, the operators are directed to reposition a manual throttle
valve that requires independent verification. How is this accomplished in
accordance with the OMP?

i

A. The operator positions the valve and the verifier positions the valve
independently at a later time.

;

B. The operator positions the valve and the vedfier observes the
operator's action at the same time.

C. The operator positions the valve and the verifier independently checks
position by valve appearance at a later time.

D. The operator positions the valve and the verifier inde. pendently
repositions the valve at the same time. !

|
MISCINFO: RO&SRO

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: OMP 8-2 9.7.5 pages 13,14

LESSON: OP-MC-ADM-OMP TASK:

OBJECTIVE: LPRO/LPSO 9B TIME:

K/A: 19400lK101 (3.6/3.7) DATE: 12/13/95

1
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Test Quendon #92 Bank Quesdon: 117 Answer: D

1 Pt(s) Who can authorize lifting red safety tags to perform a test on a system?

A. Any qualified Supervisor in the Operational Control Group

B. The OSM actually on shift at the time the tag is lifted

C. The Work Group Supervisor

D. The Work Group Supervisor after an evaluation by the Operational
Control Group

MISCINFO: 'RO&SRO

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: NSD 500

LESSON: OP-MC-ADM-SD TASK:

OBJECTIVE: LPSO 10K TIME:

K/A: 194001K102 (3.7/4.1) DATE: 12/13/95

|

|

1

|
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Test Ques 6an #93 Bank Quesdon: 118 Answer: D

i
1 Pt(s) An operator is assigned to be a human red tag for the breaker on I A NV punip while i

oil samples are being drawn. Which of the following activites may be conducted (if |

any) by this individual?

A. He can independently verify the position of the 1 A ND pump breaker.

B. He can cycle a breaker as long as he is able to maintain the 1 A NV
pump breaker within sight and maintain physical control.

,

C. He can act as a passive fire watch if the door to the ETA room blocked '

open.

D. He can have no other responsibilities.

MISCINFO: RO&SRO
>

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: NSD 500.4 page 17

LESSON: OP-MC-ADM-SD TASK:

OBJECTIVE: 10.K TIME:

K/A: 19400lK102 (3.7/4.1) DATE: 12/13/95

|

1
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Test Quesdon #94 Bank Quesdon: 119 Answer: A

1 Pt(s) The operators are directed to cycle a 4160 V breaker in the TEST position while
electrical maintenance observes the operation for troubleshooting repairs. There is
no anproved procedure that directs cycling this breaker.

What administrative precautions (if any) must be followed prior to cycling this
breaker?

A. Operations StaK, Transmission or IAE Staff must be consulted to verify
what breakerinterlocks are active.

B. Post an electrical safety watch to verify all electrical safety precautions
have been implemented.

C. The Safety Committee must approve that electrical safety precautions
are met prior to cycling the breaker.

D. This breaker cannot be cycled without an approved station procedure.

MISCINFO: RO&SRO

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: OP/0/A/6350/08 page 1

LESSON: OP-MC-ADM-OMP TASK:

OBJECTIVE: 2.B TIME:

K/A: 194001K107 (3.6*/3.7*) DATE: 12/13/95

1
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Test Quesdon #95 Bank Quesdon: 120 Answer: C

1 Pt(s) Given curve 8.5 of enclosure 4.3 to OP/1/A/6100/22, which one (1) of the following
sets ofpump operating parameters is indicative of pump cavitation conditions?

A. discharge pressure = 91 PSIG
suction pressure = 7.7 PSIG
pump flow rate = 3250 GPM

B. dischargepressure= 87PSIG
suction pressure = 8.6 PSIG
pump flow rate = 3500 GPM

C. dischargepressure= 80PSIG
suction pressure = 7.7 PSIG
pump flow rate = 3750 GPM

D. discharge pressure = 82 PSIG
suction pressure = 12.0 PSIG
pump flow rate = 4000 GPM

MISCINFO: RO&SRO

SOURCE: BCH/LM

REFERENCES: OP/1/A/6100/22 enci 4.3 curve 8.5 KC Pumps

LESSON: OP-MC-THF-FF TASK:

OBJECTIVE: LPRO 6e TIME:

K/A: 194001 A108 (2.6/3.1) DATE: 1/10/96

1
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Test Quendon #96 Bank Question: 121 Answer:f b ,,
/-/f 44

1 Pt(s) An operator has been working as listed below:

103/96
1900 Starts Shift Tumoverin control mom
1930 Assumes shift duties

1/24/96

0730 Relieved ofduties in control room
0800 Starts NRC requalification exam
1130 Completes NRC requalification exam

Denans site for home and rest
1900 Starts shift tumover
1930 Assumes reliefshift duties
0730 Relieved ofdutiesin control room

Departs site

What action (if any) must the operator take to comply with Tech Spec 6.2.2
regardmg limits on overtime hours?

A. No action required by the operator |

B. Notify the OSM that and obtain approval to work the overtime

C. Submit Request for Work Hours Extension Form to be approved by the
Station Manager / Designee

D. This work schedule exceeds Tech Spec 6.2.2 and is not allowable

MISCINFO: RO&SRO

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: NSD Appendix A
Tech Spec 6.2.2

LESSON: OP-MC-ADM-OMP TASK:

OBJECTIVE: 9.C TIME:
K/A: 194001 A103 (2.5/3.4) DATE: 12/13/95

1
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| Test Queedon 007 Bank Quesnon: 122 Answer: A

1 Pt(s) After realigning the NV system for startup, a valve located in an high radiation area
.

requires independent verification. What are the ALARA requirements (if any) for'
waiving the independent verification of this valve?

1

d

! A. Independent veri 8 cation may be waived if the exposure to the operator
is greater than 10 mrem.

B. Independent verification is waived for all valves in high radiation areas
until after shutdown.

C. Independent veri 6 cation may be waived after an evaination by the
NLO.

. D. Independent verification may never be waived for ALARA
| considerations
4

'

MISCINFO: RO&SRO

SOURCE: BCH;

i

REFERENCES: OMP 8-2 page 16-17

LESSON: OP-MC-ADM-OMP TASK:
i

OBJECTIVE: 9.B TIME:

! K/A: 19400lK104 (3.3/3.5) DATE: 12/13/95

.

<

4

1

,
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Test Question #98 Bank Ques 6on: 123 Answer: A

1 Pt(s) A maintenance worker has a security badge that only allows access to security areas
<

1,2, and 3. He needs to enter a 4 area to complete a task that will only take 5
: minutes. An operator is making rounds in the area and the worker requests that he
| open the security door to the 4 area and allow him to go inside for 5 minutes.
.

What is the conect response from the operator?

! A. The worker must go to the Security Of5cc and obtain approval for
i permanent access to 4 areas.

'

B. The operator can escort the worker provided .Se fint obtains
permission from security to assume visitor escon duties for the worker.

C. The operator is allowed to escort the worker into the area provided that
he maintains the worker under his control at all times.

-

D. The operatt ; allowed to open the door using his/her CAD key to
~

, '

allow the worker to enter provided they account for the worker exiting
the area within the expected period of time.

e
'

MISCINFO: RO&SRO
,

I SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: MSD 950.5 page 11

i LESSON: OP-MC-ADM-SD TASK:

| OBJECTIVE: LPRO/LPSO 10.P TIME:
i

1

! K/A: 194001K105 (3.1/3.4*) DATE: 12/13/95
| .-

:
'

:
|
.

i

i

j

1
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Test Queedon #99 Bank Quesdon: 124 Answer: C
1

I
1 Pt(s) A team of workers must repack the seals on a pump in a 500 mrem /hr radiation area. '

Which one (1) of the following combinations of workers and estimated repair times
would maintain worker exposure ALARA?

A. 2 people working for2 hours

B. 4 people working for 60 minutes

C. 6 people working for30 minutes

D. 10 people working for20 minutes

MISCINFO: RO&SRO

SOURCE: BCH '

REFERENCES: OP-MC-RAD-HPM page 38

LESS'sN: OP-MC-RAD-HPM TASK:

GBJECTIVE: LPRO 57 TIME:

K/A: 194001K104 (3.3/3.5) DATE: 12/13/95

:,.

. g:

1

1
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Test Queenon #100 Bank Quendon: 125 Answer: B

1 Pt(s) An operator is preparing to enter a high radiation area to work on a valve in the
reactor building. During the pre-job briefing, RP states that the expected whole
body radiation level are as follows:

1) General area = 150 mrem /hrin the room
2) 18 inches from valve = 500 mrem /hr
3) contact reading = 850 mrem /hr

How should the area around the valve be classified in accordance with 10 CFR 207 I

| A. The room is a radiation area, the valve is a hot spot
1

B. The room is a high radiation area, valve is NOT a hot spot

C. The room is a high radiation area, the valve is a hot spot

D. The room is an extra high. radiation area, the valve is NOT a het spot j

MISCINFO: SRO Only
,

|SOURCE: BCH t

REFERENCES: OP-MC-RAD-HPM page 33 - 35

LESSON: OP-MC-RAD-HPM TASK:

| OBJECTIVE: LPSO 48,52 TIME:

K/A: 194001K104 (3.3/3.5) DATE: 12/13/95

:: ~.
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i ES-401 Site-specific Written Examination Form ES-401-1
Cover Sheet

U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
.

SITE-SPECIFIC !
WRITTEN EXAMINATION

!.
'

l

APPLICANT INFORMATION
'

Name: Region: 11

Date: January 19,1996 Facility / Unit: McGuire

;

License Level: RO Reactor Type: Westinghouse

INSTRUCTIONS

Use the answer sheets provided to document your answers. Staple this cover sheet on top of the answer sheets. !
Points for each question are indicated in parentheses after the question. The passing grade requires a final grade of '

at least 80 percent. Examination papers will be picked up 4 hours after the examination starts.

All work done on this examination is my own. I have neither given nor received aid.

|
1

i

Applicant's Signature

I
RESULTS

'

Examination Value Points

Applicant's Score Points

Applicant's Grade Percent

%



Test Quesdon #1. Bank Quesdon: 1 Answer: C

1 Pt(s) Which one (1) of the following is the reason why the Chemical and Volume
Control System (NV) auxiliary spray should NOT be used if letdown is
isolated?

; A. NV auxiliary spray is incapable of equalizing pressurizer and
NCS boron concentrations.

,' B. The spray line cannot provide enough flow to control'

pressurizer pressure.

C. The spray nozzle may be thermally shocked.

D. Excessive vibration in the spray line will occur.

MISCINFO: RO&SRO SOURCE: RO92

REFERENCES: OP-MC-PS-NV

LESSON: OP-MC-PS-NV, p. 53 TASK:
;

.

OBJECTIVE: LPRO/LPSO TIME: *

KA004000K509 (3.7/4.2) DATE: ROEXAM1992
.

!

.
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Test Question #2. Bank Question:2 Answer: C

1 Pt(s) Given the following conditions:

The Volume Control Tank (VCT; is at 42%.-

Automatic make-up is in progress.-

A leak develops in the common reference leg associated with level-

controller.
Assume no operator action.-

Which one (1) of the following describes the FIRST system response?

A. NC Filter Outlet 3-way control valve begins modulating letdown
flow.

B. Indicated VCT level will decrease.

| C. Automatic makeup to the VCT will stop.

D. NV pump suction switches to the FWST.

MISCENFO: RO Only SOURCE: RO92

REFERENCES: OP-MC-PS-NV page.17 - 18 and 25

LESSON: OP-MC-PS-NV TASK:

OBJECTIVES: 3E AND 6 TIME:

KA004010A211 (3.1/3.1) DATE: ROEXAM1992

I

e

t
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Test Quesdon #3. Bank Quesdon: 3 Answer: B

I pt(s) Which one (1) of the following conditions must be met to open ND-2A (NC,

loop "C" to ND isolation)?

A. ND-1B (Train B suction from C NC loop) open.,

B. NI-185A (Containment pump suction) closed.
.

I

C. NI-136B (NI suction from ND) closed.

ID. FW27A (ND suction from Refueling Storage Tank) open.

4
!

'
1

MISCINFO: RO&SRO SOURCE: RO92

REFERENCES: OP-MC-PS-ND, p. 22
'

I
: LESSON: OP-MC-PS-ND TASK:
;

OBJECTIVE: 7 TIME:
i

:

KA005000K407 (3.2/3.5) DATE: ROEXAM1992
:
:

?
-
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1

.

k
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Test Quesdon N. Bank Quesdon: 4 Answer: A

1 Pt(s) Which one (1) of the following is an input to the Low Temperature Over-
pressure Protection (LTOPs) circuitry for PORV NC32B7

A. Narrow range loop pressure transmitter
Wide range cold leg temperature

|

B. Narrow range pressurizer pressure instrument.
;

Wide range cold leg temperature

C. Wide range loop pressure transmitter
Narrow range cold leg temperature.

D. Narrow range loop pressure transmitter I

Wide range hot leg temperature.

|
MISCINFO: RO Only SOURCE: RO92

REFERENCES: OP/l/A/6100/02 ENCL 2
OP-MC-PS-IPE page 27

LESSON: OP-MC-PS-IPE TASK:

OBJECTIVE: 11 TIME:

KA010000K403 (3.8/4.1) DATE: ROEXAM1992

.

6

*
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Test Ques 6on #5. Bank Quesdon: 5 Answer: D
l

1 Pt(s) Given the following conditions: I

Reactor pcwcris at 99%. |
-

Pressurizerlevelis at 58%.-

75 gpc letdown flow.-

Charging line contamment outside isolation valve (INV--

244A) has failed closed.
Assume no operator action.-

Which one (1) of the following statements describes the long-term plant
response?

A. Slightly lower pressurizer level without reaching the trip
setpoint.

B. Slightly higher pressurizer level without reaching the trip
setpoint.

C. Low pressure trip.

D. High level trip.

1

MISCINFO: RO&SRO SOURCE: RO92

REFERENCES: OP-MC-PS-ILE pages 19 & 21
|

LESSON: OP-MC-PS-ILE TASK:

OBJECTIVE: 9 TIME:

KA011000A303 (3.2/3.3) DATE: ROEXAM1992

|

|
i

l
'

_ _ _ .
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Test Quesdon #6. Bank Quesdon: 6 Answer:B

1 Pt(s) Oiven the following conditions:

Unit 1 is in Mode 6, refueling is in progress.-

Scaler Timer drawer is in Manual mode.-

Which one (1) of the following will occur if the nuclear instrumentation
Audio Count Rate and Scaler timer Drawer Reset Push-button is pushed?

A. The display is reset and the gate is armed so the next pulse starts
the count.

B. The display, (decades counter or clock time base) is reset.

C. The instrument is reset and operation is stopped until the start
push-button is depressed in any mode.

D. The audible count rate pulses are reset to a discernible rate.

MISCINFO: RO&SRO SOURCE: RO92

REFERENCES: OP-MC-IC-ENB page 18

LESSON: OP-MC-IC-ENB, TASK:

OBJECTIVE: LPRO/LPSO 8 TIME:

KA015000A301 (3.8/3.8) DATE: ROEXAM1992

i

,

4
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l
a

,
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Test Quendon #7. Bank Quesdon: 7 Answer: A

1
1 Pt(s) Wluch one (1) of the following Containment Ventilation systems will xstart,

following a LOCA?
.

A. Lower Containment Ventilation (VL) System.
|

B. Upper Containment Ventilation (VU) System.
,

C. Containment Purge (VF) System.,

D. Pipe Tunnel Booster Fan (PT) System.
|

MISCINFO: RO&SRO SOURCE: RO92,

REFERENCES: OP-MC-CNT-VUL page.16

j LESSON: OP-MC-CNT-VUL, TASK:
;

i OBJECTIVE: 6 TIME:
4

KA022000A301 (4.1/4.3) DATE: ROEXAM1992
,

)

,

t
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Test Quesdon #8. Bank Quesdon:8 Answer: C

1 Pt(s) Given the following conditions:
t

The reactor tripped from 100% power.-

"B" Reactor trip breakeris open.| -

'

"A" Reactor trip breaker is closed.-

| Steam Dumps are in the Tave Mode.-

Which one (1) of the following demonstrates the status of the Steam Dumps
as a result of this transient?

A. Steam dump banks 1 & 2 are armed by C-7B interlock but do
not modulate.

B. Steam dump banks 3 & 4 are armed by C-7A interlock but do
not modulate

C. Steam dump banks 1 & 2 will modulate to bring Tave to T io

D. Steam dump banks 3 & 4 will modulate to bring Tave to T, . . i

l
1
i

MISCINFO: RO&SRO SOURCE: RO92

REFERENCES: OP-MC-STM-IDE pp. 27,29,31
;

LESSON: OP-MC-STM-IDE, TASK:

OBJECTIVE: 5 TIME:

KA041020K417 (3.7/3.9) DATE: ROEXAM1992

_ _ _ _ _
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Test Quesdon #9. Bank Question: 9 Answer:D

1 Pt(s) Oiven the following conditions:

Unit 1 is in Mode 3 with all plant systems in their normal.

lineup.
Auxiliary transformers IATA and 1ATB are not in-

synchronization when a fault in the protective zone of I ATA
occurs.

Which one (1) of the following describes the transfer of power for the 7 KV
buses?

A. An automatic fast transfer from 1 ATA to 1ATB will occur; and,
when the fault on 1ATA clears, an automatic rapid transfer
back to 1ATA will occur.

B. An automatic fast transfer from 1ATA to 1ATB will occur; but,
when the fault clears, no automatic transfer back to 1ATA will
occur.

C. An automatic slow transfer from 1 ATA to IATB will occur; but,
when the fault clears, an automatic transfer back to IATA will
occur.

D. An automatic slow transfer from 1ATA to I ATB will occur; but,
when the fault clears, no automatic transfer back to I ATA will
occur.

|
|

MISCINFO: RO&SRO SOURCE: RO92

REFERENCES: OP-MC-EL-EP pp. 24,25

LESSON: OP-MC-EL-EP TASK:

OBJECTIVES: LPRO/LPSO21 & 22 TIME:

KA062000A401 (3.3/3.1) DATE: ROEXAM1992

.
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Test Question #10. Bank Question:10 Answer:D

1 Pt(s) Which one (1) of the following conditions will' automatically close the
Waste Gas Discharge Flow Controller (1 WG160) when actuated?

A. VCT Unit 1 Purge Flow high alarm.

B. Waste Gas Moisture Separator high pressure alarm.

C. 1 EMF 36 (HH)- Unit Vent Activity.

D. 1 EMF 36 (L)- Unit Vent Gas.

MISCINFO: RO&SRO SOURCE: RO92

REFERENCES: OP-MC-WE-EMF pages 23,24

LESSON: OP-MC-WE-EMF, TASK:

OBJECTIVE: 3 TIME:

KA073000K401 (4.0/4.3) DATE: ROEXAM1992
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Test Quesdon #11. Bank Quesdon:11 Answer:D

1 Pt(s) A LOCA has occurred in Unit 1.

Given the following conditions:
|

RVLIS Upper range levelis " INVALID".

Delta-Pressure reading of 70%..

All NCP's are running..

l Which one (1) of the following is the reactor vessel level indication used and
the reason for its usage under these conditions?

| A. Upper head level because the delta pressure indication is only
accurate between 0% and 70% level.

|

B. Delta pressure level because both areas are filled with a 2 phase
mixture of approximately 34% quality.

C. Upper head level because some core exit thermocouples indicate
cold leg temperature instead of hot leg temperature in this
range.

D. Delta pressure level because all four NCPs are running.

MISCINFO: RO SOURCE: RO92

REFERENCES: OP-MC-IC-ICM pp.17-20

LESSON: OP-MC-IC-ICM, TASK:

OBJECTIVE: 6E TIME:

KA000009EA110 (4.1/4.1) DATE: ROEXAM1992
,

1

|

i
i
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Test Quesdon #12. Bank Quesdon: 12 Answer: D

1 Pt(s) Which one (1) of the following is the reason that cooldown is limited while
performing a cooldown and depressurization per EP/1/A/5000/ECA-0.0,
" Loss of All AC Power"?

i

A. To prevent the injection of nitrogen from the cold leg
accumulators.

B. To minimize the thermal shock to the NCP pump seals when
cooling is restored.

C. To minimize the amount of seal leakage in the event of a seal
failure.

D. To prevent the possibility of recriticallity from occurring.

MISCINFO: RO&SRO SOURCE: RO92

REFERENCES: ECA-0.0 step 23 page 21
OP-MC-EP-ECAO p. 49

LESSON: OP-MC-EP-ECA0 TASK:

OBJECTIVE: 9 TIME:

KA000055EK302 (43/4.6) DATE: ROEXAM1992
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Test Quesdon #13. Bank Question: 13 Answer: A

1Pt(s) Given the following conditions:

A loss of all AC power has occurred.-

Steps are being performed to establish NC pump seal-

injection from 1 ETA room per EP/1/A/5000/ECA-0.0, " Loss
|

of all AC Power." '

i
Which one (1) of the following will occur when 1EMXA-4 is switched to its i

alternate power supply?

A. Control of the standby makeup pump isolation valves (1 NV-
842AC, INV-849AC) will be transferred to the SSF.

B. Control of the pressuriur spray valves (INC-27, INC29) will be
transferred to the Auxiliary Shutdown Panel.

C. Letdown isolation valve (NV-1 A) will automatically open.

D. Turbine driven CA pump to S/G "B" isolation valve (CA-54A)
will close.

MISCINFO: RO Only SOURCE: RO92
4

REFERENCES: EP/1/A/5000/ECA0.0,
" Loss of All AC Power",
Enclosure 3, p.1.

LESSON: OP-MC-EP-ECA0 TASK:

OBJECTIVE: 2 TIME:

KA000055EA106 (4.1/4.5) DATE: ROEXAM1992
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Test Quendon #14. Bank Quesdon: 14 Answer: D

1 Pt(s) Given the following conditions:

Unit 1 is at 100% power.-

1ETB experiences a loss of offsite power.-

B Train components are in service.-

Which one (1) of the following is the reason that Unit 2 is notified to start
the 2A RN (Nuclear Service Water) Pump?

A. The blackout signal load sheds the 2A pump while the Unit 1
D/G comes up to speed.

B. The blackout signal causes train separation and Gow may be lost
to the essential headers.

C. The blackout signal load sheds the 2A pump while its suction
switches to the assured source.

D. The blackout signal causes train separation and flow may be lost
to the nonessential headers.

MISCINFO: RO&SRO SOURCE: RO92

REFERENCES: AP/1/A/5500/07,
" Loss of Electrical Power",
Case II, p. 32.

LESSON: OP-MC-PSS-RN TASK:,

OP-MC-EL-EP, p. 46

OBJECTIVE: 9- TLME:
;

KA000056K302 (4.4/4.7) DATE: ROEXAM1992
KA000056A107 (3.2/3.2)

i

|

|
|

|
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Test Quesdon #15. Bank Quesdon: 15 Answer: B |

,

1Pt(s) The crew is responding to a ruptured tube in 1B steam generator (S/G) using
EP/l A/5000/E-3, " Steam Generator Tube Rupture."

-

'

The following conditions exist-

1 A S/G pressure is 980 psig.-

1B S/G pressure is 1050 psig.-

IC S/G pressure is 990 psig.-

1D S/G pressure is 990 psig.-

Contaimnent pressure is 3.4 psig.-

Which one (1) of the following is the irquired core exit temperature that the
NCS must be cooled down to prior to depressurization? (page 16 of E-3
attached).

A. 515 degrees F

B. 514 degrees F

C. 502 degrees F

D. 501 degrees F
.

MISCINFO: RO SOURCE: RO95
, ,

REFERENCES: EP/1/A/5000/E-3,
Rev.1,p.16.

LESSON: OP-MC-EP-E3, TASK:,

pp. 89-94
OBJECTIVE: 20 TIME:

KA000038EA136 (4.3/4.5) DATE: ROEXAM1995

.
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Test Quesdon #16. Bank Quesdon: 16 Answer: B

1 Pt(s) During a plant shutdown on Unit 1, the operators have blocked the CA auto-start
signal by depressing the auto-start defeat switch. A subsequent loss of both main
feedwater pumps occurred at 0200.

Given the following plant conditions at the times listed:

Time
Condnisa 0200 0205 0210 0215

1) NCS temperature ('F) 557 558 558 559
2) NCS pressure (psig) 1903 1956 1976 1991
3) NR SG A (%) 40 25 15 10

4) NR SG B (%) 40 20 14 9
5) NR SG C (%) 41 26 13 8

6) NR SG D(%) 39 19 11 9

What time would the motor driven CA pumps restart automatically?

A. 0200

B. 0205 I

C. 0210

D. 0215

MISCINFO: RO&SRO

SOURCE: LM
i

REFERENCES: OP-MC-CF-CA page 10, MC-CF-CA-2 & 6
OP-MC-CF-IFE page 21

LESSON: OP-MC-CF-CA TASK-
OP-MC-CF-IFE !

OBJECTIVE: LPRO/LPSO 6 TIME:
LPRO/LPSO 9

K/A: 061000K406(4.0*/4.2*) DATE: 1/10/96

1
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Test Quesdon #17. Bank Ques 6on: 17 Answer: B

|
1 Pt(s) Given the following plant conditions: i

l
Unit 1 is at 100% power. ;

-

Control rods are in Auto and not moving.-

Tara/I ABNORMAL annunciatoris lit.-

m ;

i

Which one of the following immediate actions should be taken?

A. Adjust T within 1 degree of T r by dilution or boration.REm

B. Place rod control in manual and adjust turbine load to' match i

T to T r*m RE
|

C. Trip the reactor and enter EP/1/A/5000/E-0, " Reactor Trip or
Safety Injection."

D. Place rod control in manual and verify control rod operability
by moving rods in 5 steps, then out 5 steps.

MISCINFO: RO&SRO SOURCE: RO95

REFERENCES: AP/1/A/5500/14,
" Rod Control Malfunctions,"
Case I.

LESSON: OP-MC-IC-IRE, TASK:
pp. 35,36

OBJECTIVE: 16C TIME:

KA: 000005EA101 (3.6/3.4) DATE: ROEXAM1995

2

- ____
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Test QuesCon #18. Bank Quesdon: 18 Answer: B

1 Pt(s) Which one of the following is the reason for ensuring that NCS pressure is
less than 2335 psig in Step 4 of EP/1/A/5000/FR-S.1, " Response to Nuclear
Power Generation /ATWS?"

|

A. Minimize the potential for reactor vessel pressurized thermal
shock.

B. Verifies or ensures a sufficient boron flow rate into the NCS.

l
C. Minimize the potential of the PRT rupture disc bursting.

D. Verifies that the pressurizer PORVs are closed.

MISCINFO: RO&SRO SOURCE: RO95

REFERENCES: OP-MC-EP-FRS
|

LESSON: OP-MC-EP-FRS, TASK:
p.25 '

OBJECTIVE: 6 TIME:

KA: 00002E4A201 (3.8/4.1) DATE: ROEXAM1995

3
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Test Question #19. Bank Question:19 Answer:B

1 Pt(s) Unit I has been shutdown for refueling. The Unit Supervisor directs the operator to
purge the main generator in preparation to repair a connection on the stator cooling
coil inside the generator in accordance with OP/1/B/6300/03.

Which sequence of operations is consistent with site requirements for Hydrogen
safety?

A. 1) Add air to the generator to purge the H2

2) Add CO to the generator to purge the air2

B. 1) Add CO to the generator to purge the H2 2

2) Add air to the generator to purge the CO2

C. 1) Add N to the generator to purge the H2 2

2) Add air to the generator to purge the N2

|D. 1) Add air to the generator to purge the H2

2) Add N to the generator to purge the air2

MISCINFO: RO & SRO |

SOURCE: Tracy Rhodes

REFERENCES: OP/1/B/6300/03 4

LESSON: OP-MC-GEN-GH TASK: ;

OBJECTIVE: ISS 13 TIME:

K/A: 19400lKil5 (3.8) DATE: 12/14/95'

- _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ .
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Test Question #20. Bank Question: 20 Answer:-C- D

1 Pt(s) A " Rod Control Urgent Failure" annunciator is received while operating at
100% power on Unit 1. IAE informs the operator that this alarm was
generated by a logic error in power cabinet IAC.

Which one (1) of the following actions is required by procedure to maintain
T,y,7

A. Rods are left in " AUTO" control

B. Rods are operated m " MAN" control

C. The controlling bank is selected for manual control

|
D. No rod movement is allowed, adjust turbine load to maintain

iT,n
1,

I
,

MISCINFO: RO Only SOURCE: LM
.

REFERENCES: OP-MC-IC-IRE, page 26 '

LESSON: OP-MC-IC-IRE TASK:

OBJECTIVE: LPRO/LPSO 6 TIME:

KA: 001010K604 (2.9/3.2) DATE: 12/14/95

|
|

|
|

|



Test Quesdon #21. Bank Quesdon: 21 Answer: A

1 Pt(s) Which one (1) of the following describes NCP No. I seal leakoff flow path
after a Phase A Contamment Isolation Signal?

A. LeskoNflow is routed to the PRT.

B. LeskoK flow stops until the Containment Isolation signal is
reset.

C. LeskoKGow is routed to the NCDT.

D. LeakoK flow is routed to the suction of the charging pumps.

MISCINFO: RO Only SOURCE: RO95

REFERENCES: OP-MC-PS-NVE p. 34

LESSON: OP-MC-PS-NV TASK:

OBJECTIVE: 3.I TIME: '

KA: 003000K604 (2.8/3.1) DATE: ROEXAM1995

i

i

|

|
|

|

l

1
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Test Ques 6on #22. Bank Quesdon: 22 Answer: B !

1 Pt(s) Which one (1) of the following conditions will automatically unblock both
the Unit I low pressurizer pressure and low steamline pressure safety
injection actuation signals?

I

A. T.,, decreases to 553 degrees F.
l
I

B. NC System pressure increases to 1960 psig.

C. Steam pressure increases to 780 psig.
,

D. Main steam line differential pressure increases to 100 psid.

MISCINFO: RO SOURCE: RO95 <

REFERENCES: OP-MC-ECC-ISE Rev.12, p.15

LESSON: OP-MC-ECC-ISE, TASK:

OBJECTIVE: 1.C TIME:

K/A: 013000A403 (4.5/4.7) DATE: ROEXAM1995
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Test Quesdon #23. Bank Quesdon: 23 Answer: C
|.

1 Pt(s) In addition to closing the Feedwater Control Valves, which one (1) of the !
following signals will also trip the Main Turbine, trip the Main Feedwater

|
Pumps and close the Feedwater Control Bypass Valves? l

A. High steamline pressure rate.

B. Manual FeedwaterIsolation.

C. High-high steam generatorlevel

D. Reactor trip signal coincident with low Tm.

MISCINFO: RO&SRO SOURCE: RO95 |

REFERENCES: OP-MC-ECC-ISE Page 5

LESSON: OP-MC-ECC-ISE, TASK:

OBJECTIVE: 1.N.4 TIME:

K/A: 059000A412 (3.4/3.5) DATE: ROEXAM1995

.
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Test Question #24. Bank Question: 24 Answer: D
i

1 Pt(s) If the unit is operating at full load, which one (1) of the following groups of
instrument readings will result in an automatic reactor trip?

CH1 CH2 CH3 CH4
A. NCP bus frequency (hertz): 56.0 57.0 57.0 58.0

B. Power range (percent): 107 108 108 109

C. S/G B NR level (percent): 40 41 41 42

D. PZR pressure (psig): 2383 2384 2385 2386

MISCINFO: RO Only SOURCE: RO95

REFERENCES: OP-MC-IC-IPE page 17

LESSON: OP-MC-IC-IPE TASK:

OBJECTIVE: 1.F TIME:

K/A: 000007EA205 (3.4/3.9) DATE: ROEXAM1995

.
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Test Quesdon #25. Bank Question: 25 Answer: A

1 Pt(s) Which one (1) of the following is the parameter that would initially allow
the operator to distinguish between a large steam line break inside the
containment, and a double-ended feed line break inside the contamment?

| A. S/G pressure.
|

B. S/G level.

|
C. Feedwater flow to affected S/G.

I D. Containment humidity and pressure.

|
|

MISCINFO: RO&SRO SOURCE: RO95
|

| REFERENCES: OP-MC-EP-E2 page 11

LESSON: OP-MC-EP-E2 TASK:

. OBJECTIVE: 5 TIME:

K/A: 000040A201 (4.2/4.7) DATE: ROEXAM1995

|
1

|

|

1
|
:

- - .
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Test Quesdon #26. Bank Ques 6on: 36 Answer: D

1 Pt(s) Afte'r responding to a large break LOCA into containment, NS actuation
logic fails to reset when required by procedure.

Which one (1) of the following describes the NS system response to an
increase in containment pressure.

A. NS pumps will start and discharge valves will open after
containment pressure reaches .35 psig. '

4

'

'

B. NS pumps will start and discharge valves will open after,

containment pressure exceeds 0.8 psig.

C. NS pumps will start when containment pressure reaches .35 psig
and discharge valves will open when containment pressure
exceeds 0.8 psig.

i

j D. Discharge valves will open when containment pressure exceeds
.35 psig and NS pumps will start when containment pressure,

'

exceeds 0.8 psig.
:

|

; MISCINFO: RO Only SOURCE: BCH I1/28/95
!

REFERENCES: OP-MC-ECC-NS 3.2 page 31

4

: LESSON: OP-MC-ECC-NS TASK:
:
:

: OBJECTIVE: 6 TIME:

K/A: 013000K405 DATE: 11/28/95

3
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Test Question #27. Bank Question: 37 Answer: C
,

1 Pt(s) Given the following conditions during a reactor startup following a refueling,

'

outage:

41) NI SR"A" indicates 1x10 cps
2) NI SR"B" indicates 1x10' cps 4..

#3) NIIR"A" indicates 1x10 amps c hanse + * " ' % 'O " '" P '
"# 'T '4) NIIR"B" indicates 1.5x10* amps c.h*ago 4. . . . IS 8 a 45

5) Rods are in manual with no rod motion
6) AllNIs are slowly increasing
7) Tm is holding steady

Which one of the following best explains the indications?

! A. The reactor is critical and SR "A" gamma discrin,ination is set
too high

B. The reactor is suberitical and SR "A" gamma discrimination is,

: set too low

.

C. The reactor is critical and SR "B" gamma discrimination is set
too high

4

D. The reactor is subcritical and SR "B" gamma discrimination is
set too low

ANSWER: C

MISCINFO: RO&SRO SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: OP-MC-IC-ENB pages 20-222

LESSON: OP-MC-It .NB TASK:

OBJECTIVE- LPRO 7 / LPSO 7 TIME:

K/A: 15000K505 (4.1/4.4) DATE: 11/28/95

5
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Test Quendon #28. Bank Quesdon: 38 Answer: B

1 Pt(s) A small break LOCA has occurred. Attempts to mitigate the event have been
unsuccessful. Approximately one hour after the break first occurred, the operators i

notice that the Subcooling Margin Monitor alarms.

Given the following conditions on the Inadequate Core Cooling Monitor plasma
display:

1) Subcooling Margin indicates -35 degrees, trend is not changing
2) T/C indicates 740 degrees, trend is increasing slowly
3) Highest Tn temperature indicates 535 degrees, trend is not. changing
4) Wide range loop pressure indicates 2420 psig, trend is not changing +

And given the following plant conditions:

1) Containment pressure steady at 2.5 psig
2) All NC pumps have been stopped for one hour

Which one (1) of the following statements best describes the thermal-hydraulic state I

of the core 7
.

A. Superbested steam at +35 degrees F
|

B. Superheated steam over +60 degrees F

C. Saturated steam

D. Subcooled steam at -35 degrees F

MISCINFO: RO & SRO Provide students with a copy of steam tables f
i

SOURCE: BCH
,

REFERENCES: OP-MC-IC-ICM 1.4.E page 26-27; Steam Tables |
|

LESSON: OP-MC-IC-ICM TASK: I

!

OBJECTIVE: LPRO10/LPSO10 TIME:"

K/A: 017020K503 (3.7/4.1) DATE: 11/29/95

I.

I
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Test Quesdon #29. Bank Quesdon: 39 Answer:B |

|'
1 Pt(s) Given the following conditions:

i1) Containment pressure is 3.8 psig . '

2) Phase B containment isolation has occurred

Which one (1) of the following sequences will allow the FASTEST restoration of
component cooling water to containment?

A. Restore KC to operation immediately

B. Reset Phase B, restore KC to operation

C. Reset SI, reset Phase B, restore KC to operation

D. Reduce containment pressure below 3.5 psig, reset Phase B, restore KC
to operation

MISCINFO: RO&SRO

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: OP-MC-ECC-ISE 1.4.D.7 page 18

LESSON: OP-MC-ECC-ISE TASK:

OBJECTIVE: 1.N.2 TIME:

K/A: 022000K403 (3.6*/4.0*) DATE: 11/29/95
.

|
|

1

l
I

|

1

|
!
,



Test Quesdon #30. Bank Quesdon: 40 Answer: D

1 Pt(s) Unit 1 is in mode 4.

Given the following conditions:

(1) Surveillance testing has been recently completed on the ice condenser
(2) The surveillance test was not satisfactory as described below

Which one (1) of the following situations meets the requirements for a one hour tech
spec LCO?

A. The ice condenser door position monitoring system was declared
inoperable when one door did not indicate in the open position during a
surveillance test. The door was left in the open position.

B. The ice bed was declared inoperable when it was determined that it
failed a surveillance test based on total ice weight less than 2,099,790
pounds at a 95% level of confidence.

C. The Ice Bed Temperature Monitoring System was declared inoperable
when it failed a Tech Spec surveillance test - channel check failure.

D. The ice condenser inlet doors were declared inoperable when they failed
a Tech Spec surveillance test - one inlet door was discovered to be
obstructed by ice and debris.

MISCINFO: RO & SRO

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: Tech Spec 3.6.5.3

LESSON: OP-MC-CNT-NF TASK:

OBJECTIVE: LPRO 5.A LPSO 3.A TIME:

K/A: 025000G005 (3.8/4.3*) DATE: 11/29/95

1



Test Question #31. Bank Question: 41 Answer: A

1 Pt(s) Which one (1) of the following sequences correctly describes the ice condenser
operation during a design basis LOCA?

A. Lower containment pressure > upper containment pressure
Lower doon open at > 1 lb/ft*

Air / steam flow directed by turning vanes up through ice condenser
Flow opens intermediate and top deck doors

,

B. Upper containment pressure > lower containment pressure
Upper deck doon open at > 1 lb/ft'
Air / steam flow directed by turning vanes down through ice condenser
Weight of water from melting ice opens intermediate and bottom doors >

C. Lower containment pressure > upper containment pressure
2Lower doors open at > 1 lb/ft

Air / steam flow directed by impingement plates up through ice
condenser
Intermediate and top deck doors open from interlock with lower doors

D. Upper containment pressure > lower containment pressure
2Lower doors open at > 1 lb/ft

;

Air / steam flow directed by turning vanes down through ice condenser i
Intermediate and top deck doors open from interlock with lower doors

!

MISCINFO: RO & SRO

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: OP-MC-CNT-NF 1.4.B.2 page 29

LESSON: OP-MC-CNT-NF TASK:

OBJECTIVE: LPRO/LSRO 1.B & F TIME:

K/A: 025000K601 DATE: 11/29/95

I
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Test Quendon #32. Bank Ques 6on: 42 Answer: D

1Pt(s) Which one (1) of the following instrument failures would cause a large flow
mismatch between the "A" and "B" feedwater pumps with controllers in auto?

A. Steam flow

B. Feedwater header pressure

C. Steam pressure

D. Feedwater pump suction flow

MISCINFO: RO & SRO

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: OP-MC-CF-lWE 1.3.D pages 8,9
MC-CF-IWE-02

LESSON: OP-MC-CF-IWE TASK:

OBJECTIVE: LPRO 11/ LSRO 11 TIME:

K/A: 059000A410 DATE: 12/1/95

1

-
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Test Quesdon #33. Bank Quesdon: 43 Answer: A

1 Pt(s) Unit I was operating at 100% power when a station blackout occurred at 2:00 PM.
Given the following conditions:

1) A safety injection occurred at 2:15 PM
,

2) Lo Lo S/G levels alarms were actuated on S/G 1B at 2:35 PM !
3) Lo Lo S/G level alarms were actuated on S/G 1 A at 2:40 PM |

With no operator action to manually start or secure the pump, what was the status of
the turbine driven CA pump throughout the event?

|

A. 2:00 - 2:45 CA pump running I

B. 2:00 - 2:15 CA pump running I
2:15 - 2:35 CA pump secured
2:35 -2:45 CA pump running

,

!

C. 2:00 -2:15 CA pump running
2:15 - 2:40 CA pump secured
2:40 - 2:45 CA pump running

D. 2:00 -2:15 CA pump running
2:15 - 2:45 CA pump secured

MISCINFO: RO & SRO

i SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: OP-MC-CF-CA page 11

LESSON: OP-MC-CA TASK:

OBJECTIVE: LPRO 5 / LPSO 5 TIME:

K/A: 061000A207 (3.4/3.5) DATE: 12/5/95

1
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Test Quesdon #34. Bank Quesdon: 44 Answer: C

1 Pt(s) A ventilation unit condensate drain tank (VUCDT) release to the RC discharge is in |

progress when 1 EMF-44(L) trip II alarm is received. What is the correct automatic
response to this condition?

A. All Unit i VUCDT pumps trip.

B. 1WL-322B (cont. vent unit drn otsd isol) closes.

C. 1WL-320 (VUCT rad monitor outlet) and IWP-35 (WMT/VUCDT to
RC CNTRL) closes

D. 1WL-320 (VUCT rad monitor outlet) and 1WL-322B (cont. vent unit
dra otsd isol) closes.

MISCINFO: RO&SRO
,

SOURCE: DB

REFERENCES: OP-MC-WE-RLR page 29

LESSON: OP-MC-WE-RLR TASK:
OP-MC-WE-EMF

OBJECTIVE: LPRO 4 / LSRO 4 TIME:

K/A: 068000K401 (3.4/4.1) DATE: 12/4/95

.

I
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f Test Question #35. Bank Question: 45 Answer: D
;

1 Pt(s) The plant is in Mode 4 during a reactor shutdown. Given the following conditions:.

1) A waste gas discharge is in progress from Waste Gas Tank B
2) A normal purge of the VCTin progresss

3) A hydrogen recombiner is in service to strip out hydrogen
; 4) Waste gas tank E is in se:vice
4

, Which one (1) of tne following conditions would cause the Waste Gas Discharge
i

Flow Controller (1WG160) to trip closed?
.

t

; A. Low suction pressure on the waste gas compressor
I
i

B. Low pressure signal from the VCT pressure controller;
4

C. High temperature at the moisture separator inlet

D. High airborne activity in waste gas tank B

i MISCINFO: RO&SRO

SOURCE: BCH

'
REFERENCES: OP-MC-WE-WG page 25,26

MC-WE-WG-4

'

LESSON: OP-MC-WE-WG TASK:

OBJECTIVE: LPRO 4&7 / LSRO 4&7 TIME:
,

; K/A: 071000A302 (3.6/3.8) DATE: 12/4/95

!

e

A

1

.
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Test Ques 6on #36. Bank Question: 46 Answer: C

1 Pt(s) Given the following conditions:

1) Unit 1 is shutdown in Mode 4
2) A purge of the contamment atmosphere is in progress
3) Personnel are preparing for refueling operations

Which orie (1) of the following is a complete list of the automatic action (s) that will
occur if 1 EMF 38 (L) (low range contamment particulate process monitor) is in a
trip 2 alarm state?

A. VQ secured

B. VQ secured,VP secured

C. VQ secured, VP secured, containment sump pumps 1A1, I A2, IB1, IB2
and incere sump pump secured.

D. VQ secured, VP secured, containment sump pumps 1A1,1A2, IB1,1B2
and incore sump pump secured, containment evacuation alarm
sounded

MISCINFO: RO & SRO

SOURCE: CH

REFERENCES: OP-MC-WE-EMF page 16

LESSON: P-MC-WE-EMF TASK:

OBJECTIVE: LPRO 3 / LSRO 3 TIME:

K/A: 072000K401 (3.3*/3.6*) DATE: 12/4/95

1
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Test Question #37. Bank Question: 47 Answer: B.

1 Pt(s) After a loss of all AC power (station blackout), ES 0.2 (Natural Circulation
Cooldown) is implemented after AC power has been restored.;

Given the following conditions:

1) NC pumps cannot be restarted.

2) Power has been restored to all station AC busses.
: 3) A natural circulation cooldown is in progress.

: Step 18 of ES 0.2 requires that the operators maintain subcooling greater than 50
degrees if all CRD fans are runnmg and greater than 100 degrees ifless than all
CRD fans are running using core exit thermocouples.,

What is the EOP basis for these limits?
4

A. To prevent degradation of reactor coolant pump seals due to steam.
,

B. To prevent possible void formation in the upper head.

C. To collapse any voids that are already present in the core.

D. To ensure adequate subcooling due to possible degradation of core exit
T/Cs accuarcy.

MISCINFO: RO&SRO

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: EP/1/A/5000/ESO.2 step 18
OP-MC-EP-E0 6.4.18 pages 138& 139

.

OP-MC-IC-ENA 1.4.B.1 page 10

LESSON: OP-MC-IC-ENA TASK:
OP-MC-EP-EO

OBJECTIVE: ES-0.2 #24 TIME:

K/A: 002000K517 (3.8/4.1) DATE: 12/1/95

1
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Test Queskon #38. Bank Quesdon: 48 Answer: A,

1 Pt(s) Which one (1) of the following selections correctly matches the reactor trip signals
to their limiting accident?

!
Reactor Trin Sienal I imitine Accident / Protection

!
A. OPAT (S,) Excessive fuel centerline temperature,

OTAT DNB (fuel clad damage)
Pzr High Level NC system integrity

| Pzr Low Pressure DNB (fuel clad damage)
.

B. OPAT (S,) DNB (fuel clad damage)
| OTAT Excessive fuel centerline temperature
! Pzr High Level NC system integrity

Pzr Low Pressure DNB (fuel clad damage)
1
.

j C. OPAT(S ) Excessive fuel centerline temperaturep
'

OTAT DNB (fuel clad damage)
Pzr High Level DNB (fuel clad damage)

t Pzr Low Pressure NC system integrity '

i D. OPAT (S,) DNB (fuel clad damage)
j OTAT Excessive fuel centerline temperature
| Pzr High Level DNB (fuel clad damage)
; Pzr Low Pressure NC system integrity

MISCINFO: RO&SRO,

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: OP-MC-IPE 1.4.A page 17,18

LESSON: OP-MC-IPE TASK:

; OBJECTIVE: LPRO 1.F /LSRO 1.F TIME:

K/A: 012000K402 (3.9/4.3) DATE: 12/4/95
,

4

,

4

1<



Form 36913 (8 82)

R00 CONTROL MALFUNCTIONS PAGE NO'
AP/1/A/5500/14 Case I 2 0F l7

*

4 sh6skmes]ure. Of..A Control Rod Ba.nk To Move On- Demand
Eaj..' . 'WW - * g,

;.y . .y y 4, ,4,, . ,.,;. 4 4g, ,44 g <, ;g*
,

.

ACTION / EXPECTED RESPONSE RESPONSE NOT OBTAINED

B. Symptoms

+ Rods fail to withdraw -

.

+ Rods fail to insert

+ " Rod Control Urgent Failure" alarm

+ "T-Ref/T-Auct Abnormal" alarm.

C. Immediate Actions

1. Place "CRD Bank Selector" - IN MAN.

2. Adjust Turbine load to maintain
T-Ave = T-Ref. I

I

D. Subsequent Actions
|

CAUTION When the bank select switch is used to control individual banks the |
automatic bank overlap is defeated.

1. Check for control system failure:

a. " Rod Control Urgent Failure" - a. IF necessary, THEN.. rods may be'

LIT. able to be moved in " Man" or
" Bank Select".

.

GO T0 step 3.

b. Do not move rods.

c. Do not use the " Rod Control i

Alarm Reset" to reset the alarm !

until instructed by IAE.

~ j !

!

I
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Test Quendon #39. Bank Quesdon: 49 Answer: C

1 Pt(s) Which one (1) of the following abnormal transients will'cause a C-5 rod stop signal
to actuate during the plant transient from 100% power?

A. High failure of channel I turbine impulse pressure

B. High failure of channel II turbine impulse pressure

C. Low failure of channelI turbine impulse pressure

D. Low failure of channel II turbine impulse pressure

MISCINFO: RO&SRO

SOURCE: BCH

1

REFERENCES: OP-MC-IC-IPE page 25 I

OP-MC-TA-AT page 23

LESSON: 1) OP-MC-IC-IPE TASK:
2) OP-MC-TA-AT i

OBJECTIVE: 1) LPRO 1.G / LSRO 1.G TIME:
2) LPRO 7 / LPSO 7

K/A: 014000K405 (3.1/3.3) DATE: 12/1/95
'

016000K403 (2.8*/2.9*)

1
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Test Quesdon #40. Bank Ques 6on: 50 Answer: D

1 Pt(s) Which o~ne (1) of the following sequences correctly describes the alignment of the
containment spray system after a LOCA7

; A. The NS pumps automatically swap over to take a suction on the
containment sump when FWST level reaches 150".

B. The NS pumps automatically swap over to take a suction on the
containment sump when FWST level reaches 17".

C. The operators must stop the NS pumps when FWST level reaches 17"
and initiate containment spray flow from the ND system.

D. The operators must stop the NS pumps when FWST level reaches 17"
and manually swap the pump alignment to take suction on the
containment.

MISCINFO: RO Only

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: OP-MC-ECC-NS 3.2 page 31
EPl/A/5000/FR-Z.14,d,2 page 5
EP/1/A/5000/ES-1.3

LESSON: OP-MC-ECC-NS

OBJECTIVE: 6, 8 TIME:

K/A: 026000K401 (3.1/3.6) DATE:

1



Test Question N1. Bank Question: 51 Answer: C

1 Pt(s) A large break LOCA is in progress and the operators are responding using E-1.
Given the following conditions:

1) ND pump 1 A is tagged out of service for maintenance.
2) Containment pressure is 14 psig.
3) FWST level is below the swapover setpoint.

When shifting to cold leg recire using ES-1.3 (Transfer to Cold Leg Recirc), valve
'lNI-l84B (RB Sump to Train 1B ND & NS) fails to open in step 6. The operators I
cormctly follow the RNO and implement ECA 1.1 (Loss of Emergency Coolant
Recirculation). i

FR-Z.1 (Response to High Contamment Pressure) step 4.f mquires both NS pumps
to be in operation during a loss of heat sink. ECA 1.1 limits the operators to only
one NS pump in step 11. Which of these two procedures takes priority under these |
conditions and what is the basis for this mquirement?

A. FR-Z.1 takes priority because a total loss of ND causes the NS system to
become relatively more important to reduce containment pressure. 1

B. FR-Z.1 takes priority because it was implemented in response to a red
path and FRPs ALWAYS have priority over ECA procedures. |

C. ECA-1.1 takes priority because it conserves FWST water level as long |
as possible for injection while providing sufficient NS flow to mitigate
containment pressure.

:

D. ECA-1.1 takes priority because ECA procedures ALWAYS have
priority over FRPs. '

,

i MISCINFO: RO&SRO
SOURCE: BCH

i REFERENCES: OP-MC-EP-FRZ 3.4.4 page 23,
FR-Z.1 step 4 pages 4-6,
ECA-1.1 step 6 page 9

LESSON: OP-MC-EP-FRZ TASK:
OBJECTIVE: 6 TIME:
K/A: 026000A202 (4.2*/4.4*) DATE: 12/5/95

: 006030K401 (2.7/3.1)
:

!. l

E

,
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Test Ques 6on #42. Bank Ques 6on: 52 Answer: A

1 Pt(s) While conducting a purge of contamment with the plant in Mode 5, a false alann on

the EMF-38 instrument due to a surveillance test causes a containment ventilation
isolation (Sa) actuation.,

Given the following conditions:

1) The trip 2 alarm on EMF 38 has reset but the trip 1 alarm remams locked in
2) The Shift Manager desires to rapidly restore the purge of containment

Which one (1) of the following sequences of events will allow the operator to
correctly restore the purge system to operation as ranidly as nossible?

d

A. Reset S., reopen containment isolation valves and restart purge system
fans.

1

B. Deenergize EMF 38, reopen containment isolation valves and restart
purge system fans.

C. Deenergize EMF 38, reset Sn, reopen containment isolation valves and
restart purge system fans.

!

D. Reopen containment isolation valves and restart purge system fans.
'

,

|

MISCINFO: RO&SRO

SOURCE: BCH
,

REFERENCES: OP-MC-CNT-VP pages 9-13

LESSON: OP-MC-CNT-VP TASK:

OBJECTIVE: LPRO 4 / LSRO 4 TIME:s

K/A: 029000A301 (3.8/4.0) DATE: 12/5/95

i

1
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Test Ques 6on N3. Bank Ques 6on: 53 Answer: C

1 Pt(s) An canhquake has caused a leak in the spent fuel pool below the water line. If
make up water is no longer available from the RMWST and the FWST, what
alternative source of water is required by procedures?

A. ND system.

B. KC system.

C. RN system.

D. CA system.

MISCINFO: RO&SRO

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: OP-MC-FH-KF page 12

LESSON: OP-MC-FH-KF TASK:

OBJECTIVE: LPRO 5,7 / LPSO 9 TIME:

K/A: 033000K401 (3.1/3.3) DATE: 12/14/95

.

I

!
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Test Quesdon #44. Bank Quesdon: 54 Answer: D

1 Pt(s) What is the operational concem for limiting the differential pressure across an
MSIV prior to opening the valve.

A. To prevent damaging the seating surfaces of the MSIV.
4

B. To prevent water hammer in the main steam lines.
,

C. To prevent inadvertent SG PORV actuation.

|
D. To prevent a main steam line isolation actuation. |

MISCINFO: RO&SRO

'

SOURCE: BCH
,

REFERENCES: OP-MC-STM-SM 2.6.2 page 23

LESSON: OP-MC-STM-SM TASK:
I

OBJECTIVE: LPRO11/LSRO11 TIME:
,

K/A: 035010K601 (3.2/3.6) DATE: 12/5/95

J ,

i
i

1

1

.
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Test Quesdon #45. Bank Question: 55 Answer: B

1 Pt(s) Unit 1 is operating at 100% power with all controls in automatic.

Given the following indications in the control room:

A Loop B Loop C Loon D Loop
Steam pressure 1050 psig 1053 psig 1055 psig 1043 psig

Ts 603 "F 604 *F 603 *F 602'F
T, 572 *F 573 F 573 *F 571 *F

Which one (1) of the following operational limits is appropriate and what action is
requin:d (if any).

A. No action is required because the pressure differential between average
S/G pressure and any single S/G is not less than 10 psig.

B. Immediately reduce power until pressure differential between any two
S/Gs is less than 10 psig.

C. No action is required until the pressure differential between any two
S/Gs is 30 psig for a period exceeding one minute.

D. Immediately reduce power below 50% until the steam flow oscillations
are resolved.

MISCINFO: RO&SRO

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: OP-MC-STM-SM 33

LESSON: OP-MC-STM-SM page 33 TASK:

OBJECTIVE: LPRO /LPSO 8 TIME:

K/A: 039000G013 (3.0/3.1) DATE: 12/20/95

4

1
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Test Quendon N6. Bank Ques 6on: 56 Answer: D

1 Pt(s) Given the following conditions:

1) Unit 1 is operating at 100% power.
<

; 2) The current time is 1:00 PM on January 22nd.

Which one (1) of the following conditions meet the requirements for a one hour
LCO?

'A. Battery bank EVCB was removed from service at 12:00 PM on 21
January for an equalizing charge.

-

B. Battery bus EVDA was declared inoperable at 12:30 PM today.
.

C. Battery bank EVCD failed the weekly surveillance test on low average
specific gravity at 11:30 AM today.3

'

D. There are no one hour Tech Specs associated with the vital DC power
system.

MISCINFO: RO&SRO
;

{ SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: Tech Spec 3.8.2

LESSON: OP-MC-EL-EPL TASK:,

OBJECTIVE: LPRO 20 / LPSO 20 TIME:
!

K/A: 0630000005 (3.0/3.6) DATE: 12/5/95

J

J

l
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Test Question N7. Bank Question: 57 Answer: D

1 Pt(s) Given the following conditions on Unit 1:

1) A loss of all AC power has occurred
2). The IB DG started up in automatic mode and tripped
3) The local emergency stop reset push button was depressed

Which one (1) of the following sets ofinitial trip signals will prevent a standby
diesel generator from initiatino a restart sequence in the automatic (emergency)
mode?

A. High lube oil temperature
Low lube oil pressure

B. Fire shutdown
Overspeed

C. High Jacket water temperature
Low lube oil pressure

D. Low crankcase vacuum
86D lockout relay

MISCINFO: RO&SRO
i

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: OP-MC-DG-DG pages 26-28

LESSON: OP-MC-DG-DG TASK:

OBJECTIVE: LPRO 11/ LPSO 11 TIME:

K/A: 064000K402 (3.9/4.2) DATE: 12/5/95

1
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Test Quesnon #48. Eank Question: 58 Answer: A

1 Pt(s) The standby diesel generator is being run for a surveillance test.

Given the following conditions: I

1) The dieselis running at 100 KWload
2) Crankcase vacuum suddenly drops to 1.2" H O2 |

3) Engine speed suddenly drops from 510 rpm to 475 rpm
4) Unusual knocking sounds are heard coming from the engine by the operator

What is the correct response to these conditions?

A. Immediately stop the engine using the normal stop switch p p, , m,,p
Allow circulation of LD andgfor 20 minutes
Do not allow crankcase coven to be opened for 20 minutes. Eh

B. Immediately stop the engine using the emergency stop switch ^ 7
Allow circulation of LD andifE-for 20 minutes /-14-94
Immediately open crankcase Ners to allow crankcase ventilation

C. Cooldown the engine by running at idle for 20 minutes
Stop the engine using the normal stop switch
Immediately open crankcase covers to allow crankcase ventilation

D. Cooldown the engine by running at idle for 20 minutes
Stop the engine using the normal stop switch
Do not allow crankcase covers to be opened for 20 minutes

MISCINFO: RO&SRO
.

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: OP-MC-DG-DG pages 36,
OP/0/B/6350/04 page 1

LESSON: OP-MC-DG-DG TASK:

OBJECTIVE: LPRO 10 / LPSO 10 TIME:

K/A: 064000G015 (3.8/4.0) DATE: 12/5/95
,

1

_ _
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Test Quesdon N9. Bank Quesdon: 59 Answer: B

1 Pt(s) Unit 1 is at 100% power with RC pumps A, C and D mnning.

RC pump C trips due to a loss of beanng cooling water with a subsequent over-
current relay actuation causing Unit I to begin losing vacuum.

What is the correct operator response?

A. Immediately reduce load, start RC pump 1B, recover vacuum

B. Immediately reduce load, open the IB RC pump discharge valve, start
the IB RC pump

C. Immediately open Unit #2 crossover valves to Unit #1 and reduce load
if vacuum continues to decrease.

D. Immediately shift RC pe.np suction to the Low Level Cooling Water
system and reduce load if vacuum continues to decrease.

MISCIhTO: RO&SRO

SOURCE: LM
i,

REFERENCES: OP-MC-MT-RC page 23 i
Incident Report 2-84-47 page 6

LESSON: OP-MC-MT-RC TASK:

OBJECTIVE: LPRO 6 / LPSO 6 TIME:

K/A: 075000A202 (2.50/2.7) DATE: 12/14/95

1
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Test Ques 6on #50. Bank Question: 60 Answer: B

1 Pt(s) If a major fire starts in the Unit I cable spreading room, what is the correct fire
response action?

A. Verify automatic actuation of the Mulsifyre deluge system and
manually actuate if necessary.

*

B. Manually actuate the Mulsifyre deluge system.

C. Manually actuate the Halon system

D. Verify automatic actuation of the Cardox system and manually actuate
ifnecessary.

MISCINFO: RO&SRO

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: OP-MC-SS-RFY page 17
OP-1/A/6400/02A 2. 9 page 2

LESSON: OP-MC-SS-RFY TASK:

OBJECTIVE: LPRO 4,9,10 / LPSO 4,9,10 TIME:

K/A: 086000K503 (3.1/3.4) DATE: 12/1/95

1



Test Quesdon #51. Bank Quesdon: 61 Answer: A

1 Pt(s) Which one (1) of the following sequences of events does NOT result in a turbine
nmhack from 100% power?

4

!A. Completeloss ofload

B. Loss of one MFP

C. Transmission line overload (loss of busline)

D. Low Stator Water Cooling Flow

MISCINFO: RO&SRO

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: OP-MC-GEN-EHC page 43

LESSON: OP-MC-GEN-EHC TASK:

OBJECTIVE: LPRO 1.H&S / LSRO 1.H&S TIME:

K/A: 045000K412 (3.3/3.6) DATE: 12/5/95

|

.

I

,

1

|

|
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Test Quesdon #52. Bank Quesdon: 62 Answer: A

1 Pt(s) Unit 1 is in mode 6 with fuel movement in progress. Maintenance lias ajob widch
requires moving heavy equipment into the containment.

Which one (1) of the following operations are permitted under Tech Specs during
this condition?

!
!

A. Suspend fuel movement until the equipment is inside. {

B. Access is allowed through the upper airlock door while still moving fuel |
provided that both doors are not open at the same time for longer than
I hour.

C. Access is allowed through the equipment hatch while still moving fuel
provided the time that the missile shield and door are open for less than
1 hour.

D. Access is allowed through the lower airlock hatch without time limits
provided a dedicated watch is stationed whenever both doors are open
to immediately close the hatch in the event of an accident.

MISCINFO: RO&SRO SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: Tech Spec Bases 3/4.9.4

LESSON: 1) OP-MC-ADM-TS TASK:
2) OP-MC-CNT-VP

OBJECTIVE: 1) LPRO/ LPSO 3.C TIME:
2) LPRO/LPSO 6.B

K/A: 103000K303 (3.7/4.1) DATE: 12/5/95

1

_ -
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Test Ques 6on #53. Bank Ques 6on: 63 Answer: A

1 Pt(s) Unit 1 is at 8% power with 4 NCPs running during a plant startup when a
momentary electrical transient occurs.

.

j Given the following transient conditions:

Electrical Bus
Parameter TA TB TC TD
Frequency (Hz) 55 60 58 60,

Voltage (Volts AC) 5000 6900 6500 6900
1

Which one (1) of the following sequences describes the plant response to this,

transient?
'

1

A. No NCP pun ps trip and the reactor does not trip

B. The 1A nCP trips but the reactor does not trip

C. The 1A and IB NCPs trip and the reactor trips

*

D. All NCPs trip and the reactor trips
.

4

MISCINFO: RO&SRO

SOURCE: BCH
.

'

REFERENCES: OP-MC-PS-NCP page 18

LESSON: OP-MC-PS-NCP TASK:
: .

OBJECTIVE: LPRO 9 / LSRO 9 TIME:

K/A: 003000K304 (3.9/4.2) DATE: 12/14/95

4

4

9

4

e
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| Test Quendon #54. Bank Questfon: 64 Answer: B

'

1 Pt(s) Unit 1 is operating at 100% power.
'

4 i

Given fhe following conditions:
|

,

1) A lo.talloss of instrument air (VI) occurs at 2:00 AM,

"

2) A reactor trip occurs on lo lo S/G level at 2:05 AM
;

; Assuming no operator actions, what will be the sequence of events for the CA
{', system?
!

.

A. Motor driven and turbine driven CA pumps will start at 2:00 AM -
,

B. The turbine drive CA pump will start at 2:00 AM i
.

j Motor driven CA pumps will start at 2:05 AM
a

; C. Motor drive.a and turbine drive CA pumps will start at 2:05 AM
1

| D. Turbine driven CA pump will NOT start.
Motor driven CA pumps will start at 2:05 AM.

i.
4

MISCINFO: RO&SRO
-

.

SOURCE: BCH
,

REFERENCES: OP-MC-CF-CA page 11
i

LESSON: 1) OP-MC-CF-CA TASK:
; 2) OP-MC-SS-VI

I

3

OBJECTIVE: 1) LPRO/ LPSO 3 TIME:
2) LPRO / LPSO 9;

K/A: 061000A207 (3.4/3.5) DATE: 12/5/95

i

j

:
1-

.

-.
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Test Quendon #55. Bank Quesdon: 65 Answer: C
I

1 Pt(s) Unit 1 is operating at 35% power during a power ascension when the 1 A NCP trips. |
!

Given the following conditions in loops B, C and D: |
1

1) Tn = 572 'F
2) T = 561 'F
3) P. = 1192 psig (steam generator pressure)

What are the expected loop temperatures in loop A7

A. Tm = 561 'F
T, = 572 *F

B. Tn = 572 'F
T, = 572 'F

C. T = 561 'Fh

T, = 561 'F j

|
D. Tn = 568 'F i

T, = 568 'F
l

MISCINFO: RO Only
|

SOURCE: BCH
,

REFERENCES: OP-MC-PS-NC page 26
Steam Tables for saturated conditions

LESSON: OP-MC-PS-NC TASK:

OBJECTIVE: LPRO 5 / LPSO 5 TIME:

K/A: 002000K511 (4.0/4.2) DATE: 12/5/95

1

.
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Test Quendon 666. Bank Quesdon: 66 Answer: A j

1 Pt(s) Unit 1 is in mode 5 with the operators preparing for a plant startup by drawing a
bubble in the pressurizer.

Given the following conditions: j

1) LTOPs is in service i

2) Pressunzer pressure is 325 psig |
'3) Pressurizer levelis 25%

'

4) T = 175 'Fm

Ifpressure increases to 400 psig, which one of the following sequences of events
will occur?

A. PORVs NC-32/34 will open and saturated steam will be admitted to the
PRT I

|

B. PORVs NC-32/34 will open and liquid water will be admitted to the '

i

PRT '

!
C. PORVs NC-34/36 will open and saturated steam will be admitted to the

i

PRT
|

D. PORVs NC-34/36 will open and liquid water will be admitted to the
PRT

MISCINFO: RO Only

SOURCE: BCH/LM

REFERENCES: OP-MC-PS-NC pages 22,23,24

|

LESSON: OP-MC-PS-NC TASK: |

OBJECTIVE: LPRO 2 TIME: )

K/A: 0070000A201 (3.9/4.2) DATE: 1/10/96

I
1
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Test Queenan 057. Bank Quesdon: 67 Answer: A

1 Pt(s) What are the potential adverse consequences of filling the FWST to a level that
exceeds 490"with normal makeup?

lA. The FWST could overSow into the spent fuel pool and cause the spent '

fuel pool to overSow. This would resulting radioactive water spilling
;

into the Fuel Handling Building.

h
B. The FWST could rupture when overpressurized and the water would

then spill over the protected area. This could result in Hooding and the
introduction of potentially radioactive water into the environment.

! C. The FWST water level would reach the high level alarm and tdp the
. ND pump causing a loss of ND cooling.
|

D. The FWST would overSow into the refueling water trench which drains
directly into Lake Norman. This would introduce potentiaHy
radioactive water into the environment.

MISCINFO: RO&SRO

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: OP-MC-FH-FW page 28

LESSON: OP-MC-FH-FW TASK:

OBJECTIVE: LPRO 7 TIME: j

K/A: 034000A102 (2.9/3.7) DATE: 12/5/95

|

i 1
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Test Quesdon #58. Bank Quesdon: 88 Answer: D

1 Pt(s) Unit 1 is operating at 100% power when a leak develops from an NCP thermal

barrier beat exchanger. What design feature prevents a small leak from over-filling
the KC surge tank and overflowing into the Auxiliary Building?

A) The KC surge tank vent line will isolate on high surge tank level and a
relief valve will prevent overpressure on the surge tank by relieving at

-

100 psig.

B) The KC surge tank has an overflow line to drain directly into the
radioactive liquid waste system.

C) EMF-46 will isolate the KC surge tank vent path if the system becomes
contaminated and the KC relief valve will prevent over-pressurv on the
surge tank by relieving at 100 psig.

D) EMF-46 will isolate the KC surge tank vent path if the system becomes
contaminated and the KC relief valve will prevent over-pressure on the j

surge tank by relieving at 15 psig.

MISCINFO: RO Only |

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: OP-MC-PSS-KC page 13

LESSON: OP-MC-PSS-KC TASK:

OBJECTIVE: LPRO/LPSO 6 TIME:
.

K/A: 076000K305 (3.0*/3.2*) DATE: 12/14/95

.

I

-
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Test Quesdon #59. Bank Quesdon: 69 Answer: D

1 Pt(s) What design feature (s) of the VI (instrument air) system protect against
depressurization from a rupture in the VS (low pressure station air) system header?

A. Check valves in the cross-connect line will shut to prevent
depressurizing the VI system.

B. The VI and VS systems are normally not cross-connected so a rupture ;
of the VS system does not depressurize the VI system.

t

C. The control room operators must manually close 1 VI-820 to isolate the
VI system from the VS system.

D. 1 VI-820 will automatically close when VI pressure drops to <82 psig to
isolate the VI system from the VS system. I

MISCINFO: RO Only i

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: OP-MC-SS-VI page 24
OP-MC-SS-VS page 10

LESSON: 1) OP-MC-SS-VI TASK:
2) OP-MC-SS-VS

OBJECTIVE: LPRO 3.B TIME: i

K/A: 078000K402 (3.2/3.5) DATE: 12/5/95

1

1

_
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Test Quesdon N0. BankQuesdon: 70 Answer: A

1 Pt(s) Which one of the following accurately describes how the combined error signal is
developed by the reactor control system during rapid power transients?

;
i

l

A. The power mismatch signal initially dominates the temperature !
mismatch signal until after the rate of change of power has subsided. !

!
B. The temperature mismatch signal initially dominates the power |

mismatch signal until after the rate of change of temperature has |
subsided.

1C. The differencein temperature (Tm -T dis compared to the differencen
in power (autioneered high nuclear power - turbine power) in the
summer unit and the greater signal is dominant.

D. The power mismatch signal is delayed in a rate-lag unit derivative
circuit so temperature mismatch is dominant until after the lag time has
elapsed.

|

MISCINFO: RO Only I

SOURCE: BCH

iREFERENCES: OP-MC-IC-IRX 2.5-2.7 page 17-23 '

LESSON: OP-MC-IC-IRX TASKr

!
OBJECTIVE: LPRO 5,6,7 TIME:

K/A: 001000A106 (4.1/4.4) DATE: 12/5/95

1

_ |
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Test Question #61. Bank Question: 71 Answer: C

i

1 Pt(s) While shihg to cold leg recirc during a LOCA, NI 136B (ND to NI train B) will
not open. What is a possible cause of this problem?

A. The operator must energize control power to the vah c.
,

B. ND-58A must first be open to satisfy the interlock .
1

C. NI-184B must first be open to satisfy the interlock.

D. ND-4B must be closed to satisfy the interlock.

MISCINFO: RO Only

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: OP-MC-ECC-NI 1.5.C.3 page 14,15
MC-ECC-NI-5

.

i

LESSON: OP-MC-ECC-NI TASK:

OBJECTIVE: LPRO 9 TIME:

K/A: 006000K409 (3.8/4.1) DATE: 12/6/95

.

9

1
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Test Question H2. Bank Question: 72 Answer: C

1 Pt(s) If two or more control rods are stuck out of the core following a reactor trip, the
operator is directed to emergency borate 1700 gallons of 7000 ppm boron solution
per stuck rod. What is the Tech Spec bases limiting accident for this requirement?

,

A. Continuous control rod withdrawal

B. Inadvertent boron dilution

C. Steam line break
"

!

D. Control rod ejection

4

MISCINFO: RO&SRO <

SOURCE: BCH

j REFERENCES: Tech Spec Bases 3/4.1.1

LESSON: 1) OP-MC-PS-NV TASK:
2 OP-MC-IC-IRE

-

.

OBJECTIVE: 2)LPRO / LPSO 9 TIME:
2) LPRP / LPSO 15

K/A: 000005EK301 (4.0/4.3) DATE: 12/7/95
1

4

~
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Test Question H3. Bank Question: 74 Answer: D

1 Pt(s) Unit 1 is operating at 100% when the following indications are received on NCP
1A:

i

!

1) Lower bearing temperature = 230 'F
2) Seal temperature = 230 'F

3) Seal D/P = 50 psid |
4) Seal leakoff = >6 gpm

Which of the following sequence of actions are required by AP/1/A/5500/087

i

A. close seal return isolation valve
continue operation monitoring NCP 1A for further degradation

B. close seal return isolation valve
reduce power below P-8 within 30 minutes i

stop NCP 1A

C. trip the reactor
stop NCP I A
close the seal return isolation vah*e

D. close the seal return isolation valve
i

trip the reactor
stop NCP 1A

MISCINFO: RO&SRO

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: OP-MC-PS-NCP
AP/1/A/5500/08

LESSON: OP-MC-PS-NCP TASK:

OBJECTIVE: LPRO/LPRO 14,16 TIME:

K/A: 00001SEK303 (3.7/4.0) DATE: 12/7/95

1

-
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Test Question #64. Bank Question: 77 Answer: D

1 Pt(s) Unit 1 is operating at 100% power when a station blackout occurs. After the
automatic system alignments have been compfeted, what are the suction sources for
the RN (nuclear service water) system and what train supplies the containment
ventilation units?

A. IA RN pump aligned to low levelintake
IB RN pump aligned to low levelintake
A train supplies the containment ventilation unit

B. IA RN pump aligned to SNSWP
IB RN pump aligned to SNSWP
B train supplies the containment ventilation units

C. IA RN pump aligned to SNSWP
IB RN pump aligned to low levelintake
B train supplies the containment ventilation units

D. IA RN pump aligned to low levelintake
IB RN pump aligned to SNSWP
A train supplies the containment ventilation units

MISCINFO: RO&SRO

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: OP-MC-PSS-RN page 11,17,21
MC-PSS-RN-14

LESSON: OP-MC-PSS-RN TASK:

OBJECTIVE: LPRO/LPSO 5 TIME:

K/A: 000026EK302 (3.6/3.9) DATE: 12/7/95

1
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Test Quesdon #65. Bank Quesdon: 78 Answer: C
i

1 Pt(s) Unit 1 is operating at 100% power with the pressure control selector switch in the
I/II position.

)

Given the following conditions:
1) PORV NC 34 is tagged out ofservice '

2) Channel Il pressurizer pressure fails high

Assuming no operator action, what is the expected plant automatic response?

A. Pressure will gradually decrease until a reactor trip occurs at 1945 psig I
and safety injection occurs at 1845 psig.

B. Pressure will gradually increase up to 2335 psig then will cycle between !
2335 psig and 2315 psig.

C. Pressure will rapidly decrease until 2185 psig and then will cycle
around 2185 psig.

D. Pressure will not change.

MISCINFO: RO&SRO

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: OP-MC-TA-AT page 25- 27
OP-MC-PS-IPE page 1
AP/1/A/5500/11 pages 2-5

LESSON: 1) OP-MC-TA-AT TASK:
2) OP-MC-PS-IPE

OBJECTIVE: 1) LPRO/LPSO 7 TIME:
2) LPRO/LPSO 5

K/A: 000027EK303 (3.7/4.1) DATE: 12/7/95

1
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Test Quesdon #66. Bank Quesdon: 80 Answer: A

1 Pt(s) Which one of the following accidents has the highest severity for pressurized
thermal shock (PTS)in the NCS?

A. Large steam line break, NCPs NOT running

B. Large steam line break, NCPs running

C. Large break LOCA, NCPs running

D. Large break LOCA,NCPs NOT running

MISCINFO: RO&SRO

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: OP-MC-TA-PTS pages 28-31

LESSON: OP-MC-TA-PTS TASK:

OBJECTIVE: LPRO/LPSO 12 TIME:

K/A: 000040EK101 (4.1/4.4) DATE: 12/7/95

.

4

-



Test Quesdon #67. Bank Question: 81 Answer: A

1 Pt(s) Unit 1 is operating at 100% power when an electrical fault on the I ATA transformer |

causes a loss of ITA and ITC 6.9KV busses.

Given the following plant conditions:
1) RC pumps 1 A,1B and 1D are operating
2) RC inlet temperature is 60'F
3) Condenser vacuum is stable at 28 inches

Which one of the following sequences describes the automatic response of the steam
dumps and safety valves to a plant trip?

A. 2 banks of condenser dump valves open in the plant trip mode |

B. 4 banks of condenser dump valves open in the load rejection mode
<

C. 2 banks of condenser dump valves open in the plant trip mode and I

atmospheric dump valves open

D. Atmospheric dump valves open and code safety valves open

1

MISCINFO: RO&SRO i

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: OP-MC-STM-IDE page 25-37 '

OP-MC-MT-RC page 19
OP-MC-El-EP pages 30,43
MC-EL-EP-1

LESSON: 1) OP-MC-STM-IDE TASK:
2) OP-MC-EL-EP

OBJECTIVE: 1) LPRO/LPSO 6,11 TIME:
2) LPRO/LPSO 24..A

K/A: 000051EK301 (2.8*/3.l*) DATE: 12/7/95

1
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Test Question #68. Bank Question: 82 Answer: D
,

1 Pt(s) Unit 1 is recovering from a loss of 120 VAC instrument bus 1EKVA due to the loss,

i of the 1EVIA static inverter. IEKVA has been reenergized from the altemate'

supply. After repairs to inverter iEVIA are completed, the operator is directed to
restore the 1EKVA bus to the normal line up.

Which one (1) of the following actions are necessary to restore the electrical line up
to a normal operating configuration per OP/0/A/6350/01 A after tags are cleared.

A. Manually transfer bus power from static inverter IEVIB back to static
inverter 1EVIA.

B. Enable the automatic transfer of power from static inverter IEVIB
back to IEVIA.

C. Enable the automatic transfer of power from regulated power center
IKRP back to static inverter IEVIA.

D. Manually transfer power from regulated load center IKRP back to
static inverter 1EVIA.

MISCINFO: RO&SRO

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: OP-MC-EL-EPL pages 12-14

LESSON: OP-MC-EL-EPL TASK:

OBJECTIVE- LPRO/LPSO 12,16 TIME:

K/A: 000057EK301 (4.1/4/4) DATE: 12/8/95
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Test Question N9. Bank Question: 84 Answer: D
-

;

1 (Pt(s) Unit 1 is operating at 52% power with one of the 120 VAC vital instrument buses,.

EKVC, deenergized for maintenance. Control switches are in the I/II position.,

Given the following conditions:

1) Bistables on instmments powered off EkVC have not been tripped % IAG
j 2) The reactor trip breakers have failed in the closed position due to improper

maintenance and retesting / nknown to the onerators)S g
'3) NCP Loop A Channel I flow instrument fails low

g

Which one (1) of the following sequences accurately describes the plant response? ff9,9,
,

A. The reactor protection system will NOT generate a trip signal with the
loss of CH Iloop flow instrument

'

B. The reactor protection system will NOT generate a trip signal because
the plant is below P-8

C. The reactor protection system will generate a trip signal under these
conditions and an ATWS would occur.,

D. The reactor protection system will generate a trip signal under these'

conditions and a failure of RPS would occur.

MISCINFO: RO&SRO

: SOURCE: DB

REFERENCES: OP-MC-PS-IPE pages 13 - 17
,

LESSON: 1) OP-MC-PS-IPE TASK:
2) OP-MC-EL-EPL

OBJECTIVE: 1) LPRO/LPSO 1.F,3,4 TIME:
2) LPRO/LPSO 15

K/A: 000057EA212 (3.5/3.7) DATE: 12/8/95
1

,

1r
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Test Quesdon #70. Bank Quesdon: 85 Answer: D

1 Pt(s) A fire is reported in the switchyard. What is the correct response by the control
room operators.

A. Immediately dispatch the Fire Brigade to the scene.

B. Call the Gilead Fire Department and request offsite assistance.

C. Call the Power Delivery Department and request offsite assistance.

D. Dispatch the Fire Brigade Leader to the scene and request assistance
from the Gilead Volunteer Fire Department. I

MISCINFO: RO&SRO
.

!

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: MSD- 965.5 page 11

LESSON: OP-MC-ADM-SD TASK:

OBJECTIVE: LPRO/LPSO 10.F TIME:

K/A: 000067EK304 (3.3/4.1) DATE: 12/14/95

1
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Test Quesdon #71. Bank Quesdon: 88 Answer: D

|
1 Pt(s) Unit 1 is responding to a LOCA following an earthquake which has caused |

| substantial damage throughout the station.

| Given the following conditions:
,

1

1) All sources of feedwater have been lost
2) NCPs are secured I

3) The operators have implemented FR-C.1, " Inadequate Core Cooling"
4) Attempts to initiate SI have been unsuccessful

5) S/G depressurization has not been successful in restoring adequate core
cooling.

{6) Core exit T/Cs exceed 1200 'F
|7) NCP support requirements are NOT met '

What is the major action required by FR-C.1 under these conditions?

A. Do NOT restart NCPs, open all vent paths to containment and i

depressurize NCS to inject cold leg accumulators.

B. Restart NCPs and restore secondary heat sink in FR-H.1 before
proceeding in FR-C.I.

C. Do NOT restart NCPs and initiate feed and bleed of the NCS to restore
core cooling.

D. Restart NCPs and open all vent paths to containment.

MISCINFO: RO&SRO

SOURCE: BCH.

REFERENCES: OP-MC-EP-FRC pages 43 and 44
FR-C.1 step 21 page 15

i
|

LESSON: OP-MC-EP-FRC TASK:

OBJECTIVE: FR-C. obj 3 and FR-C.1 obj 15 TIME:
.

'

K/A: 000074EK311 (4.0/4.4) DATE: 12/20/95
i

I |
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Test Quendon #72. Bank Question: 89 Answer: C,

.

1Pt(s) Unit 1 is operating at 100% power.
!

-

l

,

Given the followingindications:
,

1) 1 EMF-48 (Reactor Coolant Hi Rad) is in alarm
4

2) Chemistry reports that sample results indicate demineralizer DF
(decontamination factor) has dropped to 10.

3) Isotopic analysis of the reactor coolant indicates high fission product
activity.

What is the appropriate corrective action strategy in AP/1/A/5500/18.
i

A. Increase letdown to maximize flow through NV system

B. Isolate letdown to minimize the spread of contaminated coolant. !
;

C. Verify mixed bed demineralizer in service and place cation bed I
dcmineralizer in service.

l

D. No action is required, existing demineralizer lineup will reduce activity
over time.

MISCINFO: RO&SRO
i
!

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: AP/1/A/5500/18
OP-MC-CH-PC page 15 and 25

4

LESSON: OP-MC-CH-PC TASK:

OBJECTIVE: LPRO/LPSO 26,34 TIME:

K/A: 000076EA202 (2.8/3.4) DATE: 12/8/95

l

1
.,

_ _ .
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Test Quesdon #73. Bank Quesdon: 92 Answer: D

1 Pt(s) During the accident at Three Mile Island, the operators mistakenly interpreted the
indication that the PORV was open. What is the expected temperature downstream
of a leaking pressurizer PORV (very small leak rate) relative to NC system
temperatures following a reactor trip.

A. Pressurizer steam space temperature (above 600 'F).

B. Midway between Pressurizer steam space temperature and NCS
temperature (between 570 *F and 600 *F).

C. NCS temperature (between 540 'F and 570).

D. Below NCS temperature (below 540 'F)

MISCINFO: RO&SRO

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: OP-MC-TA-Il pages 7,9,12
Ste:an Tables /Mollier Diagram '

LESSON: 1) OP-MC-TA-II TASK:
2) OP-MC-THF-STM

OBJECTIVE: 1) LPRO/LPSO 1 A,2,3,4 TIME:
2) LPRO/LPSO 6,7

K/A: 000008EK302 (3.7/4.4) DATE: 12/8/95

1
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Test Ques 6on #74. Bank Quesdon: 93 Answer: D

1 Pt(s) Unit 1 operators are responding to a small break LOCA in E-1. Given the following
parameters at the indicated times:

Time Interval
Parameter 2;QQ 2 11 2;Qfi

1) Core exit T/C temp (*F) 576 582 590
2) Pressurizer pressure (psig) 1305 1350 1395
3) S/G levels (%NR) 23 26 29
4) Total CA Dow (gpm) 460 405 375
5) Pressurizerlevel(%) 19 25 30 !
6) Containment pressure (psig) 3.1 2.8 2.6

All parameter trends are consistent between time intervals.

!

Given step 6 of E-1, what is the earliest time that the operators have the necessary
conditions to terminate Sl? |

,

|A. SI Gow may be terminated at 2:00

B. SI flow may be terminated at 2:03

C. SI flow may be terminated et 2:06
I

D. Si flow may be not terminated

:

MISCINFO: RO&SRO

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: Steam Tables

OP-MC-EP-INTRO page 52 & 53
EP/1/A/5000/E-1 step 6 page 6

LESSON: OP-MC-EP-El TASK:

OBJECTIVE: LPRO/LPSO 4,7.b TIME:

K/A: 000009EK324 (4.1/4.6) DATE: 12/9/95

1
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Test Quesdon #75. Bank Quesdon: 94 Answer: B

1 Pt(s) Unit 1 is recovering from a LOCA and the operators have reached step 14 of E-1.0. !

at 2:00 AM. NC pumps have been tripped. Given the following indications at the
following times:

i

Parameter 2;QQ 2;Qi 2:1Q 2;.L5

1) FWSTlevel (inches) 159 149 139 129
2) NC pressure (psig) 280 285 290 295
3) ND Flow 1000 1025 1075 1085
4) Core exit T/Cs (*F) 690 702 695 685
5) RVLIS (% LRlvl) 55 39 42 67
6) Containment Pressure (psig) 2.5 2.3 2.2 2.1

What is the earliest time (if any) that the operators can transition to ES-1.3, transfer
to cold leg recirculation.

1A. 2:00 AM !

B. 2:05 AM

C. 2:10 AM

!

D. 2:15 AM
1

i

MISCINFO: RO&SRO

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: EP/1/A/5000/E-1.0 page 13
1

EP/l/A/5000/F-0 page 4
OP-MC-EP-El 3.4.12 page 53 & 6.4.3 page 167

LESSON: OP-MC-EP-El TASK:

OBJECTIVE: 7.f TIME:

K/A: 0000llEK315 (4.3/4.4) DATE: 12/9/95

,

I
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Test Ques 6on #76. Bank Quesdon: 95 Answer: B

1 Pt(s) Unit 1 is operating at 100% power when INV-94 (seal water retum isolation valve)
fails closed. Which one (1) of the following sequences describes the NV system
response to this event?

A. Seal water flow is lost to NC pump seals

B. Seal water flow is maintained through INV-93 (NV system relief to
PRT) to the PRT

C. Seal water flow is maintained through 1NV-155 (NV system relief to
VCT) to the VCT

.

D. Seal water flow is maintained through the excess letdown heater
exchanger

MISCINFO: RO&SRO
,

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: OP-MC-PS-NV page 25,34

LESSON: OP-MC-PS-NV TASK:
,

OBJECTIVE: LPRO/LPSO 4 TIME:

K/A: 000022EA109 (3.2/3.3) DATE: 12/20/95
|

.

*

|
,

|

. |

t ,

I
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Test Quendon #77. Bank Quesdon: 97 Answer: A

1 Pt(s) Unit 1 is in the process ofpreparing to conduct a plant cooldown in mode 3 in
preparation for a refueling period. The OSM denied a request from maintenance to

tag shut IND-15B (ND to hot leg isolation, train A) for valve stroke time testing.
He correctly stated that tagging shut IND-15B would make both trains inoperable.

What is the reason for his decision?

A. This action would isolate the cross tie between the ND trains which is
assumed to be open in the FSAR to ensure one ND pump can inject into
all four NC loops.

B. Although this would be permitted in mode 3, closing IND-ISB would
j cause one ND train to be inoperable and is prohibited in mode 4.

I
C. IND-ISB is interlocked with INI-136B and this will defeat interlock

and prevent IND-58A from opening and establishing an alternate
boration path from the NV system

D. IND-15B is interlocked with IND58A and this will defeat interlock and
prevent IND-58A from opening and establishing an alternate boration
path from the NV system

t

MISCINFO: RO Only

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: OP-MC-PS-ND pages 22,24,27
Tech Specs 3.4.1.2; 3.4.1. 3; 3.5.2

LESSON: OP-MC-PS-ND TASK:

OBJECTIVE: LPRO/LPSO 3,7,9 TIME:

K/A: 000025EK303 (3.9/4.1) DATE: 12/9/95

1

_ _
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Test Quesdon #78. Bank Question: 98 Answer: C

|
1 Pt(s) EP/1/A/5000/FR-S.I. Resnonse to Nuclear Generation /ATWS, directs the operator

to manually insert control rods in response to a criticality RED PATH. Under what
conditions is this action required and what is the bases for this action?

A. Manually inserting control rods is an immediate action step and is
completed after tripping the reactor and prior to tripping the turbine
for all events. This action ensures any rods that do not scram are

!
driven into the core.

B. Manually inserting control rods is a supplementary action RNO step
and is performed only if the emergency boration path is not successful.

|
This action is required to bring the reactor subcriticalif the emergency
boration flow path is blocked.

C. Manually inserting control rods is an immediate action RNO step and is
only performed if the reactor trip is not successful. This action will
bring the reactor to a subcritical state if the reactor trip fails.

|D. Manually inserting rods is a supplementary action step and is '

performed after tripping the turbine for all events. This action assures
{

that the reactor is brought into a suberitical state as quickly as possible.
|

MISCINFO: RO&SRO

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: EP/1/A/5000/FR-S.L Resoonse to Nuclear Generation /ATWS
OP-MC-EP-FRS 3.3 page 17

LESSON: OP-MC-EP-FRS TASK:

OBJECTIVE: 3,4 TIME:

K/A: 000029EK310 (4.1/4.1) DATE: 12/9/95

4

1

,
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Test Quendon #79. Bank Quesdon: 99 Answer: D

1 Pt(s) Unit I has experienced a feedwater line break inside containment and a total loss of

feedwater at 2:00 AM. FR-H.1 has been entered and feed and bleed of the NC
system was initiated at 2:30 AM. Shortly after opening the PORVs, the Turbine
Driven CA pump is returned to service and a source of feedwater is available. The

operators are directed to restore a steam generator for a heat sink per FR-H.l.

Given the following conditions at 2;45 AM:
1

Indication A Loon
L TVPo - C %,$e- S/Gglevel(%)

~

B Loon C Loon D Loon
~

~

0 l2 12 3 l

j g g pJR. S/G pressure (psig) 0 650 675 645
NC hot les loon temn (*F) 545 551 552 548h

i

& Containment pressure = 3.5 psig l/-t -

NC pressure = 1010 psig

| Core exit T/Cs are stable at an average value = 560 'F

Which steam generator (s) meet (s) the criteria for restoration of CA flow?
What limitations are required on CA flow rates?
What is the reason / basis for this selection? !

|

A. S/G A
No limitation on CA Gow rate.
Because it is at the lowest temperature and back pressure to maximize

|
CA Gow effectiveness. I

B. Both S/Gs B and C
No limitation on CA Gow rate.
Because these S/Gs have sufficient water inventory to ensure that they
are not hot and dry.

1

C. S/G D
No limitation on CA Gow rate.
Because the tubesheet temperature is less than 550 'F and the thermal !

shock of admitting feedwater will not damage the tubesheet. !

|

D. Either S/G B, C or D (only one)
Flow rates limited by enclosure 7 to FR-H.1 to under 100 GPM

Because they meet the FR-H.1 criteria for hot, dry S/Gs and admitting 4

| cold feedwater may damage the S/G tubesheet.

I

- - - - - - .. . - _ - -- -



MISCINFO: RO&SRO
.

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: EP/1/A/5000/FR-H.1 step 34 and enclosure 7 pages 1-4
OP-MC-EP-FRH 3.4.29-32 pages 70,71 and 73

LESSON: OP-MC-EP-FRH TASK:

OBJECTIVE: 10 TIME:

K/A: 000054EK102 (3.6/4.2) DATE: 12/9/95
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Test Ques 6on #80. Bank Question: 100 Answer: A \

| 1 Pt(s) Which of the following combinations are the committed time and expected time that
the 125 VDC vital batteries are sized to carry its respective normal loads upon loss
ofAC or battery charger? !

t

Committed Exnected

A. Ihour 3 hours

B. 2 hours 3 hours
i

|

C. Ihour 2 hours

D. 3 hours 3 hours

MISCINFO: RO&SRO
1

I
SOURCE: DB

|REFERENCES: OP-MC-EL-EPL page 12
EL-EPL-1

LESSON: OP-MC-EL-EPL TASK:

OBJECTIVE: LPRO/LPSO 5 TIME:

K/A: 000058EA203 (3.5/3.9) DATE: 12/14/95

.

|

!

|

|
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Test Question #81. Bank Question: 101 Answer: C |
!

1 Pt(s) Unit I has a liquid radioactive waste release in progress from the Waste Monitoring |
Tank (WMT) through the RC system. All lineups and authorizations have been
properly made in accordance with OP/0/B/6200/35 using the nonnal path.

Given the following initial conditions:

1) 2 RC pumps running (minimum required under LWR document) i
2) 1 EMF-49 correctly set for trip 1 and trip 2 activity limits |

3) MRIRR = 75 GPM based on boron concentration

If one RC pump trips during the release, what automatic actions will occur to
temiinate the release?

1

A. WM-46 will close automatically (interlocked with pumps).

B. WM-46 will close automatically when EMF-44 reaches the trip 2
setpoint.

C. WP-37 and WP-35 will close automatically (interlocked with pumps).

D. WP-37 and WP-35 will close automatically when EMF-49 reaches the
trip 1 setpoint.

MISCINFO: RO&SRO

SOURCE: BCH

i
REFERENCES: OP-MC-WE-RLR page 10,11,12 |

MC-WE-RLR-2

|
LESSON: OP-MC-WE-RLR TASK: |

l

OBJECTIVE: LPRO/LPSO 6,7 TIME:
,

K/A: 000059EK301 (3.5/3.9) DATE: 12/9/95
000061EA203(3.0/3.3)

1
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Test Question #82. Bank Question: 102 Answer: A

1 Pt(s) What automatic protective signals will shut down both the Auxiliary Building
unfiltered exhaust fans and sunolv fans?

A. Blackout signal, SI signal, EMF-35 or EMF-37 (trip 2)

B. EMF-41 (trip 2) !

C. EMF-53 (trip 2)

D. Aux Bld exhaust hi temperature alarm, or freeze protection thermostat

MISCINFO: RO&SRO
|

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: OP-MC-PSS-VA page 10,15-17

LESSON: OP-MC-PSS-VA TASK-
1

OBJECTIVE: LPRO/LPSO 3,4,8 TIME:

K/A: 000060EK302 (3.3*/3.5*) DATE: 12/9/95

I

i

1
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Test Quesdon #83. Bank Quesdon: 103 Answer: C

1 Pt(s) What are ALL the automatic actuations (IF ANY) that will occur if EMF-39(L)
~

[ containment gas low range] reaches the trip 2 alarm setpoint when the unit is in
mode 5? j

A. Secures VQ and VP

B. Initiates containment ventilation isolation signal (SJ to SSPS

C. Initiates Sn signal and sounds containment evacuation alarm .

D. No automatic actions are associated with the low rance gaseous EMF
channel, only high range gaseous channel.

MISCINFO: RO&SRO

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: OP-MC-WE-EMF page 15,16

LESSON: OP-MC-WE-EMF TASK:

OBJECTIVE: 3 TIME:

K/A: 000061EA101 (3.6/3.6) DATE: 12/9/95

,

,

1 !
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Test Question #84. Bank Question: 104 Answer: A

1 Pt(s) Unit 1 is operating at 100% power in a normal (I/II) lineup.
,

Given the following indications:

1) Charging flow decreases as NV-238 closes

2) Backup heaters energize

3) Pressurizer level decreases

What is the cause of these indications?

A. Pressurizer level channel I fails high ,

B. Pressurizer level channel I fails low

C. Pressurizer level channel 11 fails high

D. Pressurizer level channel 11 fails low

!

!

MISCINFO: RO&SRO l

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: OP-MC-TA-AT page 28,29,30

LESSON: OP-MC-TA-AT TASK:
^

OBJECTIVE: LPRO/LPSO 7 TIME:

K/A: 000028EA101 (3.8*/3.9*) DATE: 12/9/95

1
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Test Quesdon #85. Bank Quesdon: 105 Answer: A

1 Pt(s) There is a CAUTION in AP/1/A/5500/22 Loss of VI stating

" Starting D, E or Fcompressor with control air less than 80psig
may damage the compressor. Control air is normally supplied
from Ihe VIheader. "

Which one (1) of the following would NOT be an appropriate response IF VI header
pressure dropped to less than 80 psig7

A. Ensure IVI-820 is open to allow VS to supply VI

B. Ensure IVI-820 is closed to isolate VI from VS.
,

C. Align VB to supply control air to D, E and F VI compressors and start
the compressors.

D. Dispatch an operator to start A, B, or C VI compressors.

:

MISCINFO: RO&SRO,

,

SOURCE: Tracy Rhodes !

|
REFERENCES: AP/1/A/5500/22 !

LESSON: OP-MC-SS-VI TASK:

OBJECTIVE: 7 TIME:

K/A: 000065EK304 (3.0/3.2) DATE: 12/14/95
,

078000K402 (3.2/3.5) i
,

|
i

6

1
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Test Quesdon #86. Bank Quesdon: 106 Answer: B

1 Pt(s) Unit 1 is operating at 100%. A Tw hannel fails high (full scale). Which one ofc

the following selections describes the response of the reactor control system with
rods in automatic? '

A. Temperature mismatch overrides power mismatch
Reactor Control System demands rods drive OUT at 72 step / min
Control rod outward movement blocked by C-5 rod stop

B. Temperature mismatch overrides power mismatch
Reactor Control System drives rods IN

!

Rods drive IN at 72 steps / min

C. Power mismatch overrides temperature mismatch
Reactor control system drives rods OUT
Rods step OUT at 48 steps / min

|

D. Power mismatch overrides temperature mismatch
Reactor control system drives rods IN

:
Rods step IN at 72 steps / min

;

MISCINFO: RO Only

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: OP-MC-IC-IRX 2.7 page 32,39

LESSON: OP-MC-IC-IRX TASK:

OBJECTIVE: LPRO 10 TIME:

K/A: 0000001EK114 (3.4*/3.7) DATE: 12/10/95

1
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Test Quesdon #87. Bank Quesdon: 107 Answer: C

1 Pt(s) Unit I has experienced an ATWS and the operators are performing the immediate
action steps of FR-S.I.

Given the following malfunctions:

1) The reactor trips manually
2) The automatic turbine trip fails to trip the turbine

What are the correct immedinte actions in FR-S.1 to respond to this situation if the
turbine govemor valves fail to close when the operator attempts to manually close |
them?

i

A. Place turbine in emery,ency manual and close governor valves in fast
action and close all MSIVs

B. Place turbine in manual and close governor valves in fast action and
close all MSIVs

C. Place turbine in manual and close governor valves in fast action and
close all MSIVs and MSIV bypass valves

D. Place turbine in emergency manual and close governor valves in fast
,

action and close all MSIVs and MSIV bypass valves |

MISCINFO: RO Only

:

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: EP/1/A/5000/FR-S.1 page 2
OP-MC-GEN-EHC pages 37,38

LESSON: 1) OP-MC-EP-FRS TASK:
2) OP-MC-GEN-EHC

OBJECTIVE: 1) FR-S.1 - 4 TIME:
2) 1.N & l.0

K/A: 000007EA202 (4.3/4.6) DATE: 12/10/95

1
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Test Quesdon #88. Bank Question: 108 Answer: B
.

1 Pt(s) The immediate action steps of AP/1/A/5500/14 Case III(Dropped Control Rod)
require the operators to place rods in manual and restore temperature by adjusting
turbine load. Why are these actions required rather than simply allowing the reactor '

control system to respond in automatic to recover power?

A. If the reactor is operating at or near 100% power, automatic rod
withdrawal will cause the power mismatch signal to over-compensate
and a generate a rod stop.

\
B. Allowing automatic rod withdrawal will increase the severity of flux tilt

and the core will be closer to DNBR limits. !
|

C. Allowing the rod control system to respond automatically causes a f
reduction in shutdown maqgin j

D. If the control bank is close to the top of the core, the rods will drive out
i

until they reach the full out position. This action could cause the RCC
drive shaft to jam against the mechanical stop causing the rods to
become stuck when temperature changes cause thermal expansion of
the RCC. I

MISCINFO: RO Only

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: OP-MC-IC-IRE page 38
OP-MC-IC-IRX page 33

LESSON: OP-MC-IC-IRE TASK:

OBJECTIVE: LPRO 16 TIME:

K/A: 000003EA204 (3.4'/3.6*) DATE: 12/10/95

i
|

|

1
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Test Question #89. Bank Question: 111 Answer: B

1 Pt(s) Unit 1 experienced a LOCA into containment at 2:00 AM.

Given the following sequence of ever.ts:

2:00 AM LOCA starts !

2:05 AM The OSM declared an Alert
i

2:10 AM The OSM designated you as the Control hom Communicator and
!

directed you to prepare the initial notification messages for his I
review.

What are the maximum allowable notification times required by RP/0/A/5700/2.

States and Counties NRC

A. 2:15 AM 3:00 A M

B. 2:20 AM 3:05 AM

C. 2:25 AM 3:00 AM

D. 2:25 AM 3:05 AM

MISCINFO: RO Only

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: RP/0/A/5700/02 pages 1 and 3
OP-MC-EP-EMP page 23

LESSON: OP-MC-EP-EMP TASK:

OBJECTIVE: LPRO 8 TIME:

K/A: 194001 A116 (3.1/4.4*) DATE: 12/11/95

1
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Test Question #90. Bank Question: 112 Answer: D
i

1 Pt(s) Unit 1 is operating at 100% power. While conducting a system lineup verification, i
the operators note that FW-27 was in the OPEN position. The valve check list |

called for FW-27 to be in the CLOSED position. There are no outstanding R&Rs ;

or Configuration Control Cards on FW-27.
!
i

What action should the operators take?

A. CLOSE FW-27 as required by the valve check list and note the change
on the valve check list.

B. CLOSE FW-27, report the valve status change to the control room and
prepare a Problem Investigation Process (PIP) report

C. Leave the valve OPEN and prepare a Configuration Control Card to
document the deviation

D. Leave the valve in the OPEN position because the valve is currently
positioned in the correct position for the plant lineup.

MISCINFO: RO&SRO

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: OMP 4-1 page 19

LESSON: OP-MC-ADM-OMP TASK: |

OBJECTIVE: LPRO/LPSO 9B TIME:

K/A: 194001K101 (3.6/3.7) DATE: 12/13/95

1

_
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1- 19-9 L
Test Question #91. Bank Question: 113 Answer: -A- C.

1 Pt(s) Unit 1 operators are responding to a LOCA in E-0.

Given the following conditions:

1) The OATC is performing supplementary action steps in E-0.
2) The 2nd RO is busy manually controlling feedwater flow to the SGs.
3) An alarm annunciates on the electrical relay back panel behind the main

control boards (I AD11-E8, Transfer Trip System B Trouble).

What is the correct response by the RO who is the OATC in accordance with
OMP 2-27

A. The OATC must remain within the surveillance area. The alarm
should not be investigated until another operator is available.

B. The OATC can investigate the alarm because the electrical relay panel
is within the OATC defined surveillance area.

C. The OATC is allowed to momentarily leave the surveillance area to
investigate the alarm in the event of an emergency effecting the safety of
operations.

D. There is no OATC when EOPs have been implemented. Any free RO is
available to investigate the alarm.

MISCINFO: RO&SRO

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: OMP 2-2 section 10.17 page 10 and Attachment 1

LESSON: OP-MC-ADM-OMP TASK:

OBJECTIVE: LPRO/LPSO 9.H TIME:

K/A: 194001 A109 (2.7/3.9*) DATE: 12/20/95

1
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Test Question #92. Bank Question: 116 Answer: B
,

1 Pt(s) During a valve lineup, the operators are directed to reposition a manual throttle
valve that requires independent verification. How is this accomplished in

;

accordance with the OMP? I

L
1A. The operator positions the valve and the verifier positions the valve i

independently at a later time.

B. The operator positions the valve and the verifier observes the
operator's action at the same time.

l C. The operator positions the valve and the verifier independently checks
position by valve appearance at a later time.

!

D. The operator positions the valve and the verifier independently
*

|
repositions the valve at the same time.

|

!
MISCINFO: RO&SRO

,

1,

SOURCE: SCH
)

'
REFERENCES: OMP 8-2 9.7.5 pages 13,14

LESSON: OP-MC-ADM-OMP TASK:

OBJECTIVE: LPRO/LPSO 9B TIME:

K/A: 19400lK101 (3.6/3.7) DATE: 12/13/95

.

l

4

1 1

4



Test Question #93. Bsnk Question: 117 Answer: D

1Pt(s) Who can authorize lifting red safety tags to perform a test on a system?

A. Any qualified Supervisor in the Operational Control Group

B. The OSM actually on shift at the time the tag is lifted

C. The Work Group Supervisor

D. The Work Group Supervisor after an evaluation by the Operational
Control Group

MISCINFO: RO&SRO
;

1

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: NSD 500

LESSON: OP MC-ADM-SD TASK:

OBJECTIVE: LPSO 10K TIME:

K/A: 19400lK102 (3.7/4.1) DATE: 12/13/95

1



Test Quesdon #94. Bank Quesdon: 118 Answer: D

1 Pt(s) An operator is assigned to be a human red tag for the breaker on l A NV pump while
oil samples are being drawn. Which of the following activites may be conducted (if
any) by this individual?

A. He can independently verify the position of the 1 A ND pump breaker.

B. He can cycle a breaker as long as he is able to maintain the 1 A NV
pump breaker within sight and maintain physical control

C. He can act as a passive fire watch if the door to the ETA room blocked
open.

D. He can have no other responsibilities.

MISCINFO: RO&SRO

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: NSD 500.4 page 17

LESSON: OP-MC-ADM-SD TASK:

OBJECTIVE: 10.K TIME: 4

K/A: 19400lK102 (3.7/4.1) DATE: 12/13/95

1
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Test Question #95. Bank Question: 119 Answer: A

1 Pt(s) The operators are directed to cycle a 4160 V breaker in the TEST positien while
electrical maintenance observes the operation for troubleshooting repairs. There is
no aoproved procedure that directs cycling this breaker.

What administrative precautions (if any) must be followed prior to cycling this
breaker?

A. Operations Staff, Transmission orIAE Staff must be consulted to verify
what breakerinterlocks are active.

B. Post an electrical safety watch to verify all electrical safety precautions
have been implemented.

C. The Safety Committee must approve that electrical safety precautions
are met prior to cycling the breaker.

D. This breaker cannot be cycled without an approved station procedure.

MISCINFO: RO&SRO

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: OP/0/A/6350/08 page 1

LESSON: OP-MC-ADM-OMP TASK:

OBJECTIVE: 2.B TIME:

K/A: 19400lK107 (3.6*/3.7*) DATE: 12/13/95,

F

1



Test Question #96. Bank Question: 120 Answer: C

1 Pt(s) Given curve 8.5 ofenclosure 4.3 to OP/1/A/6100/22, which one (1) of the following
sets of pump operating parameters is indicative of pump cavitation conditions?

A. discharge pressurc = 9I PSIG
suction pressure = 7.7 PSIG
pump flow rate = 3250 GPM

B. discharge pressure = 87 PSIG
suction pressure = 8.6 PSIG
pump Dow rate = 3500 GPM

C. discharge pressure = 80 PSIG
suction pressure = 7.7 PSIG
pump flow rate = 3750 GPM

D. discharge pressure = 82 PSIG
suction pressure = I2.0 PSIG

;
pump flow rate = 4000 GPM i

l

MISCINFO: RO&SRO

SOURCE: BCH/LM

REFERENCES: OP/1/A/6100/22 enct 4.3 curve 8.5 KC Pumps

LESSON: OP-MC-THF-FF TASK:

OBJECTIVE: LPRO 6e TIME:

K/A: 194001 A108 (2.6/3.1) DATE: 1/10/96

1
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Test Quesdon #97. Bank Ques 6on: 121 Answer: 4- b

1 Pt(s) An operator has been working as listed below:

1/23/96

1900 Starts Shift Turnover in control room
1930 Assumes shin duties

1/24/96

0730 Relieved ofduties in control room
0800 Starts NRC requalification exam
1130 Completes NRC requalification exam

Departs site for home and rest
1900 Starts shin tumover
1930 Assumes relief shift duties
0730 Relieved ofduties in control room

Departs site

What action (if any) must the operator take to comply with Tech Spec 6.2.2
regarding limits on overtime hours?

,

A. No action required by the operator

B. Notify the OSM that and obtain approval to work the overtime

C. Submit Request for Work Hours Extension Form to be approved by the
Station Manager / Designee

D. This work schedule exceeds Tech Spec 6.2.2 and is not allowable

MISCINFO: RO&SRO

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: NSD Appendix A
Tech Spec 6.2.2

LESSON: OP-MC-ADM-OMP TASK:
4

OBJECTIVE: 9.C TIME:
K/A: 194001 A103 (2.5/3.4) DATE: 12/13/95

1
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Test Quesdon #98. Bank Quesdon: 122 Answer: A

1 Pt(s) After realigning the NV system for startup, a valve located in an high radiation area
requires independent verification. What are the ALARA requirements (if any) for
waiving the independent verification of this valve?

A. Independent verification may be waived if the exposure to the operator
is greater than 10 mrem.

|B. Independent verification is waived for all valves in high radiation areas
until after shutdown.

C. Independent verification may be waived after an evaluation by the
NLO.

D. Independent verification may never be waived for ALARA
considerations

MISCINFO: RO&SRO

SOURCE: BCH

REFERENCES: OMP 8-2 page 16-17
,

LESSON: OP-MC-ADM-OMP TASK:

OBJECTIVE: 9.B TIME:
|

|
K/A: 19400lK104 (3.3/3.5) DATE: 12/13/95

1
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Test Quesdon #99. Bank Quesdon: 123 Answer: A

1 Pt(s) A maintenance worker has a security badge that only allows access to security areas
1,2, and 3. He needs to enter a 4 area to complete a task that will only take 5
minutes. An operator is making rounds in the area and the worker requests that he
open the security door to the 4 area and allow him to go inside for 5 minutes.

What is the correct response from the operator?

A. The worker must go to the Security Office and obtain approval for
permanent access to 4 areas.

B. The operator can escort the worker provided he first obtains
permission from security to assume visitor escort duties for the worker.

C. The operator is allowed to escort the worker into the area provided that
he maintains the worker under his con ~ rol at all times.t

D. The operator is allowed to open the door using his/her CAD key to
allow the worker to enter provided they account for the worker exiting
the area within the expected period of time.

MISCINFO: RO&SRO

SOURCE: BCH
l

REFERENCES: MSD 950.5 page 11

LESSON: OP-MC-ADM-SD TASK:

OBJECTIVE: LPRO/LPSO 10.P TIME:

K/A: 194001K105 (3.1/3.4*) DATE: 12/13/95

1
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Test Quesdon #100. Bank Quesdon: 124 Answer: C

1 Pt(s) A team of workers must repack the seals on a pump in a 500 mrem /hr radiation area. I

Which one (1) of the following combinations of workers and estimated repair times
would maintain worker exposure ALARA? '

A. 2 people working for 2 hours

B. 4 people working for 60 minutes

C. 6 people working for 30 minutes

D. 10 people working for 20 minutes

!

MISCINFO: RO&SRO

SOURCE: BCH |

|
REFERENCES: OP-MC-RAD-HPM page 38 I

LESSON: OP-MC-RAD-HPM TASK: |

OBJECI'IVE: LPRO 57 TIME:
,

K/A: 194001K104 (3.3/3.5) DATE: 12/13/95
)

.

.

I

_
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%-MNS

STEAM GENERATOR TUBE RUPTURE PAGE NO'
.

j EP/1/A/5000/E-3
i 16 of 56

Rev.1
i --

ACTION / EXPECTED RESPONSE
RESPONSE NOT 08TAINED

..

!
..

N_{QIE = NC pump trip criteria based on subcooling does not apply after starting
a controlled cooldown.

,

= Af ter the steamline S/l signal is blocked, Main Steam Isolation will occur
if the high steam pressure rate setpoint is exceeded.

,

!
| 16. Initiate NC System cooldown as
'

follows:

__ a. Determine required core exit
temperature based on lowest

j ruptured S/G pressure:
;

l

i LOWEST
!

RUPTURED S/G PRESSURE CORE EXIT T/Cs! (PSIG) (*F)1

I GREATER THAN 1200 538 (536 ACC)! 1100 - 1199 527 (525 ACC)
1000 - 1099 515 (514 ACC)

i900 - 999 502 (501 ACC)
800 - 899 489 (487 ACC).

700 - 799 474 (472 ACC)600 - 699 457 (456 ACC)
500 - 599 437 (436 ACC)
400 - 499 415 (414 ACC)
300 - 399 '387 (386 ACC)*

210 - 299 355 (354 ACC)

. . _ . - . --
b. Check condenser available: b. GO TO RNO for Step 76.e. -

= "C-9 COND AVAILABLE FOR~

STEAM DUMP" status light
(1 SI-18) - LIT

* MSIV on intact S/G(s) - OPEN._

W OR W O M

,

_ __ __ ._ --
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STEAM GENERATOR TUBE RUPTURE PAGE NO.i EP/1/A/5000/E-3
| 16 of 56

Rev.14
_

:

I
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ACTION / EXPECTED RESPONSE RESPONSE NOT O8TAINED

| . . ..

!
J

| N_OTE = NC pump trip criteria based on subcooling does not apply after startingQ
a controlled cooldown.

! = Af ter the steamline S/l signalis blocked, Main Steam Isolation will occur
i if the high steam pressure rate setpoint is exceeded.
; -

;

16. Initiat.e NC System cooldown as
follows:

| _ a. Determine required core exit
: temperature based on lowest
j ruptured S/G pressure:
!

; LOWEST

RUPTURED S/G PRESSURE CORE EXIT T/Cs
;

1
(PSIG) (*F)

!

! GREATER THAN 1200 538 (536 ACC)
! 1100 - 1199 527 (525 ACC)

1000 - 1099 515 (514 ACC)
| 900 - 999 502 (501 ACC)

800 - 899 489 (487 ACC)'

700 - 799 474 (472 ACC)
600 - 699 457 (456 ACC)

-

'

500 - 599 437 (436 ACC)
; 400 - 499 415 (414 ACC)'

300 - 399 ~387 (386 ACC)' - 210 - 299 355 (354 ACC)
.

"%*

b. Check condenser available: b. GO TO RNO for Step 76.e.
.

i
j

= "C-9 COND AVAILABLE FOR'~: - STEAM DUMP" status light
; (1 SI-18) - LIT

__ = MSIV on intact S/G(s) - OPEN.
1

;

'

..

_


